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2.3 Suprasegmental structure

One further aspect of phonological structure that

remains to be investigated is that concerning units

which are larger than the individual segment. According

to Anderson and Jones (1977:91)

There has recently emerged a not
inconsiderable body of work in
phonology/phonetics which has tended to
reaffirm the relevance of larger than segment
(non syntacto-morphological) structural
un i ts. .. .than has generally been supposed in
the past.

This section attempts to summarise the concepts used in

the analysis of this 'suprasegmental ' structure and

show how these principles can be applied to selected

forms in the dialect represented by Cp. using the

traditional notational model of the labelled and
1

bracketed string .

§4.2.2 will discuss how this same information may

be represented within the dependency framework.

A satisfactory analysis of suprasegmental structure

can be achieved from a consideration of the following

f actors:

1 The nature of the well-formed syllable

The basic unit of suprasegmental structure is the

syllable. §2.3.1 considers the motivation behind the

postulation of the syllable as a unit relevant to

phonological analysis and investigates any internal

structure it may be supposed to have, primarily with

reference to monosyllabic forms in Cp.
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2 Principles of stress assignment

In polysyllabic forms each syllable carries a

different degree of stress. §2.3.2 discusses how stress

assignment can be supposed to have operated in the

dialect represented by Cp., illustrating this with

examples taken irom the MS. It can be claimed that

certain units bigger than the syllable are relevant to

phonological analysis; in particular the foot and tone

group. After a brief reference to the evidence that

supports the appropriateness of such units, the account

moves on to demonstrate how these can be identified in

various forms in Cp.

3 Principles of syllable division

The recognition of the number of syllables

contained in a particular form is a fairly simple
2

matter . The question of where the boundaries of these

syllables are to be placed in polysyllabic forms is not

so straightforward. Given that

stress... once assigned affects the placement
of syllable' boundaries

(Anderson and Jones, 1977:94), it is desirable to leave

any discussion of the principles of syllable division

until a stage in the account when the rules that

determine stress assignment have been established. The

matter is therefore considered i ri §2.3.3.



2.3.1 The nature of the uell-formed syllable

Many attempts have been made to define the syllable

on acoustic and phonetic grounds (see Crysta1, 1985: 297-

8; Lass, 1984: 248 and references therein;

Abercrombie, 1967: 34-35) and indeed it is desirable that

any suggested phonological construction should have its
3

basis in phonetic reality .

The main concern of this account is, however, to

establish the syllable as a unit relevant to

phonological structure. Its status as such, as is the

case with most units of suprasegmenta1 structure in the

dialect represented by the Cp. MS, is confirmed largely

on the evidence of phonetic phenomena that can be

observed in PD dialects which support the 'phonetic

naturalness' of the units concerned.

On the basis of evidence such as that discussed by

Anderson( 1986a: 57); Lass(1984: 255-262), it can be

suggested that the syllable should be considered a unit

that is significant to the analysis of the phonological

structure of the Cp. dialect, although there is no

first-hand phonetic evidence to support this claim (see

§ 1. 3.6.2.2(i ) ) .

It remains, therefore, to investigate the nature of

the syllable more closely in order to ascertain whether

it can be said to have any form of internal structure.

This question will be discussed with reference to

'monosyllabic' forms in the Cp. MS, as these presumably

constitute syllables that are well-formed in the dialect



it represents (see §2.3.3).

From an investigation of the distribution of

segments which can be assumed to occur in the data under

consideration (see §2.1),it can be seen that it is

possible to divide the syllable into a number of smaller

units that are nevertheless still relevant to

suprasegmenta1 structure.

1

Monosyllabic words which consist of a vocalic

segment alone are frequently attested in extant OE data.

While no such forms are attested in the section of Cp.

analysed in the present account, their absence is

presumably purely accidental, given their relatively

frequent appearance in other OE MSS (see §1.3.2.2.1).

(2.3.1) gives examples of forms of this type as cited by

Bosworth and Toller (1898).

(2.3. 1)

(a) La:] a 'always, ever, for ever'

(b) [$:] $ 'law, statute, custom'

2

As these forms must contain syllables that are

well-formed in OE, it is clear that the vowel can be

isolated on distributional grounds as a unit which is
4

obligatory and essential to syllable structure . As
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such, it is known as the 'nucleus' of the syllable.

2. 1

An investigation of other monosyllabic forms in Cp.

reveals that the nucleus can optionally be preceded by

one or more consonants. The forms in (2.3.2) show that

it is possible to find up to three consonants preceding

the nucleus.

(2.3.2)

(a) CsSU] libitorium: saa 'tub, pail' 17
(-atorium)

(b) Cf le :o] albulo: f 1 io 'a white 112

(-ugo) spot in
the eye'

(c) [spryrjj] carbunculus: spryng 'ulcer,sore' 351
2.2

After the vowel no more than two consonants

5

normally occur , as is demonstrated by the forms in

(2.3.3).

(2.3.3)

(a) Ce:n anguil(l)a: el_ 'eel' 174

(b) [el<j] cer(v)us: e 1 h 'elk' 443

Where no consonant follows the vowel in a monosyllabic

form the vowel is invariably long (although this is not,



of course, reflected in the orthography, see

§1.3.1.3.1.2). Consonants land consonant clusters)

before the nucleus are known as the 'onset', those that

follow it comprise the 'coda'.

An observation of existing combinations reveals

that the choice of the particular consonants that appear

in the onset and coda respectively and the order in

which these are arranged is certainly not random.

Consonant clusterings, apparently, have to be 'legal'

(Lass, 1984:67).

To give a detailed list of the rules or

'phonotactic constraints' that determine the shape of

acceptable consonant clusters in the Cp. dialect would

be a far too cumbersome, and indeed unnecessary, venture
6

in the present project . However, an awareness of the

fact that, in general, phonotactic constraints in OE and

in most other languages are apparently determined by

the relative sonority of the segments concerned

(§2.2.2.5.3.2 and the references therein) provides us

with a basic idea as to the nature of permissable

syllable shapes. According to Anderson (1986a:67)

roughly the internal structure [of the
syllable] is a bidirectional projection of the
sonority hierarchy

2.3

Major exceptions to this generalisation are

clusters which place [s] in syllable initial or final

position, such as those that appear in the forms in
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(2.3.4) arid (2.3.5) respectively.

(2.3.4)

(a) Cstork] ciconia: store 'stork' 465

(b) Cspryr^j] car buncu 1 us : spryng 'ulcer,sore' 351

(2.3.5)

(a) [e:k s'] axis: $x 'pickaxe' 259

(b) [wepsl crabo: waef s 'wasp' 604

The Cs]- initial sequences in (2.3.4) can, in general,

be seen to behave differently from other OE consonant

clusters (see Anderson, 1986a: 68 and references therein)

and therefore may be considered marked constructions in

the language. The -Csl final clusters in (2.3.5) are

also relatively infrequent in their occurrence, and in

many cases can be seen to arise as the result of the

operation of fairly specific phonological processes,

such as those describedby Campbell (1959: §416; §418;

§460; §480.3).

3

Certain features that can be observed in PE

dialects (see Anderson, 1986a: 57-58) suggest that the

nucleus and coda can be regarded as combining to form a

unit which is relevant to phonological structure. This

unit is known as the 'rhyme'.

While it is by no means certain that the rhyme is



universally attested as a constituent (Anderson, 1986a:

71), its appropriateness as far as the structure of OE

syllables is concerned can be assumed to be fairly

uncontroversial.

4

Where a syllable contains a diphthong its nucleus

can be divided into a 'syllabic' and a 'non-syllabic'

element (Co 1 man, 1983a:33-34). As the nucleus and

syllabic coincide in the vast majority of cases (see

2.3.7.a;b;d;e;f;g;h), the evidence for the

appropriateness of such a distinction is somewhat

limited. However, the fact that whenOEdiphthongs

monophthongise the segment that results is identical in
7

quality with that of the original syllabic element can

be cited in support of the suggestion that one of the

elements in a diphthongal nucleus must be considered

more prominent than the other.

5

The syllable, therefore, is fairly complex in terms

of its internal structure, consisting of (from left to

right) an onset, a syllabic element, a non-syllabic

element and a coda. The syllabic and non-syllabic

elements (should both occur) combine to form the

nucleus, and the nucleus and coda combine to form the

rhyme. This structure can be represented in terms of a
8

labelled and bracketed string , as illustrated in
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(2.3.6).

(2.3.6)

[ t Ml ] JL * J

where SC, N, K and S are abbreviations for 'syllabic',

'nucleus', 'rhyme' and 'syllable' respectively.

The internal structure of the monosyllabic forms

(a) a, (b) saa, (c) f 1 io, (d) spryng, (e) ej_, (f) e lh,

(g) store, (h) $)< can therefore be represented as in

(2.3.7).

(2.3.7)

(a)

'[ Jj]
R t
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(b)

[ a,]I— SC ■—1K —J
R

.

5

saa

(c )

f 1 io

(d)

S?r

spryng



store
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(h )

s

$x

According to Ladefoged (1982:15)

all the suprasegmenta1 features are
characterised by the fact that they must be
described in relation to others in the same

utterance.

It is desirable, therefore, that any representation of

suprasegementa1 structure should convey the relative

phonetic and acoustic prominence of the units concerned.

In the representation of syllable structure we should

expect the relative prominence of the units listed in

(2.3.8) to be conveyed in any notational model adopted.

(2.3.8)

(a) the nucleus as opposed to the onset and the coda

(b) the syllabic as opposed to the non-syllabic element,
should such a distinction prevail in the nucleus in
quest ion

(c) the various consonants that appear within the onset
and the coda

The only possible means of conveying this information in



terms of the labelled and bracketed string is to

establish the convention that the greater the number of

brackets that enclose a unit, the greater its phonetic

and acoustic prominence.

In this way it is possible to claim that the

representations given in (2.3.7) convey the relative

prominence of the units listed in (2.3.8) (a) and

(2.3.8) (b). The relative sonority (which is, after all,

acoustic prominence, Crysta1, 1985: 248) of the various

consonants in the OnsilJb and coda (2.3.8c) is not,

however, directly reflected in this particular

notational model.

For example, the segments in the sequences Cfll,

CsprD, C rj^ j H , Cl<?3, Est], Crkl, and Cksl are shown
enclosed within the same number of brackets in the

representations of the forms f 1 i o , spryng, e1h, store

and $21 in (2.3.7), yet they apparently differ to a great

extent in terms of their relative sonority, see

(2.2.88).

This information must therefore be specified in a

verbal explanation appended to the diagram itself, "in

this case a definition of the sonority hierarchy and a

note indicating where each of the segments represented

by each of the symbols used Is to be placed within it.

In that such an amendment is required, the labelled and

bracketed string as a model of representation must be

considered incomplete, and, as such, not wholly

satis factory.
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2.3.2 Principles of stress assignment

If a syllable (or, more correctly, the syllabic
9

element it contains ) is defined in phonetic terms as

being a unit which is produced with a chest-pulse, a

stressed syllable can be described as one which is

produced with a chest-pulse that is 'reinforced'

(Abercrombie,1967:35).

In the present analysis of selected data from Cp.

we are primarily concerned with 'intralexical' rather

than 'extralexical' structure (Anderson, 1986a: 66-67).

We can therefore assume that each syllabic in the forms

considered in §2.3.1 is produced with a reinforced

chest-pulse by virtue of the fact that it is the only

foot- or group-head in the utterance. In forms which

corvtgin more than one syllable it is clear that some

syllabics are produced with more acoustic force than

others and as such can be said to carry a greater degree

of stress. (2.3.9) lists the sources of evidence that

can be consulted in order to ascertain the degree of

stress which is to be assigned to the various syllables

in OE.



(2.3.9)

(a) reflexes in PE dialects (§ 1.3.4.1. 1;2.2)

(b) spellings that appear (especially for vowels) in OE
MSS (§1.3.1.2.2.1)

(c) reconstructions of the OE metrical system
(§1.3.2.2.1)

A consideration of (2.3.9) (c) in particular has led to

suggestions that there are three basic possibilities in

the amount of stress that can be assigned to any one

syllable in OE, as listed in (2.3.10).

(2.3. 10)

A syllable can carry

(a) primary stress

(b) secondary stress

(c) no stress at all

The discussion of forms of the type described in

(2.3.17) shows that various complications can arise from

such an over-rigid division of the stress continuum. If

we consider the physical factors that are included in
10

speech production , it can clearly be expected that the

longer the period of time that elapses between the

utterance of a particular syllable and one that is

produced with a reinforced chest-pulse, the less the

amount of energy that will be used in its production.

The degree of stress assigned to each syllable in a form



will therefore presumably show gradual decline according

to how far the syllable concerned lies to the right of

that which is produced with the greatest amount of

force.

The present account favours a theory of stress

assignment for OE which has much in common with that

suggested for PE by Ladefoged (1982:104-108). Stress is

basically

something that either does or does not occur
on a syllable in English

(ibid: 108), and decreases according to the position of

the syllable in the word form. This is surely preferable

to the theory suggested by Campbell (1959: Ch.II) which

rigidly divides the stress continuum into three

different levels.

The question of whether a syllable is to be

considered essentially stressed or unstressed depends

primarily on the criterion cited in (2.3.11) (a).

(2.3.11)

(a) the type of morpheme it represents (i.e. root,
derivational or inflectional affix, see §3.1.2)

The degree of stress carried by a stressed syllable is

ultimately determined by (2.3.11) (b).

(2.3.11)

(b) its position in the word form (i.e. word initial,
medial or final)



1 Type of morpheme represented (2.3.11) (a)

1.1 Roots

On the basis of the evidence listed in (2.3.9) it

can be claimed that syllables representing roots are

always stressed (i.e. produced with a reinforced stress-

pulse) in OE.

1.2. Inflectional and derivational morphemes

Largely on the basis of a consideration of (2.3.9)

(a) the present account assumes that syllables

representing derivational affixes carry stress in OE,

whereas those that represent inflectional affixes do

not. A comparison of the quality of the vowels in the

underlined syllables in the forms in (2.3.12) (a) and

(b) respectively shows that while OE inflectional

affixes have apparently been lost or have undergone a

great deal of phonological reduction in the course of

their development into PE, the OE derivational affixes

have remained, at the most having undergone SOtr\e

reduction in the amount of stress that they carry.



(2.3.12)

(a) Old English (Cp.)

Derivational Affixes

Cnis] acies: scearpnis 'sharpness' 50

[unD agitatio: unstiIn is 'absence of 106
rest'

CmisD abortus: misbyrd 'misbirth' 36

C ifj^j ] comis(s)ura: cimbing 'joint' 554
Inflectional Affixes

Has! amites: reftras 'rafters' 50

CisD cassidis: helmes 'helmet's' 415

CQ] antenna: boga 'bow' 168



(b) Present Day English

Derivational Affixes

[nasi, Cms], Cnes] sharpness

[An] unkind

Cmis ]

cxrn

mistake

singing

Lzl

C s ]

0

1

Inflectional Affixes

rafters

he lmets

bou
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1
The realisation of the affix that represents the

categories 'plural' and 'posessive' varies in PE
(Brown and Miller, 1980: 177-178). Crucially,
however, the fact that in a great many instances
the vowel has been lost from the affix must be
noted.

Compare also Cp.
[era] aleator: teblere 'gamester'
with PE
[3]/C^r] 'singer'

where the OE derivational affix (er) has a reflex in the
corresponding PE form, but the inflectional affix fa }
has been lost.

2 The position of the syllable in the word form (2.3.11)
(b)

It can be assumed that all things being equal (see

ft. 10) the syllable that occurs furthest to the left in

a word form will be produced with the greatest amount of

energy, thus carrying what in traditional terms is known

as the 'main stress' (Campbe11, 1959: §72). The degree of

stress assigned to other syllables which, on the basis

of (2.3.11) (a), are essentially 'stressed' will

decrease according to their distance from the leftmost

sy1lable.

On the basis of the criteria listed in (2.3.11)

there is little difficulty in assigning stress to the

various syllables in most forms in Cp., and for the most

part the conclusions reached do not conflict with those

implied in the traditional accounts.

As noted in §2.3.1, monosyllabic forms (which, of

course, consist of a single root) will automatically be

fully stressed if they occur in isolation. §1.3.1.1.2.1
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established. that this is the case with most oi the

monosyllabic entries in the Cp. MS.

In disyllabic forms consisting of a root followed

by an inflectional affix, such as those represented in
11

(2.3.13)

(2.3.13)

(a)

s** s» sz

he 1mes

(b)

S ^ 5,

re f tras

the first syllable will be fully stressed and the second

totally unstressed. This pattern is determined both by

the position of the respective syllables in the word

form (2.3.11b) and the type of morpheme they represent

(2.3. 1 la).



Where a disyllabic form consists of two roots, a

consideration of (2.3.11) (b) must ultimately decide the

amount of stress to be assigned to each syllable. While

both syllables (by virtue of the fact that they

represent roots) are stressed to an extent (i.e.

produced with a prominent chest-pulse), the leftmost

root (by virtue of its position in the word form) will

carry the greater amount of force.

This results in the traditional analysis of the

forms in (2.3.14) as comprising a fully-stressed plus a

half-stressed syllable (Campbe11, 1959:§87).

(2.3.14)

(a)

[n [[Led] p]J [l[[f°srJ] <*]
1 edo : nepf1od 'neeptide ' 16
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(b)

broel: deortuun 'deer park' 324

When the second root is accompanied by an

inflectional affix, as in (2.3.15)

(2.3. 15)

W

acega: ho lthona ' woodcock' 54

it follows from the principles outlined in (2.3.11) that

the first syllable will carry the main stress, the

second will be stressed, but to a lesser extent, and

the third will be totally unstressed. It can be proposed

without controversy that the second syllables of

'disyllabic' roots and 'linking vowels' in compound

forms (§3.2.5) are totally unstressed.
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Thus in the forms in (2.3.16)

(2.3. 16)

(a)

[w[ o> M [m]] [b[ fci)n [4) [M]L S»*-£ *S» 5* Si S4

lignarium: uuidubinde a bundle of 18
wood'

(b)

IM)
trj

carbasus: seglbosm 'the swelling 412
out of a sail'

the first syllable will carry the main stress, the

second and final syllables will be unstressed and the

third will be stressed but to a lesser degree than the

first.



The above analysis has so far matched that which is

implied in traditional accounts, albeit with a slight

difference in the terminology used as it is not

suggested in the present account that syllables carry

'secondary stress'. Discrepancies arise, however, when

we consider forms with the morphological structures

described in (2.3.17).

(2.3. 17)

(a) forms where the root is preceded by a derivational
pre f i x

(b) forms that contain a derivational suffix, which may
or may not be followed by an affix expressing
inflectional material

(c) Forms that contain more than one derivational suffix

In all these instances the problems seem to arise from

the fact that traditional analyses allow syllables to

carry only one of three degrees of stress and are

therefore over-rigid in their division of the stress

cont inuum.

3. 1

In his analysis of forms such as those represented

in (2.3.18), see (2.3.17) (a),
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(2.3.18)

(a)

aspera: unsmopi 'rough' 232
(b)

*

m id
1

cr H] r d
n

«, c
-

s

m isbyrd see (2.3.12)

Campbell (1959: §§71;75) implies that the syllable

representing the prefix will carry the main stress by

virtue of its position in the word form. The evidence of

PE reflexes, see (2.3.9) (a), on the other hand,

suggests that the syllable that represents the root is

in fact the most prominent. Compare the PE forms in

(2.3.19)
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(2.3.19)

(a) mistaken

( b ) unk ind

[mis] Cteil Ckan]

[An] [kaind.]

where the second syllable carries a greater degree of

stress than the first. Thus criterion (2.3.11) (a), i.e.

the type of morpheme represented, can apparently be

considered more important than criterion (2.3.11) (b),

i.e. that of the position of the syllable in the word

form, in the assignment of stress in forms of this type.

The present account accepts the second solution as being

more likely, assuming that an analysis based on the

evidence of PE will be more reliable than one which is

based on a reconstruction of the OE metrical system.

The discrepancy between the two accounts

presumably arises from the traditional strict division

of the stress continuum. It is likely that the prefix

(by virtue of its position in the word form) will carry

a fair amount of stress, possibly more than that which

is associated with most 'half-stressed' syllables

(which usually follow the root). This may account for

the fact that such prefixes can occupy the same position

12
as fully stressed syllables in OE metrical structure

It must be noted that in many cases syllables that
13

are frequently assumed to represent derivational

prefixes are in fact better analysed as 'prepositional

adverbs' (see Chapter 3 ft.24). For example, in forms
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such as those in (2.3.20)

(2.3.20)

(a)

Y-j
x r

* *TJ

adc1 i n i s to h aid 'inclined' 74

(b)

Jo]] vlfy
S* * *

S*

M jl W
S+ f S3

%

artemon obersegl 'top sail 203

( c )

y t
(TV»

0 _ V-
W

Y

ansata: atgare ' spear' 167



there can be no hesitation in assigning full stress to

the first syllable as it represents the leftmost root

in a compound form. The stress pattern of the forms in

(2.3.20) is, in fact, identical to that of those in

(2.3.14). When the form concerned is a verb, however,

the spelling evidence would seem to indicate that the

vowels in the syllables that represent the prepositional

adverb have undergone stress reduction

(Campbe11,1959:§73). It must, therefore, be concluded

that the stress pattern assigned to these forms (just as
14

that of 'obscured compounds') deviates from the norm:

see 52.1.8.2 and (3.2.74).

3.2

As far as the analysis of forms such as those

described in (2.3.17) (b) is concerned (i.e. those that

contain a derivational suffix), if we make the basic

assumption that syllables representing roots and

derivational affixes will always be essentially

'stressed', there can be no hesitation in suggesting

that the forms in (2.3.21)



(2.3.2 1)

(a)

(b)

SW Mn] s [M 3 a]" ari _ e -
s "s

(h)armonia: sujnsung' 'harmony' 195

(c )

concurs ion ibus : raednisse 'readiness' 579
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(d)

the first syllable Mill carry the main stress (by virtue

of its position in the word form), the second will be

stressed but to a lesser degree, and in (2.3.21) (c) and

(d) the third syllable will carry no stress at all.

This analysis is supported by a consideration of

the reflexes of the affixes represented by OE Cnisl and

Cerl in PE, see (2.3.12). Campbe11( 1959: §89), however,

claims that in forms such as (2.3.21) (c) and (d) the

second syllable carries secondary stress, but implies

that in (2.3.21) (a) and (b), for example, the syllable

representing the same affix carries no stress at all.

Thus it would appear that the second syllable in

rsdnisse (2.3.21c) has the same amount of stress as

that of holthpna (2.3.15), whereas in suoetnis (2.3.21a)

a syllable which represents the same morpheme is to be

equated in terms of stress assignment with the second

syllable of helmes or reftras (2.3.13), an inconsistency

which is surely undesirable. Assuming once more that a

consideration of the appropriate PE reflexes is the most

reliable of the sources of evidence listed in (2.3.9),



the first analysis is the one which will be adopted in

the present account.

Once more, as in the analysis of forms with the

morphological structure described in (2.3.17) (a), the

reason for the discrepancy probably lies in the concept

that only three degrees of stress are possible in the OE

language. It may well be the case that while the

syllable Cnisl in suoetnis (2.3.21a) retains some

stress, it does so to a much lesser degree than, for

example, the syllable Ctu:nl in deortuun (2.3.14), and

on this basis it can occur in an 'unstressed' position

in metrical structure. The inconsistencies in Campbell's

account become strikingly evident when we see that he is

forced to make statements such as the following:

The half-stresses described in §89 were

clearly very light when they fell on a
syllable which was itself short.... Such half-
stresses are often neglected in verse, and in
late Old English syllables bearing them are
frequently subject to change and loss, like
fully unaccented syllables.

(Campbel1, 1959: §92).

3.3

The final problem is presented by forms with a

morphological structure of the type described in

(2.3.17) (c), such as is represented in (2.3.22).



(2.3.22)

campus: cleppettende 'to have a 411
palpitation'

While there can be no hesitation in assigning main

stress to the first syllable (by virtue of the fact that

it represents the root and is also the leftmost syllable

in the form), or in making the assumption that the final

syllable should be totally unstressed, problems arise in

determining the degree of stress to be assigned to the

two medial syllables. As they represent derivational

affixes it must be supposed that they carry some amount

of stress, but presumably they do so to a lesser extent

than Cklepl.

Purely by virtue of its position in the word form

(its relative distance from the syllable produced with

the greatest amount of energy, see the discussion of

(2.3.11) (b)), it can be assumed that the syllable let!

carries more stress than Ctendl. Traditional accounts

have no means of conveying this information, as any

syllable with an 'intermediate' degree of stress (i.e.

one which is neither fully stressed nor totally

unstressed) can only be analysed as having 'secondary
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stress'. The present account acknowledges that each

syllable can differ slightly in the amount of stress it

carries, and attempts to convey this information in the

notational system adopted will be discussed in §4.2.2.2.

The following principles of stress assignment have

therefore been established for the data in Cp. and OE in

general.

(2.3.23)

(a) roots and derivational affixes are always stressed

(b) inflectional affixes, the second syllable of
disyllabic roots and 'linking vowels' in compounds
are always totally unstressed

(c) generally, where two 'stressed' syllables occur: for
example, if a root is followed by another root or a
derivational affix, the leftmost will carry the main
stress

(d) the only exception to this rule is that where a
derivational prefix precedes the root it is
apparently the case that the criterion of the type
of morpheme represented (2.3.11a) overrides that of the
position of the syllable in the word form (2.3.11b),
and the syllable representing the root carries the
main stress.

4

It remains, therefore, to consider how such

information may be appropriately represented in a formal

notational model. Traditional models always use

diacritics, see (2.3.24)
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(2.3.24)

(a)

(b)

to represent full and half stressed syllables

respectively (see Campbe11,1959: Ch.II). As the present

account acknowledges the existence of more than two

degrees of stress in OE, this system of notation is

clearly not entirely suitable. The grouping of syllables

into larger construct ions, however, provides a means by

which an attempt may be made to convey their relative

prominence.

5

Once stress has been assigned to the various

syllables that appear in the forms in the Cp. MS, there

is evidence to suggest that units larger than the

syllable may be significant to an analysis of its

phonological structure.

5.1 The foot

It can be claimed that a string of syllables

introduced by a stressed syllable up to, but not

including, the next stressed syllable that occurs in the

speech sequence constitutes a unit relevant to

phonological analysis , see Anderson and Durand (1986:

9); Anderson(1986a:58-59) and the references therein.

This unit is known as the 'foot' and on the basis of the
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principles of stress assignment established above

(2.3.23), the syllables in a representative selection of

the forms cited in this section can be grouped into feet
15

as indicated in (2.3.25)

(2.3.25)

(a)

[€.]] 1 £
SHJ

e 1 h (2.3.7) (f)

(b)

St

m

y
- 5C-

M

A

r K

- -

store (2.3.7) (g)
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(c)

C Hi ft
i_ * _i

n l

r "|]J s]
ref tras (2.3.13) (b)

(d)

y «i M_ si
l— N -*

*■ c R s -

boga (2.3.12)

(e )

d ito r

W

fa] n

u * R-J

V

deortuun (2.3. 14) (b)
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c f)

W [e]o
L 50 fr1 to!

«- R
.

s2- s*

«- Hr?
y n dl M

L-

R^J

uuidubinde (2.3.16) (a)

(h )

i[e]
I- 54-J

M
J

S* *S-
[Q Ml]

seglbosm (2.3.16) (b)
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(i)

OA [CO, c _

5

b m

b
-

Mr d1
J- r\

7
J— • -JJi

misbyrd (2.3.18) (b)

< J )

U ®KJ
F

toha 1 d (2.3.20) (a)

(k )

suoetnis (2.3.21) (a)



(1)

K\ ia p f MiICm
L- N

t en
I— N

S* Si

c1eppettende (2.3.22)

5.1.1

In forms where an unstressed syllable precedes the

root, it can be assumed that this syllable is in fact

preceded by a stressed syllable in a foot which (when

the word is spoken in isolation) is simply not realised

phonetically, see Anderson (1986a: 94; 109) and the

references therein.

The structure of such forms can be represented as

in (2.3.26).
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(2,3.26)

Qr
N •Js -f

apparatum: rec 'press,crush' 190

The identification of feet in a form, therefore,

goes some way towards establishing a means by which the

degree of stress assigned to the various syllables can

be conveyed. Wherever a foot bracket appears it is

possible to conclude that one of the syllables it

encloses must be stressed. Unfortunately, however, it is

impossible to ascertain the relative prominence of the

syllables in the foot constituent purely on a

consideration of the diagrams in (2.3.25). The same

number of brackets enclose the first syllable of reftras

(2.3.25c) as the second, yet the former carries a

greater degree of stress.

It is therefore necessary to convey this type of

information in a verbal specification appended to the

diagram itself: in this case a statement to the effect

that within a foot the leftmost syllable will carry the

main stress. In this respect therefore, the



representational model of the labelled and bracketed

string must be considered inadequate.

5.2 The group

There is evidence to suggest that feet can be

grouped into a larger unit relevant to phonological

structure, known as the 'tone group' (Anderson, 1986a; 59

and the references therein). One of the stressed

syllables in the group is produced with a greater degree

of acoustic force than any of the others

by virtue among other things of being the
locus for a tone shift

(ibid;62).

(2.3.27) shows how the forms in (2.3.25) and in

addition some entries in Cp. which apparently comprise

more than one word may be represented once the tone

group boundary has been assigned. For convenience at

this juncture, * is placed above the syllabic which

(largely on the basis of a consideration of PE data) can

be assumed to carry the tone shift in each case.
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(2.3.27)

(a)

reftras
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(d)

*

fc]
IT

^ CI ^ S2-s7- s'
fs

(e )

d

deortuun

( f )

*

[ojl U
SC —*

s F

&L. x _J
_ H

«fv y
«- N -I

s\ si SJriJ
5

holthona
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609

w

*

[e]
i- sc tr

*
s.

N
_

R

S»F

M
s*Sj <*vj

uuidubinde

(h )

U fej [JIM
SJ-RS» *Si-

b
L. H-J

* s ss%
ses1bosm

( i )

na [0
fr - *

V-i
F

M4
'5

misbyrd
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(j>

-

-

* r

P"
-

-

1 H
—

■

-

LL * RJ
F

tohald

(k)

suoetn i s

( 1 )

raedn isse
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( ffi )

kI M p]N o«~U
5, J

P

p[mO I— M
b] n M

Lrj
S4- 53 F;H

cleppettende

(n )

*
•

r—
• P * r

-

r»

J .

fed K' M S s M r
r ss£

< —

L. J
N «7 - •"4 -

L
»- —

calciculium: ieces sur$ 'cuckoo sorrell' 380

(O )

acitelum: hromsan crop 'ramsons' 57

While it can be assumed from the ad hoc

representations given in (2.3.27) that one of the

stressed syllables within each group will be more



prominent than the others, it is desirable to find a

more effective means of reflecting this information in

the notational system adopted. Unfortunately there is no

established convention for this in the 'labelled and

bracketed' model.

Note, however, that if we compare the

representations of ref tras (2.3.27c) and suoetn is

(2.3.27k), the difference in the number of brackets that

uniquely enclose the second syllable can be interpreted

as reflecting the fact that the syllable EnisI carries

more stress than the syllable Eras]. It is therefore

necessary to formulate a verbal explanation which, when

appended to the diagrams in (2.3.27), will convey the

location of the tone shift.

5.2. 1

The difficulty is that, unlike as was the case with

the foot (where the stressed syllable is invariably the

leftmost item), the most prominent unit in the group

cannot be defined with reference to its position in

that construction. The variation in the placement of *

in the diagrams in (2.3.27) shows that this cannot be

predicted in any way. A statement to the effect that the

stressed syllable which represents the root in any one

group will carry the tone shift suffices to identify the

relative prominence of the elements concerned in many of

the forms in (2.3.27), i.e. (2.3.27) (a), (b), (c), (d),

(k), (1) and (m). In most (but not all) cases, see



(2.3.27i), the leftmost syllable is the most prominent.

In cleppettende (2.3.27m) the only way in which the

relative prominence of the two derivational affixes can

be conveyed on the diagram itself is by in some way

showing the syllable Cetl enclosed within a greater

number of sets of brackets than the syllable [tend].

Otherwise a lengthy verbal explanation would be

required. A possible means of doing this is to invoke an
16

ad hoc construction, the 'supergroup' (S.G.) , as in

(2.3.28).

(2.3.28)

fr

k\ l4if]N
K-

ia«- N *

In this way the syllable Cetl, as it is enclosed by a

greater number of brackets, can be interpreted as

carrying more stress than [tend]. Within the S.G. [klep]

can be seen to be the most prominent element on two

counts: firstly by virtue of the fact that it is the

leftmost syllable, and secondly as it is the only root

to appear in the construction.
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6

The question remains, however, as to how the most

prominent stressed syllabic in groups which contain

syllables that represent two or more roots may be

indicated. Clearly this cannot be conveyed by a

statement referring to the position of each in the

group, as this is not 'predictable'. Consider the

representations of the groups comprising the entries

uuidubinde (2.3.27g) and ieces sura (2.3.27n). The

essential difference between the two is that the first

group consists of a compound word form, whereas the
17

second contains two separate words

Evidently, in a compound the syllable representing

the leftmost root is the most prominent, whereas in a

group consisting of two words the rightmost root will

generally carry the tone shift. It would, of course, be

possible to append a statement to this effect to the

relevant diagrams. A more economical means of conveying

the relative prominence of the units concerned (as this

will be reflected to greater extent on the diagram

itself rather than in an appended verbal explanation) is

to invoke the concept of 'cyclicity'

(Anderson, 1986a: 110-111). Basically, we can assume in

the analysis that every syllable that represents a root

must belong to a separate group, as, according to

Anderson (ibid:112), 'compounds.... present us with

competing group heads'. The forms ieces surs, uuidubinde



and suoetnis would therefore

(2.3.29).

(2.3.29)

(a)

615

be represented as in

ieces sur$

(b)

W
N — rU

S"t * S»

L. N-J

Ksir.J

b [d]] n aml- St. N5C
_ N —

e

5
S4,FG

uuidubinde

suoetnis



The forms represented in (2.3.29) (a) and (b) comprise

two groups, but that represented in (2.3.29) (c) only

one.

The next stage in the analysis is to suggest that

the rules of stress assignment operate once more, on a

different 'cycle1, if the form concerned is a compound

(ibid: 112-113, 'Compound Foot Formation'), the only

difference being that the input is not 'ordinary'

syllabics, but syllabics which are the most prominent

elements in their respective groups.

Just as the leftmost syllabic receives main stress

in a non-compound form (on the first cycle of stress

assignment), so the leftmost stressed syllabic in a

compound will receive stress on the second cycle. Thus

the structure of uuidubinde can be represented as in

(2.3.30).

(2.3.30)

1 2 2
The labels F and G are used to denote constructions

formed on the second cycle.

In a group comprising two separate words there is



no domain in which the stress assignment rules can be

said to operate a second time and therefore the most

prominent element in the group is the syllable

representing the rightmost root, at least when the
18

information structure associated with the utterance
19

is unmarked (ibid:120 (114c))

The structure of ieces surae will therefore be

represented as in (2.3.31).

(2.3.31)

In this way, no more verbal specification need be added

to the representations in (2.3.30) and (2.3.31) other

than that in a group comprising two roots the rightmost

will usually carry the tone shift. The fact that the

syllable representing the leftmost root in compounds is

the most prominent in the group can automatically be

deduced from the fact that both roots are enclosed
2

within a foot (in this case an F ) bracket.

The suggestion that every construction that

contains a root should constitute a separate group has

additional benefits for the analysis. As well as



reflecting the fact that each root potentially comprises

a single word form as any word form is potentially a

group if it occurs in isolation, it also allows the

relative prominence of the second syllables of, for

example, suoetn is and deortuun to be reflected if it is

accepted that the less the degree of stress assigned to

a particular syllable, the smaller the number of

brackets that enclose it, see (2.3.32).

(2.3.32)

(a)

.[[[e0°>]] -t |U: h

r.T.

deortuun: the segment Cu:] is enclosed by 7 sets of
brackets.

(b)

sw ^ -- ™ fCt-1
5 >

ft
_ N —I

R 5 J

suoetnis: the segment CiD is enclosed by 6 sets of
brackets.



Furthermore, the device provides an effective means

of demonstrating the difference between full and

obscured compounds (see §3.2.7.3.2). The stress patterns

of sceptog (§3.2.7.3.2) and reftras can be assumed to be

roughly similar, and the fact that a group bracket no

longer encloses the second syllable of the form in

(2.3.33) conveys the crucial information that the

syllable no longer represents a root and has therefore

undergone a degree of stress reduction.

(2.3.33)

sceptog

The suggestion that each root must be enclosed within

group brackets, and that in compounds the various groups
2

will constitute elements in an F construction, allows

the minimal amount of verbal explanation to be appended

to the representation of the forms discussed in this

section.



The only additional information that need be given

is statements to the effect that:

(a) within a foot the leftmost element will be the most

prominent

(b) in groups which contain one root the syllable

representing the root will be most prominent

(c) where more than one root exists in a group the
20

rightmost foot is generally the most prominent

However, the mere fact that any such explanation is

necessary means that the notational model must be

considered uneconomical and, for this reason, basically

unsatisfactory.

2.3.3 The principles of syllable division

It has rightly been assumed in the account so far

that every syllabic indicates the existence of a

syllable and on this basis the various syllables in the

forms considered above have been grouped into feet,
2 2

groups and the F and G constuctions where appropriate.

As yet, however, no consideration has been given to the

question of syllable division. In addition to

establishing the number of syllables in a particular

form, a satisfactory representation of suprasegmenta1

structure must also indicate where these syllables begin

and end. It is necessary, therefore, to adopt principles

on the basis of which the nature of what constitutes

suitable onsets and codas can be decided.

Once more, much of the evidence for the



establishment of these principles is based on a close

observation of phonetic phenomena in PD dialects. This

account accepts that any conclusions reached as to the

placement of syllable boundaries in those dialects

reflect phonetically natural properties and can

therefore be assumed to apply equally to the OE data

(§1.3.6.2.2(iv)).

1

In §2.3.1 monosyllabic forms were used as examples

of representative uell-formed syllables in the Cp.

dialect. As word and syllable boundaries coincide in

monosyllabic forms, it is clear that the phonotactic

constraints that operate at the word boundary are the

same as those that operate at the syllable boundary. It

seems reasonable, therefore, to claim that these

constraints will also apply to syllable boundaries in

polysyllabic forms.

Thus, when dividing polysyllabic forms into

syllables, it can be assumed that any syllable-final and

initial clusters that result from the suggested analysis

must also be permissable word final and initial clusters
21

respectively . This can be taken as the first principle

that underlies OE syllable division.

In a form like helma, for example, see (2.3.34)



(2.3.34)

fx M1 m MI NI— c -

5

clavis(us): he 1 ma ' he 1m,rudder' 4

there are two syllables, a fact that automatically

suggests that the form contains two syllables. An

analysis that places the syllable boundary as in

(2.3.35)

(2.3.35)

*

M
L. *-J

— " —

*3"
m M

I— N—I

5

is ruled out immediately: the sequence Clm] is not a

permissable word-initial cluster in OE and it cannot

therefore be allowed to appear in syllable-initial

position. Furthermore, the above analysis would result

in a syllable-final short stressed vowel, which, as

noted in §2.3.1, is apparently unacceptable in word-



final position (Co 1 man, 1986:228). An observation of

permissable word-final and-initial clusters, therefore,

gives some indication of where syllable boundaries are

to be placed in polysyllabic forms in OE.

2

There are, however, still various alternatives that

can be suggested as to the placement of the syllable

boundary in the form concerned. Our final decision rests

on what appear to be phonetically natural phenomena

observed in present day languages and dialects. On the

basis of the principles of syllable division discussed

by Pulgram (1970: 48), Colman (1986: 228) suggests that

a syllable boundary occurs as soon after the
syllabic peak as possible: that is, syllables
are initial maximalist.

In other words, every syllable where possible should
22

have an onset , and this onset should contain as many

segments as it can. The proposed onset must, of course,

be permissable in word-initial position. Thus in he 1 ma

the boundary could be placed as follows (2.3.36).
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(2.3.36)

Consider now a form such as r i 1 i where the [1]

must belong to the first syllable, to avoid a situation

whereby the stressed short vowel would be placed in

syllable-final position, but on the other hand, if the

'initial maximalist' position is adopted, it must also

be considered an onset to the second syllable.

It is therefore necessary to invoke the concept of
23

overlap, or 'ambisy1labicity' , to produce an

acceptable analysis, as shown in (2.3.37).

(2.3.37)

tri(p)lex: ^ri 1 i
(or tri1ix)

'three-fold or 29

triple'
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3

The possibility of 'ambisy1labicity * should also

be borne in mind uith regard to the analysis of he 1 ma.

If ue allow such a concept in our account then clearly

(2.3.38)

(2.3.38)

represents an analysis of the form that is equally as

feasible as that depicted in (2.3.36).

The solution in this instance lies in a

consideration of assumptions about syllable weight, see

Lass(1984: 254); Anderson and Jones (1977: 95 ff.).

According to Lass (ibid: 267)

the stress rule for English non-compound
words..... involves a distinction between

'strong' and 'weak' clusters. A strong cluster
is basically a long vowel + C, or a short



vouel +CC -so far simply the familiar 'heavy'
types - while a weak cluster is VC. The
importance is that strong clusters tend to
attract stress.

It would seem, therefore, that (2.3.38) represents the

most desirable syllabification of the form concerned, as

in this case the stressed syllable has a 'heavy' rhyme.

It remains to consider forms such as snite, where

it follows from the above that either (2.3.39) (a) or

(b)

(2.3.39)

(a)

S»* s« * Si

(b)

sn HL1- V.
t

___ N
fc-J

srj

acegia: sn i te 'snite,snipe' 64

may be considered possible analyses



In this instance we can once more appeal to

evidence of PD dialects (see Co 1 man, 1986: 228 and the

references therein), on the basis of which it can be

claimed that 'ambisy11abicity may not be assigned to a

consonant following a long vowel' (ibid: 228). If it is

accepted that this principle holds for OE as well as PD

data (and there seems no reason to assume otherwise),

then (2.3.39) (b) must be said to represent the only

possible analysis of the form.

Thus, on the basis of an observation of the

phonotactic constraints that operate on OE word forms

and a consideration of phenomena in PE dialects that can

also be assumed to have occured in OE it is possible to

formulate principles of syllable division for the Cp.

dialect (and OE in general) that will be followed

throughout the present account.

2.3.4 Summary

The above discussion of suprasegmental structure

has therefore

(a) defined phono logically relevant units that - are

larger than the segment

(b) indicated the relative prominence of the various

elements within these units (be this manifested in

terms of stress or sonority)

(c) indicated the principles by which the boundaries of

the basic unit of the analysis (the syllable) are

to be placed.



In such a way it is possible to analyse the

suprasegmental structure of any form in Cp. representing

this in terms of a labelled and bracketed string, as is

the case with all the relevant diagrams in this section.

Some criticisms can, however, be levelled against

this notational model.

Firstly, such formulations as would result for a

form such as fo1cgeroebum are clearly very cumbersome,

and are difficult both to produce and interpret, see

(2.3.40).

(2.3.40)

actionar(i)is: fo lcgeroebum 'folk reeve' 48

Secondly, and more seriously, the relative

prominence of the various segments cannot be represented

on the diagram itself and must be indicated in a verbal

explanation appended to the representation.

As such the representation must be considered

inadequate.



Chapter 3.

Morphology can be defined as 'the branch of Grammar

which studies the structure of forms of words' (Crystal,

1985: 200) and it will suffice for the purposes of the

present account to define the word as 'the minimal

functional unit of syntax'.

The aims of morphological analysis are to

(a) describe the internal structure of words (i.e.

identify the abstract units that compose them) and

(b) show how this structure is expressed in concrete

'word forms' (i.e. phonological sequences which are

ultimately reflected in orthographic representations).

This chapter attempts such an analysis on selected

data from Cp., and, as is the case with the analysis of

phonological structure in Chapter 2, Chapter 4 (§4.2.1)

will show how this same information can be represented

within the dependency framework.

3.1 Notation and basic terminology

The terminology and notation used in morphological

analysis is not as well established as is the case with
1

other levels of the grammar . The present account

accepts the traditional 'word and paradigm' model

(Robins, 1959; Matthews, 1972) as a basic framework,

adopting the notational system outlined by Colman (to

appear a). §3.1 gives a brief summary of the basic

concepts involved in morphological analysis and a



definition of the relevant terminology.

3.1.1 The internal structure of words: the 'word

structure'

The abstract morphological components that can be

identified in the composition of words are listed in the

'word structure' (W.S). In the notational system adopted

in this account these components are enclosed within

square brackets, as shown in (3.1.1).

(3. 1. 1)

f l_75 D
q- STEtn

MOM\.

(1)

N

adsida: flood 'a flowing of water' 1.

1
The lexemic component is represented by the sequence

of graphs which regularly appears for the root in OE
MSS. This notation automatically conveys the approximate
phonetic shape of the root (the graphs have an
'unmarked' phonetic value, i.e. that with which they are
most regularly associated), which is desirable as it
provides a means by which the operation of 'root
modification' and 'suppletion' can be recovered from the
representation, see (3.1.6). On the other hand, the use
of upper-case symbols and macrons to indicate vowel
length avoids committment to either precise phonetic
value or specific orthographic representation, which
would clearly be inappropriate at this level of the
analysis.
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While it is impossible to maintain that any particular

component in the W.S. should be more important to the

construction than any other (they simply exist at this

juncture as a 'bundle' of abstract features), there is

clearly a sense in which the formation of the W.S. can

be regarded as having taken place in a number of

different steps, where some components have been added

at an earlier stage in the derivation than others. This

can be reflected in the order in which they are listed

within the various sets of brackets if the following

conventions are adopted:

(a) within the same set of brackets the components are

listed in the order in which they can be assumed to have

appeared in the derivation

(b) where more than one set of brackets is involved the

components that are placed within the greatest number of

brackets are those that are presumably attested at the

earliest stages in the formation of the W.S.

As rnost W.S.S contain a lexemic component
2

(3.1.2) , this will obviously be listed first. The

reasons behind the ordering of the various types of

morphological (i.e. non-lexemic) components will be

discussed in §3.1.2 below. The major word class category

of the word concerned is indicated outside the brackets

(Colman, to appear a) as this ultimately determines its

distribution in syntactic structure. The various types

of morphological categories that can be identified are



listed in (3.1.2).

(3.1.2)

(a) Lexemic components

(b) Derivational components

(c) Inflectional components

The lexemic component is essentially an 'abbreviation'

for all the possible referents of a word, and, as noted

above, is essential to the vast majority of word

structures.

The presence of derivational components in the W.S.

will either change the major word class or the semantic

sub-class to which the lexemic component belongs. They

are therefore referred to as either 'class-changing' or

'class-preserving' components respectively.

Inflectional components are those by virtue of

which most lexemic components enter into syntactic

relationships. OE has a far greater number of

inflectional components than PE and there is much more

variety in their expression, see, for example, Campbell

(1959: Chs. XI, XII and XVI); Quirk and Wrenn (1958:

Ch.2); Mitchell (1985: Ch.l). As most recent accounts of

morphological structure (Bauer, 1983; Matthews, 1974)

concentrate on present day data, there is as yet no

comprehensive and systematic treatment of an

inflectional system with the complexity of that of OE to



be found in the existing literature (SI.1.3). This

section, therefore, attempts to identify and classify

the inflectional components that are attested in the

structure of words in that language.

It must first of all be noted that different

lexemic components are accompanied by different

inflectional categories. While the components belonging
3

to the categories of 'number1 and 'person' are present

in the W.S. of mamj forms, some lexemic components are
crucially accompanied by components belonging to the

categories of 'case', and others primarily by those that

belong to the categories of 'tense' and 'mood'. On this

basis a distinction can be drawn between 'declensional

class words' (nouns and adjectives) and 'conjugational

class words' (verbs) respectively.

The expression of these inflectional categories

differs according to the particular lexemic component

they accompany. Consider, for example, the expression of

the categories 'nominative' and 'plural' when they occur

in conjunction with the lexemic components CFUGULTREOl,

CC0C1, C GESC0L3, CBER] and CTURF] as shown in (3.1.3).



(3.1.3)

(a) Cfuflultre:o1 amites: fugultreo 'perch' 150

(b) Cko:kcts] culinia: cocas 'cooks' 606

(c) [jaJola.nl condebitores: gescolan 'fellow debtors' 578
(d) tbe:ra] pillentes: bere 'litters' 1588

(e) Ctyrfl cespites: tyrb 'turf' 452

1
See Dahl ( 1938: 124).

The same inflectional components are either given no

overt expression: (3.1.3) (a), expressed by various

affixes: (3.1.3) (b), (c) and (d) or are expressed by

'root modification' (Anderson, 1985: 8) as in (3.1.3)

(e). If no phonological reason can be given for the

difference in the expression of the components
4

concerned , the distinction can only be explained as

being due to characteristics particular to the various

lexemic components themselves. These 'characteristics'

are also to be considered as 'inflectional components',

but of a different type from those discussed so far.

It is possible to draw a distinction between

'lexical' and ' non-lexica1' inflectional components

respectively. Non-lexical components are those which

accompany all the lexemic components that belong to a

particular major word class (e.g. those belonging to the

categories of 'case' and 'number' which must appear in

the W.S. of every noun). Lexical components, on the

other hand, accompany only certain lexemic components in
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the appropriate major word class (the categories *a-

stem' or 'masculine', for example, can only co-occur

with a restricted set of nominal lexemic components in

OE) .

(3.1.4) lists the various components that are

generally identified in the structure of OE declensional

and conjugational class word respectively, indicating

the category to which each belongs and whether it is to

be considered 'lexical' or 'non-lexical', see again

Campbell (1959: Chs. XI, XII and XVI); Mitchell (1985:

Ch. 1).



(3.1.4) MajorWordClassCategory Noun(Campbe11, 1959:Ch.XI)

case number person stem- type

Adjective (ibid:Ch.XII) Verb (ibid:Ch.XVI)

gender case number 'strength stem- type tense mood person number stem- class

MemberComponents
Lexical/Non-

nom.,acc.,gen., dat. sing..plural 3rd.<2 strong:a_,jja wa,o,io,uo. 11y_i—j 1athematic weak masc.,fem.,neut. nom.,acc.,gen., dat.,inst.4- sing..plural strong,weakc^ a/o,ja/jo, ua/wo,j_,u past,present indie.,subj, imper.,infin. 1st.,2nd.,3rd. sing..plural strong:I-VII weak:I-111 'anomalous' (ibid:§768)

lexical non-lexica1 non-lexical non-lexical lexical lexical non-lexical non-lexical non-lexical lexical non-lexical non-lexical non-lexical non-lexical lexical

<>>
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1
It has been claimed (Campbell, 1959: §571; Dahl, 1938:

48ff) that in the case of certain forms ending in and
'endingless forms....of which the origin is obscure'
(Campbell, 1959: §571) the categories 'locative' and/or
'instrumental' are expressed.

While such forms occur in Cp., given that the
phonological distinction between the original dative and
locative/instrumental (Pre-OE C$3 and Ci3 respectively)
has disappeared (82.2.1.3.3.1), it is reasonable to
assume that this phonological reduction is accompanied
by morphological sync retism and the existence of the
locative and instrumental cases is no longer motivated
for OE nouns. For a discussion of this and other
instances of sum&retism see Mitchell (1985: §§8-15) and
the references therein.
2

As 1st. and 2nd. person are only expressed with a
certain sub-set of the 'noun' class: namely the personal
pronoun (Mitchell, 1985: §5), this category must be
considered at most 'covert' (Crystal, 1985: 80) as far
as nouns are concerned and will not as a rule be listed
in the representation of their W.S. in the present
account.

3
And several 'minor declensions', Campbell (1959:

§§629-637).
4

This is consistently given separate expression with
adjectival lexemic components (ibid: §639).
5

Unlike nouns, most adjectives can be declined
according to both the approtpriCLftl 1 strong' and 'weak'
declensions.

It is possible therefore to classify forms

according to the types of components that appear in

their word-structures, as shown in (3.1.5).
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(3.1.5)

Components in W.S. Form Type

3.2.1 lexemic

3.2.2 lexemic+inflectional

3.2.3 lexemic+derivational
(+derivational)

3.2.4 lexemic+derivational
(+derivational)
+inflectional

3.2.5 lexemic+lexemic
tinflectional^

3.2.6 lexemic+lexemic
+derivational
(+derivational)

der ivationally simple

der ivationally simple
inflected

derivationa11y
complex

derivationally complex
inf lected

inflected

derivationally
simple compound

derivationally
complex compound

3.2.7 lexemic+lexemic
+derivational
(+derivational)
+ inf lectional

1
No forms consisting of a

component alone ( 'uninflected' derivationally simple
compounds) are attested in the material from Cp.

inf lected

derivational1y complex
compound

lexemic plus a lexemic

3.1.2 The expression of the abstract categories in the

word structure: the 'morphological' structure

Derivational and inflectional categories can be

expressed in the concrete word form (W.F) in a number of

different ways, as outlined in (3.1.6).



(3. 1.6)

(a) af fixation

(b) root modification

(c) suppletion

(d) it is possible that the components are given no
overt expression in the W.F. If the component
concerned is derivational and class changing the
process is known as 'conversion1 (Biese: 1941).

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, the second

aim of morphological analysis is to show how the

components identified are expressed. This information is

recorded in the 'morphological structure' (Anderson,

1985: 7), the representation of which maps directly on

to the phonological representation, converted by sets of

'morphophonemic rules' (Lass, 1984: 57-58). On grounds

of the distribution of phonological strings that appear

in the language, word forms can be divided into various

units relevant to morphological structure, the smallest

of which is the 'morpheme' (Bauer, 1983: 13-14).

Morphemes are classified according to the types of

components they express:

'Roots' are morphemes that express lexemic
5

components , and any morpheme that is not a root is

called an 'affix'. Affixes which precede the root are

known as 'prefixes', those that follow it are termed

'suffixes', and, obviously, 'inflectional' and

'derivational' affixes express inflectional and

derivational components respectively.
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Once more on the basis of distributional evidence,

morphemes may be grouped into larger constructions:

The 'stem' can consist of one or more roots and

(optionally) any number of derivational affixes. The

inflection consists of any inflectional affixes that
6

occur

Clearly, in some cases the stem will comprise a

single root, as shown in the representation of cocas

(3.1.7).

(3. 1.7)

ftOOT. INfL. AFFlA

{k o *. k }1 a s }
STEM

V
1

W. F.

cocas

The term 'base' is used to refer to any 'form to

which affixes of any kind can be added' (Bauer, 1983:

21). It follows, therefore, that roots and stems may

both be considered 'bases', but of different types.

In forms such as that represented in (3.1.8)



(3.1.8)

{un } {stil> (nis)

agitatio: unstiIn is 'absence of rest, motion' 106

where the root is accompanied by more than one

derivational affix, the sequences {still and (an) {still

{nisi being the root and stem respectively, a case can

be made (on the basis of distributional evidence) for

isolating the sequences {unstill and {stilnisl as units

relevant to the structure of the word form. Clearly,

neither construction can be said to constitute a 'root'

or form the 'stem' of the form concerned, but as both

have the potential to be accompanied by a derivational

affix, the term 'base' can be used as an appropriate

label for both sequences.

In traditional notational systems, morphemes are

enclosed in braces (Lass (ed.), 1969: 451; Anderson,

1985: 7) and it is possible (as is the case in the

representation of suprasegmenta1 structure) to represent

the more inclusive constructions as 'labelled and

bracketed strings' (see §2.3 ft.l). The morphological

structure of a form such as unst i lnj.se, an oblique case
7

of the form unstilnis (3.1.8) can therefore be

represented as in (3.1.9).
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(3.1.9)

*0OT ASBft
{unX si i I }{ n i s Jl a J
i j

r>^g.A5EI- /

6*sea

Y—
sre /*j

"N
W. P.

unstilnise

Where a morphological category is expressed by root
i

modification or suppletion, the information that the

category is given overt expression, although not by

affixation, is recorded by enclosing the root in two

sets of braces (Anderson, 1985: 8). Thus tyrb (the

nominative plural of turf) is represented at the M.S.

leve1 as in (3.1.10).

(3.1.10)

CCtyrf))

tyrb
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If the representation of the root is considered in

conjunction with that of the lexeaic component in the

U.S. diagram of the form concerned, it is possible to

recover whether the relevant morphological category is

expressed by root modification or suppletion. Consider

the representation of the forms tyrb and geeode in

(3. 1. 11).

(3.1.11)

(a)

W. S.

TURF
ATHEMrtTlC

F6M.
NOW.
Pc,u(? AL.

M.S. {ftyr f}}
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(b)

U.S.

[<3 A N ]v
COMPLETI ON
KNom^uDOS
3rd. Pens.
P^T

_INOlCATlVE _

(1)

M.S. {j3) {{e:od}> {^}

cessit: geeode 'to come to pass, happen' 454
1

On the representation of the W.S. of derivationally
complex forms see §§3.2.3 and 3.2.4 belou.

In (3.1.11) (a) it is clear that only the root vowel has

been changed to express the morphological components

that occur, but in C3.1.11) lb) the entire phonological

shape of the inflected form is different from that of

the root, i.e. the inflectional categories are expressed

by suppletion.

At W.S. level it was not considered feasible to

suggest that any component should be considered more

important to the construction as a whole than any other,

only that the components should be listed in a

particular order in the representation (see §3.1.1).

This is because, if only on an intuitive basis, it can

be assumed that some components appear at an earlier

stage in the derivation than others. There is, for

example, a very real sense in which the derivational

components seem to be added to the lexemic, and the

inflectional components to both the lexemic and the
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derivational in the development of the W.S. of a form

such as unstilnise (3.1.9). At the more concrete level

of 'word form', however, it must be noted that, once

more largely on an intuitive basis, distinctions can be

drawn between the various types of morpheme in terms of

their relative 'crucia 1ness' or 'importance' to the word

form as a whole.

Assuming that it is reasonable to suggest that some

morphological components are added to the lexemic

component at an earlier stage in the derivation of the

W.S. than others, it must surely be claimed that the

earlier a particular component appears in the

derivation, the more crucial the role of the morpheme

that represents it will be in the morphological

structure. This is best illustrated with reference to

the word and morphological structures of a form such as

cleppettende (3.1.12).

(3. 1. 12)

fklepp} (ett) fendl {»}

campus: c1eppettende 'palpitating' 411

in which the morphemes fklepp}, fettl, fend) and {^}

express lexemic, class-preserving derivational, class-

changing derivational and inflectional components

respectively. It can be supposed that the components are
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added. to the lexemic component (which is basic and

essential to almost every W.S) in the following order:

firstly the class-preserving component ('iterative'),

then the class-changing component ('verb to adjective')

and finally the inflectional components ('j a/j o stem',

'masculine', 'nominative' and 'singular'), after which

the formation of the W.S. is complete.

If the relative 'crucialness' of the morphemes that

express these components in the word form directly

reflects the order in which they can be supposed to have

been added in the derivation, then clearly all of the

material in the stem is more important than that which

appears in the inflection. Within the stem, the root

(which expresses the lexemic component) is the most

'important' unit, but the class-changing affix fend} is

presumably less 'crucial' than the class-preserving

suffix (ett).

In a form such as suornadun, (3.1.13)

(3. 1. 13)

1
{sworn} {a} CD} Con}

coaluissent: suornadun 3rd. pers. pi. past tense of 518
swornian 'to coalesce'

1
As the morpheme expressing the components 'weak' and

'past' can have various phonological realisations in OE
(Campbell, 1959: §751.2) it is necessary to posit a
'morphophoneme' (Lass, 1984: 57-58), which may be
represented as follows: {D>.



the morphemes (suorn) {CL} CD} and Con} represent

lexemic, both lexical and non-lexical inflectional (in

the case of CCU crucially lexical: 'weak', 'class II',

in the case of CD) crucially non-lexical: 'past') and

purely non-lexical ('past', 'plural , 'indicative'!
.CO rrv powuvte
/respectively. The various components in the W.S. can be

supposed to have been added to the lexemic component in

the following order: the lexical components ('weak',

'class II') presumably preceded the non-lexical ('past',

singular', 'indicative'), if only by virtue of the fact

that the expression of the latter is determined by the

nature of the former, i.e. it is the presence of the

lexical components 'weak' and 'class II' in the W.S.

that determines the expression of the non-lexical

category 'past' by affixation (COJ and fD>) rather than,

for example, root modification, as would have been the

case had different (i.e. 'strong') lexical components

occurred (3.1.2). In this form the stem consists of the

root alone, which is obviously the most important

morpheme in the construction as a whole. Within the

inflection, however, there is a sense in which the

affixes expressing lexical components seem to be more

'crucial to' or 'characterisic of' the W.F, and this can

be seen to be a direct reflection of the order in which

they may be assumed to have appeared in the formation of

the word structure. Furthermore, it follows from the

above that the affix f(P must be considered more

important than {D> in the word form under consideration
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as the former crucially expresses 'lexical' rather than

' non-1 exica1' components.

In the word structure of a compound form such as

that represented in (3.1.14)

(3. 1. 14)

(de:or) (tu:nl

broel: deortuun 'deer enclosure' 324

it seems reasonable to conclude that both lexemic

components appear simultaneously in the derivation , and

it is only by virtue of the fact that two such

components are attested that the word is considered a

'compound'. Thus the morphemes fde:or} and (tu:n)

express two roots and there seems to be no reason to

assume that one should be more crucial to the structure

of the word form as a whole than the other. Clearly both

are essential in establishing the 'compound' nature of

the form.

The following general principles, therefore,

determine the relative importance of the various

morphological constructions within the word form as a

whole:

(a) the stem is more crucial than the inflection

(b) within a complex stem the root is more important

than the derivational affixes and class-preserving
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affixes are more important than those that are class-

changing

(c) within a complex inflection the more lexical

information carried by an affix, the more crucial its

role in that construction

(d) where a stem consists of two roots both are of equal

i mportance.

It is desirable that those intuitions as to the

relative importance of morphemes in the word form

should be reflected in its representation. It will be

seen (§3.3) that this is, in fact, not always possible

if the traditional notational model of the 'labelled and

bracketed string' is adopted. The necessary information

must therefore be recovered with reference to other

levels of the grammar, in this case the representation

of the W.S, where the order in which the various

components are listed inside the W.S. bracket directly

reflects the relative 'crucia 1ness' of the morphemes

that express them.

(3.1.5) listed the range of combinations of

components that can appear in the W.S. It is possible to

sub-classify the material still further, according to

the manner in which any derivational or inflectional

components that occur are expressed, see (3.1.6).

Host of the permutations that are possible in OE

are represented in the data investigated in the present

account. §3.2 considers examples of each type of form,

and discusses the underlying motivation for its
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classification, demonstrating how the analyses reached

can be represented within the traditional notational

framework.

In some cases the evidence for the identification

of the number and types of components in a form is

inconclusive and it is difficult to decide to which of

the categories listed in (3.1.5) the form should belong.

As will be seen in §3.2.2.3 and §3.2.7.3, often the most

satisfactory solution is to acknowledge the difficulty

and suggest that new categories should be introduced to

the account, which comprise the various types of

'prob1 em cases'.

3.2 Selected material from Cp. : a morphological

analysis

3.2.1 Derivationa11y simple forms

Forms with a word structure that can be described

as 'simple', see (3.1.5), are comparatively rare and

belong to certain major word classes. Examples in the

data selected from Cp. include % us and on, see (3.2. 1)

(3.2.1)

(a) sicini (siccine) :

(b) adp1audat:

ac ^us 'thus' 25

on hlior rouuit 'on' 86

the word structures of which are represented in (3.2.2).
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(3.2.2)

(a)

■& US

)us

(b)

on

CON J.

[" ] PReP.

At the level of morphological structure, these word

forms consist of a single morpheme, the root itself, as

shown in (3.2.3).

(3.2.3)

(a) {©us>

^ us

(b) Con>

on

3.2.2. Derivationally simple inflected forms

Forms with this type of word structure appear far

more frequently in the data under consideration. From an

examination of (3.1.4) it can be seen that there is a

great number of possible permutations in the choice of

inflectional categories that can accompany any lexemic

component.

The forms singled out for discussion below
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constitute a fairly representative selection.

1 Declensional class words.

1.1 Nouns

1. 1. 1 Word structure

The word structure of various nouns in Cp. can be

represented as in (3.2.4).

(3.2.4)

(a)

SCO H
a
MftS-C.
MOM.

H

caliga: scoh 'shoe' 395

(b)

C5C
CL - .STEM
/V7ASC.
N 0 M.
pLUtAL

cocas

(c )

I L

ja stem
MKSC.

NOM.

SIN^.
- U

callos: ill 'hard skin, callosity' 400
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(d)

N\ EL
[Cl STEM
M fSSC.
tdO M.

S«N^. J N

a(l)v(e)um: me 1i 'cup, bowl, basin' 250

(e )

T 0
KTHtMATi C
P E M.
N0IV1.
PL UK Au

tA

tyrb

( f )
SO R5
O-stem
pe M.

NOM,

S.NS. N

accidia: sorg 'care, anxiety' 67

At word structure level, therefore, all the above

forms are essentially similar, which justifies their

inclusion under the same category heading (§3.2.2) in

this account. All comprise a single lexemic component,

accompanied by various inflectional components chosen

from the range of lexical and non-lexical inflectional

categories listed in (3.1.4). The order in which the

various components are listed reflects the order in



which they can be assumed to have been added in the

derivation of the word structure.

1.1.2 Morphological structure

The above forms do, however, show considerable

differences in the way in which these inflectional

components are expressed. For example, those represented

in (3.2.4) (a) and (d) repectively have word structures

that are virtually identical, both contain the non-

lexical components 'nominative' and 'singular'. In

scoh, (3.2.4) (a), however, the inflectional categories

are given no overt expression as the only phonological

material that appears represents the root. In me 1i,

(3.2.4) (d), on the other hand, the inflectional

categories are expressed in the affix fa>. The essential

difference between the morphological structures is

captured in their respective morphological

representations, see (3.2.5).

(3.2.5)

( a ) {j" o : >
scoh

(b) {me : 1 } U>

me 1 i

The fact that the inflectional categories that accompany

[SC0H3 are given no overt expression is indicated by the

fact that only one set of braces (enclosing the root)
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appears in the morphological representation. With [MEL],

on the other hand, the appearance of two sets of braces

enclosing different morphemes indicates that the

relevant inflectional categories are given overt

expression, and that this expression is by means of

af fixation.

Compare, also, the forms represented in (3.2.4) (b)

and (e). Again, there is great similarity in their word

structures: both contain a single lexemic component

accompanied by the inflectional categories 'nominative'

and 'plural'.

In cocas the inflectional material is expressed by

affixation, and in tyrb by the alternative method of

'root modification'. This difference is again conveyed

in their respective morphological representations, see

(3.2.6).

(3.2.6)

( a ) {ko : k > [Q.S >

cocas

(b) {Ctyr f}}

tyrb

The appearance of two sets of braces in both these forms

reflects the information that the inflectional

categories have been given overt expression. The



difference in their arrangement (i.e. in (3.2.6) (a)

they enclose two separate rnorphernes,in (3.2.6) (b) the root

alone) shows that this expression has been carried out

by different methods in each case. It must be noted that

in cocas and me 1i a number of inflectional categories

(lexical and non-lexical) are expressed in a single

affix, fas! and respectively. This phenomenon, known
8

as 'cumulation' is frequently attested in OE

Furthermore, it is often the case that the same

affix appears representing different groups of

inflectional components, some of which are from the same

category. For example, the affix fa.n>, when it

accompanies a nominal lexemic component can represent

any one of the groups of components listed in (3.2.7).



(3.2.7) (a)weak(b)weak masc.masc. acc.gen. sing.sing. weak

<g)

weak

fern.

neut.

dat.

gen.

sing.

sing.

weak

(1)

weak

fern.

fern.

nom.

acc.

plural

plural

SeeCampbell(1959:§615).
(c)

weak masc. dat. sing.

(d)

weak fem. acc. sing.

(e)

weak fem. gen. sing.

(h)weak neut. dat. sing.
(m)weak neut. nom. plural

(i)weak masc. nom. plural
(n)

weak neut. acc. plural

(j)weak masc. acc. plural

(7s
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Where this phenomenon, known as 'sync retism' (Crystal,

1985: 299) occurs, the only means of recovering the

nature of the case and number components represented in

a particular form in a text such as Cp. is to consult

the Latin form that is glossed (S1.3.1.2.3. 1). In some

cases it is impossible to come to a firm conclusion, and

the use of { J to enclose the alternatives in the

representation of the W.S. provides, a suitable means of

indicating that synchretism is involved.

Consider, for example, the entry in (3.2.8):

(3.2.8)

antemn(a)e: wasde 'garment, sail' 164

The Latin inflection could express the categories

'nominative plural' or 'genitive/dative singular'

(Gildersleeve and Lodge, 1894: §27) and it appears that

the inflection in the OE form could also express both

these groups of categories (Campbell, 1959: §603). The

nature of the difficulty must therefore be conveyed in
9

the representation of the W.S. as shown in (3.2.9) .
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(3.2.9)

W^O
i stem
pB M.

M0lV\. PL.

SEN. SCj.,{ JN)

waede

The various roots and affixes must now be grouped into

the larger constructions of stem and word form, as shown

in (3.2. 10).

(3.2.10)

(a)

fJ°<X }
1

V '
rre m

i
^ i
Wf.

scoh

(b)

-Ck O*.K J{asJ
i— i

^ i
Stem infl

1
v 1

W.f.

cocas
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(c )

i 11

£I I}

(d)

» . ;

STEM !NfL.
<

y. I
W.f.

me 1

(e )

tl tj rf }}
stem+ IN PL.

W.P.

sorg
1

Compare tyrfa, tyrfurn (Campbell, 1959: §627). Note
that the morpheme tftyrf}} must be labelled 'stem +
infl.' as inflectional material is also expressed.

As suggested in §3.2.1, evidently the information that
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the stem (which in the above cases coincides with the

root) is more crucial to the word form as a whole than

the inflection is not directly conveyed by diagrams such

as those in (3.2.10). As is the case with the

'traditional' representations of suprasegmenta1

structure considered in §2.3, any information as to the

relative importance of the units concerned must be given

elsewhere in the account. In this case, the relevant

information is to be recovered from an examination of

the W.S, as it is apparently the order in which

components are added in the derivation of the form that

determines the relative importance of the morpheme that

expresses them. It would, however, ultimately be more

satisfactory if the relative importance of the morphemes

in the M.S. could be reflected in the representation of

that particular level.

1.2 Adjectives

Inflectional categories in adjectives are usually

expressed by means of affixation. (3.2.11) and (3.2.12)

show how various fairly typical forms can be represented

at the U.S. and M.S. level respectively.



(3.2.11)

Word Structure

(a)

M- D
a I 5 stem
n eur.
N 0 M.

SINg.
ADJ.

anus: aid uuif 'old' 173

(b)

E FN
a.i 5 sten\
r MKSC. V
\ few. rL ki e J
0 AT l*E
plura1-

aequatis: efnum 'even,equal' 92

(c )

WILD
o stem

FEM.

acc.
s \Nq. KDJ.

cente (ganta): wilde goos 'wild' 450



(3.2.12)

(a)

{ou-t d 3

w.E

aid

(b)

{ e V n }{um}

efnum

(c )

{wi IdJCa}
STEM I NFL.

V
W.F.

£.63

Morphological Structure

u i 1 de

In (3.2.12) note again the fact that the relative

importance of the morphemes can only be deduced from the

representation of the W.S, and is in no way indicated in

the morphologial representation itself.
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2 Conjugational class words

Verbs

2. 1 Word structure

The forms represented in (3.2.13) are a fairly

representative selection of possible word structure

types which can occur if a verb is the lexemic

component.

(3.2.13)

(a)

wea*
CLASS I
3>ro. PfcRS.

|tslO»C.

abiget: wereth 'to keep off, drive away' 39

<b)
_ __

G PvE T

CLASS 3IC
I st.PEKS.
S
PP.ES.
\NO»C, vy

convenio: groetu 'to approach, come to' 526

(c )

rSc7N
STROt
CLASS.X

^((a PeRS.
s INCj.
PAST.
IN0»C. \J

ardebat: scaan 'to shine' 220
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(d)

sworn
WE-ftK
ClKSS it
3RD. P^RS.
PLURAL
past
I N DIC.

suornadun (3.1.13)

(e )

N) I M

STftONfj
CLASS IS
3KO P«S.
plural
PAST
INlOlC. I

(h)auserent: nomun 'to take' 247

2.2 Morphological structure

Considerable differences arise between the forms in

the expression of the inflectional material.

The category of present tense is usually expressed

cumulatively: i.e. in a single affix together with the

relevant 'person',' number',' mood' and lexical

components, see (3.2.14).

(3.2.14)

(a)

{w e r }{a0>

5TEf»\ I K FL.

1
-V 1
W.R

uereth
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The expression of the category 'past tense',

houever, varies considerably according to the nature of

the lexemic component involved, and hence the lexical

inflectional components that accompany it. Where the

lexemic component is accompanied by the categories

'strong' classes I to VII, the component 'past' is

expressed by root modification. The components belonging

to the categories of 'person', 'number' and 'mood',

houever, are either given no overt expression, as in

(3.2. 15)

(3.2. 15)

it f n' " »
L SJEjyiNft* I

V.F.

scaan

or are cumulatively expressed in a single affix, as in

(3.2.16).
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(3.2.16)

{{no: mHon}
<—~v—'

$r£(y\+|NFi,l n Ft.
* }—V '

W.F.
nomun

If the lexical component is 'anomalous', the

category 'past' is frequently expressed by suppletion,

as shown in (3.2.17).

(3.2.17)

£te: od }Ra }

STErrH-iHpL.
> )

y

W.F.
1

eode
1

Compare geeode (3.1.1) (b): no derivatipna11y simple
verb illustrates suppletion in the data under
consideration.

On the other hand, if the lexical components are 'weak'

class I to III, the category 'past' is expressed by

affixation. The person and number components are

expressed in a separate affix, and in general the

tendency towards 'agglutination' (Crystal, 1985: 11)

rather than the more usual (in OE) practice of

'cumulation' in the past tense of weak verbs is

striking. Even the categories 'weak' and 'class I' or

'class II' are expressed by separate affixes, see
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(3.2. 18) .

(3.2.18)

{s wo rn}{ CO {D3 ton }
$-r£tn. I Nfu

W.F.

suornadun

The precise nature of the inflectional components

represented by each affix in this form has been

discussed in §3.1, see (3.1.13), as has the apparent

difference in the relative crucialness of these affixes

to the word form. Unfortunately, this is not conveyed in

any way in the 'traditional' representation of the M.S,

and the information can only be recovered from an

investigation of the U.S. of the form concerned.

3 Problem cases: the need to propose additional

categories

The identification of the various types of morpheme

(and hence the nature of the components in the U.S) in

the forms discussed above is a fairly straightforward

matter. There is little doubt that the stem consists of

a single root and the U.S. contains one lexemic

component accompanied by various inflectional

categories.

In some cases, however, it is difficult to

determine whether a particular form should be classified
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as derivationally simple or complex. Certain

phonological sequences recur in the second syllables of

forms with disyllabic stems in Cp. which may be supposed

to represent some sort of derivational affix. If this is

so, the stem must consist of a root followed by a

derivational suffix and the form should be classed as

'derivationa1ly complex'. However, the sequence

concerned may equally be part of a disyllabic root (i.e.

no derivational material appears in the stem) and the

form should therefore be classed as 'derivationally

simp1e ' .

Most of the sequences in question are represented

by a graph which indicates a liquid or nasal consonant,

usually, but not always, preceded by an 'unstressed'
10

vowel graph , (3.2.19) indicates that Quirk and Wrenn

(1958: §§170-2) and Bosworth and Toller (1898) regard

these sequences as 'affixes' or 'terminations' of some

description, but it can be seen from the definitions

given that any derivational function that can be

associated with these 'affixes' is very vague and

imprecise.



(3.2.19) QuirkandWrenn (a)-eI,-J_,-o1,-ul 'thesenoun-formingsuffixes appearwithsomecommon heterogeneousnouns,mostly masc.,somefern.'Compare, also-els'formsmasculine concretenouns'. (b)-en 'variousnounsuffixeswhich bytheOEperiodhadfallen togetheras-en(n);itis difficulttodistinguishthe functionsofthesuffix,and allgendersofnounoccurwith it'. (c)-erisnotlistedasa suffix,butcompare-ere; 'formsmasculineagent nouns'.

BosworthandToller 'aterminationdenotingpersons ...itdenotesalsoinanimate objects'. 'formsonlyafewmasculine terminationsofnouns.... formsmanyfemininenouns... also-en^formsmanynouns ofthef_j_gender...some nounsin-enareneuters'. -er,-ere'thetermination ofmanynouns,signifiesa personoragent'.



Following the discussion in §1.3.1.2.3.2, the

derivational complexity of these forms should be decided

on the basis of the following considerations:

If the first syllable can be isolated as

representing a monosyllabic root (preferably in Cp.
11

itself, but failing this in other extant OE data) , the

form can be classified as derivationally complex without

hesitation. Examples of such forms are to be found in

§3.2.3 and §3.2.4 below.

If this is not the case, the form must be classed

as being essentially 'derivationa11y simple' and must
12

therefore be included in the present section

It is, however, desirable to identify several

distinct sub-categories among these forms as follows:

3.1 'Possibly' derivationally complex forms

Where there is no evidence of a form's complexity

other than the phonological shape of the stem, it is

nevertheless reasonable to single the form out for

consideration as being 'possibly' derivationally

complex, acknowledging that the lack of necessary

evidence for derivational complexity may be simply a

result of the limited nature of the extant OE data

(§1.3.2.4). Forms that may be placed in this category

include:

(i) aper: eobor 'wild boar' 179

cognate forms for which include OS evur, ON .j p f ur-r and
Campbe11(1959: §331.1 ft.l) reconstructs PG *evura.

(ii) ads$clum (assecula): begn 'servant retainer' 77
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the cognates of which are OS thegan ,0Hjdegan.
(iii) corylus: has 1 'hasel' 563

(compare OHG hasal ).

With these forms, therefore, there is no evidence,

either in synchronic OE or the cognate Germanic

languages that their first syllable should be isolated

as representing a root. Despite their phonological

appearance, there is no justification for regarding them

as anything other than derivationa11y simple.

3.2 1Diachronica1ly' derivationa11y complex forms

In some forms, however, although the first

syllable cannot be identified as representing a root on

the basis of its distribution in the extant OE data, the

evidence of cognate forms in Germanic and Indo-European

languages suggests that this might in fact be possible.

There are two possible interpretations of such a

situation.

(a) that the form is derivationally complex in OE, the

failure of a root to present itself on the evidence of

distribution in OE material being a direct result .of the

limited extent of the available data.

(b) that the form was derivationally complex at an

earlier stage in the development of the linguistic

continuum to which the Cp. dialect belongs (i.e. in PG

or I-E) but had ceased to be regarded as such by the OE

period.

Given that the tendency of derivational affixes to
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cease to be productive through time is well attested

typo logically (§1.3.6.2.3.2; §1.3.5.2.3.1) this

interpretation of the evidence is extremely likely. As

the suggestion that such forms are synchronica11y

derivationally complex can never be proved with absolute

certainty, the present account will consider such forms

to be 'diachronica11y' rather than 'synchronica11y'

derivationally complex. It must be acknowledged,

however, that if further OE material were to become

available it may well be necessary to reconsider this

classification.

3.2. 1

The following forms fall into the category of

'diachronically1 derivationally complex with a

reasonable degree of certainty.

(i) axungia: ryse1 'fat' 526

the existence of the PD Norwegian form rys ja

(Holthausen, 1934) suggests that the sequence Call in

the OE form may at one time have functioned as a

derivational affix.

(ii) acus: net 1 'nettle' 66

OHG nazza, Gk.cx'biK.rj ^ Norw. dialect nata, not (u ) and
Swed. dialect nata, nata suggest that fl} was not always

part of the stem, and the form should be regarded as

'diachronica11y' derivationa11y complex (see the

relevant entry in the O.E.D).
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3.2.2

In the following forms, as only the non-Germanic

cognates appear without the potential 'affix', the form

can be supposed to have been derivationally complex only

at a very early stage in its history.

(i) cicuanus (ciconia) : h igrae ' magp i e , woodpecker ' 476

The Germanic cognates (OS higara, OHG hehera) give no

evidence for the isolation of the first syllable of this

form as a potential 'root', but the Greek form KA&0"Of ,

apparently from *kikia (Holthausen, 1934) suggests

possible derivational complexity at some stage in its

deve1opment.

(ii) fundus: bodan 'bottom'

in which the phonemic sequence represented is in all

probability Cbotm] (Bosworth and Toller, 1898:

Supplement). The Germanic cognates are OFr. bodem, OHG

bodam, which do not suggest that fm> may be isolated as

a derivational affix. However, Bosworth and Toller

(1898) suggest that the form is derived from the 'root

budh "to fathom a depth" ', which seems to indicate

derivational complexity at some stage in the form's

deve1opment.

The appearance of related forms in cognate Germanic

and Indo-European languages, therefore, suggests that

the sequences [9m], [Br], [911 may not always have been

part of the root in the OE forms considered above. The

forms are therefore best classified as 'diachronica11y'

der ivationally complex.



3.2. 3

The problems surrounding the classification of the

form

axredones (axe): 1ynisas 'axle tree' 257

merit special consideration. While the first syllable

cannot be isolated as representing a root on the grounds

of the distribution of phonological sequences within OE

itself, and there is therefore no reason to posit its

synchronic derivational complexity, the existence of the

OHG form 1un suggests that the form is at least

diachronica11y derivationa11y complex. The fact that

fis> (or {ess}) can be isolated as a derivational affix

13
in synchronic OE data may lead us to suppose that the

form is in fact synchronica11y complex, the absence of a

root in the extant OE material being due to its relative

scarcity (§1.3.2.4). However, the fact that forms ending

in {is} are usually declined according to the j_o_
14

declension in OE whereas in this case the form clearly

follows the a declension (otherwise the {£Xs} affix would

not be attested) can be taken as a possible indication

that the stem was no longer composed of a root and

derivational suffix. It is not accompanied by the

inflectional affixes that would be appropriate if this

were the case, see further Campbell (1959: §592 d).

3.2.4

Various etymologists (Holthausen, 1934; Skeat,

1897; Bosworth and Toller, 1898) have suggested that



certain forms in Cp. are derivationa11y complex, by

virtue of the fact that monosyllabic 'roots' can be

isolated in the extant OE data. The problem is that the

'roots' of the corresponding 'simple' forms (a) do not

present themselves in the most closely related cognate

forms, and (b) are phono logical1y very dissimilar from

the 'root' that supposedly appears in the first syllable

of the disyllabic 'complex' stem. Consider the forms

(i) alcion: i sern 'iron' 115

which has the cognates Go. eisarn, OS, OHG isarn, and

Campbell (1959: §460.1 ft. 4) reconstructs PG *isarn-.

However, Skeat (1897) claims that the form is related to

Go. aiz, Latin $s_ 'brass', Sanskrit ayas 'iron' and,

most importantly, the OE monosyllabic form $r_ 'ore'.

(ii) coc(h)leae: lytle sneglas 'snail' 531

for which the cognates cited are OS sneg i 1, ON snigil-1

but Holthausen (1934) also suggests that OHG snecko and

OE snaca 'snake' are in some way related to the word.

In these cases, the semantic connection between the

stem in the monosyllabic form and the suggested root in

the disyllabic form is barely feasible. While it is just

possible that the words for 'ore' and 'iron' could be

related by some derivational process, few PE speakers

would claim that an obvious connection would exist

between 'snake' and 'snail'. Furthermore, there is a

great deal of dissimilarity between the phonetic shape

of the proposed 'root' when it appears in the 'stems' of

the corresponding der i vationa11y simple and complex
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forms respectively, see (3.2.20).

(3.2.20)

Root in derivationally
simple form.

Root in derivationally
complex form.

(a) £$:s] C i : s ]

(b) Csnak3 Csnej ]

In (3.2.20) (a) the Csl/CrD alternation can be

explained with reference to the operation of 'Verner's

Law' and 'rhotacism' (Campbell, 1959: §398.2; §409). The

apparent difference in the vouel segments, on the other

hand, cannot be explained with reference to any known

umlaut or ablaut process (Prokosch, 1939: §41; §§44-47).

In (3.2.20) (b) it cannot be claimed that even the

final consonants in the syllables representing these

roots are in any way related: the segments CkH and Cj]

consistently belong to different phonemes throughout the

history of the language, see §2.2.2. 1",2.

In spite of implications to the contrary,

therefore, the motivation for assuming synchronic

derivational complexity in these forms is very slender

indeed.

Holthausen (1934) suggests that the form

(iii) balsis: teter 'a contagious disease' 263

(compare OHG zitarch)

has a root related to that of the verb teran 'to tear,
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scratch'.

Etymologists vary in their suggestions as to the

nature of the root in the form

(iv) castorius: beber 'beaver' 385,

Some sources (see Bosworth and Toller, 1898 and

references therein) assume that the form is related to

PD German bauen 'to build', which can in turn be

connected with OE buan 'to inhabit'. On the other hand,

it can be claimed that the root of the form is the same

as that manifested in OE bera 'bear' and brun 'brown'

(see the appropriate entries in Holthausen (1934) and

the O.E.D). Note that the cognates O-f this form, OHG

Pipar, pipur; ON bitarch; Lat. bebras; Pol. bobr and so

on, give no indication of its derivational complexity.

In the case of the latter two forms, therefore,

there are more grounds for assuming a semantic

connection between their proposed 'roots' and those of

monosy1lablic derivationally simple forms in extant OE

data. As the sequence Carl ({3r}) can represent a

derivational component with an agentive function, see

(3.2.19), it can be assumed that (3.2.21) gives

reasonable interpretations of the forms teter and beber

respectively.



(3.2.21)

(a) 'a disease which causes scratching'

(b) 'an animal that builds' or 'a brown water animal'

(0.E.D)

On this basis, therefore, it is tempting to assume

that the forms are derivationa11y complex. However,

given the considerable phonological differences between

the shape of the proposed roots in 'isolation' and

'composition' respectively (3.2.22)

(3.2.22)

Root in composition Root in isolation

(a ) Ctet 3 liter 3

(b) C be f 3 Cbu:3 or Cbru:3

and, furthermore, that the sources consulted fail to

agree over the nature of the root in beber, it can be

seen that the connection suggested between the relevant

derivationa11y 'simple' and 'complex' forms is by no

means as obvious as that which is attested between, for

example, the forms hrider and hr ian see (3.2.34) (a).

The synchronic derivational complexity of the entries

such as teter and beber is therefore extremely difficult

to motivate.

(v) It can be seen that the the form

bile: atr 'poison', 'venom' 297

is a more convincing candidate for derivational
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complexity. While the most directly related cognates (OS

eter, ettar; ON eitr) do not seem to support this

suggestion, Bosuorth and Toller (1898) cite HHG eiten

'to burn, kindle', Sanskrit indh and OE ad 'a funeral

pyre', as being in some uay relevant to the

morphological construction of the form. In this case, to

suggest a synchronic root 'fire' and an agentive

derivational suffix far) (represented by r_, §2.1.25.3)

is certainly semantically feasible, and, according to

Bosuorth and Toller (ibid), attor would seem to mean 'a

cause of burning, a prickly pain'. Furthermore, the

difference in the phonological shape of the proposed

'root' in the corresponding derivationa11y 'simple' and

'complex' forms is not very significant, see (3.2.23).

(3.2.23)

Foot in composition Root in isolation

C«.:tD Ca:dl

As the devoicing of a final consonant is a fairly well

attested development in OE (see §2.1.14.2.3 and

references therein), the apparent existence of the same

root in another complex stem

ad 1 'disease' , 'feaver'

would seem to clinch the matter, and it would appear

extremely likely that the form is best considered to be

synchronica11y derivationally complex in OE.



3.3 Latin loans

A further group of forms which, although they are

to be classified as essentially derivationally simple,

can nevertheless be singled out for separate comment,

are loan words, all of which in Cp. are of Latin
15

origin . Although the phonological shape of some of

those forms suggests that they may possibly be regarded

as derivationally complex, they can be assumed to have

come into OE directly from Latin and are therefore

derivationally simplex as far as OE is concerned.

Even in cases where an OE suffix has been

substituted for part of the Latin word, this can be

regarded as being purely a result of preference for the

inclusion of phono logically familiar sequences in the OE

form and is of no significance in the morphological

analysis. Examples of forms which can be included in

this class are listed in (3.2.24), some of which deserve

special comment.

(3.2.24)

Cp.

( a) a1ea :

(b) caldaria:
(c ) au(1)ea:
(d) cone(h)a:
(e) ban:

(f) (h)arpago:
(g) cospis(u):
(h) do 1eus:
(i) cucumis:

teb 1

cet i 1

streg1
musclan seel

segn

awe 1
pa 1str
byden
popaeg

'game 1

'kettle'

'covering'
'muss 1e '

'military
standard'
'
aw 1 '

'spike'
'barrel'

'poppy'

Lat i n

110 tabu 1 a

405 cati1lus
249 stragula
593 muscula
278 segnum

211 au1eus
534 pa 1 ester

6 butina
611 papaver



In awe 1 (3.2.24f) the disyllabic nature of the form

is the result of a process of 'parasiting' (§2.1.2.6.5

and references therein) between the Cu] and the [1]:

compare the OE alternative spellings awo1; $J_ and awi1

listed by Bosworth and Toller (1898).

In pa Istr (3.2.24g), it is tempting to isolate a

root {p 1) on the basis of the OE form pa 1 'pale, pole

or stick', and suggest that the form is derivationa11y

complex, comprising a root {p0.1> and a suffix (estrsl.

(estra) is certainly commonly isolated as a derivational

suffix in OE (Quirk and Wrenn, 1958: §172). However,

closer examination reveals that the root {p«.l> is in

fact itself a Latin loan and not part of the native
16

Germanic word stock . It is best to regard the entire

form as a Latin loan word and therefore derivationally

simple as far as OE is concerned. The relation between

pal and pa 1 ester belongs to the field of Latin, rather

than OE, derivational morphology.

A similar situation exists with byden, where the

existence of the OE form byt, 'bottle, flagon' (3.2.24h)

may lead us to suggest that the form may be

derivationally complex. Once more, however, it appears

that the 'root' is itself a loan word (Latin butt is),

and the existence of the Latin form butina provides

conclusive evidence that byden should be considered a

direct loan from Latin, and derivationally simple in OE.

In popag (3.2.24i), despite the fact that Eij 3

—ig,-sg) is a well-attested derivational suffix in OE
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(Quirk and Wrenn, 1958: §170; Campbell, 1959: §89), no

root {pop} can be isolated in the OE data (see, again

ft. II). Clearly, the appearance of the sequence

represented by is a result of the phenomenon which

Campbell (1959: §518) terms 'suffix substitution1 and

the phonological shape of the form is deceptive. The

appearance of the sequence C i j 1 is pCesuniabl^ motivated
purely by a desire for the phonological 'familiarity1 of

the OE form and is of no morphological significance

whatsoever. In no way is it possible to claim that the

word popcEg is der i vat iona 1 1 y complex.

The classification of forms as derivationa11y

'simple' or 'complex' is evidently a very complicated

matter. The forms discussed above exemplify the types of

difficulty that can arise, and demonstrate the necessity

of balancing the available evidence in order to reach a

convincing analysis. While it may be undesirable to

classify certain forms as derivationa1ly 'simple' or

'complex' outright, it is possible to suggest that these

can be included in sub-classes of these major categories

(i.e. as 'possibly derivationally complex',

'diachronically derivationa1ly complex' or as 'Latin

loan words') according to the nature of the evidence

that is available in each case.

3.2.3 Derivationa11y complex forms

As discussed in §1.3.1.2.3.1, and suggested in



§3.2.2.3, a form is to be considered synchronically

derivationa11y complex in Cp. if a root can be isolated

within the stem on the evidence of the distribution of

the strings in the extant OE data. In some cases the

lexical and derivational components are not accompanied

by inflectional components in the word structure.

Examples of forms with this type of W.S. include

adverbs (for example wlonc1 ice , see (3.2.25)), the

forms of which remain constant and invariable,

irrespective of their position in syntactic structure.

The W.S. of such forms can be represented as in

(3.2.25).

(3.2.25)

[WL*W<J
*DJ.

_ ADV.

adrogantissime: wlonclice 'proudly, arrogantly' 85

The presence of a derivational component in the W.S. is

indicated by the existence of two sets of brackets, and

the fact that in this case different major word class

labels are attached to each set ('adjective' to the less

inclusive, 'adverb' to the more inclusive respectively)

shows that the derivational component added is class-

changing rather than class-preserving. Furthermore, the



fact that the derivational component appears at a later

stage in the derivation of the W.S. than the lexemic can

be deduced from the fact that its existence is indicated

by the more inclusive set of brackets. In this case the

derivational component is expressed by affixation and

this is conveyed by the presence of two morphs in the

morphological representation, as shown in (3.2.26).

(3.2.26)

{wI i t[ a y1)
'

v >
stem

w.r.

1
The present account assumes that it is reasonable to

regard the entire sequence Clitfa} as representing an
adverbial suffix in the Cp. dialect, (Campbell, 1959:
§664).

While the root is more important to the construction as

a whole (see S3.1.2), it is not possible to indicate

this directly in the notational system used in (3.2.26),

and again this information can only be recovered from a

consideration of the representation of the W.S.

In the above example, the addition of the

derivational component seems to have had no function

other than to change the major word class of the lexemic

component and therefore no further information need be

included in the W.S. brackets. In certain cases,

however, it seems appropriate to include semantic

information in the representation of the W.S. which



indicates the particular semantic sub-class to which the

stem produced by the derivational process belongs. This

is, of course, particularly desirable when a class-

preserving derivational affix is involved, as the change

of the semantic sub-class of the major word-class of the

lexemic component is its only function.

Compare the representation of the form suoetnis

(3.2.27a) , where the addition of the derivational

component not only changes the lexemic component from

'adjective' to a 'noun', but to a noun which belongs to

a particular semantic sub-class ('abstract'), with that

of unsmoj? i (3.2.27b) where the major word-class of the

'simple' and 'derived' forms remains the same, as can be

seen in the fact that there is no change in the

labelling of the respective sets of brackets in the W.S.

diagram. The addition of the derivational component in

this instance merely changes the semantic sub-class of

the lexemic component from 'positive' to 'negative'

(Quirk and Wrenn, 1958: §170).

(3.2.27)

(a)

ft]S WE T
AftSTfcftCX f^ox
jo STEM
FEM.
N OM,

s i n g.
ambrosea(ia):

N
suoetnis 'sweetness' 148



(b)

I}/AO -&]
ADJ

fs/ECfSTlVE
CL| O STEIW

"M^SC.lNST.Sq'
WtVJT, iNST.y
tv\ A5C.N0IA.pt.
N IVIT. NCtA.P»-i
FffA. NOflt Pi.

ViEm. KC.

01
Aoj

aspera: unsmopi 'rough, uneven' 232
1 1
The Latin affix -a_ could represent feminine nominative,

vocative or ablative singular (the OE 'instrumental'
case being the nearest in function to the latter),
neuter nominative or accusative plural (Gildersleeve and
Lodge, 1894: §73). All of these permutations may
therefore be represented in the OE form (Campbell, 1959:
§639).

While the appearance of two sets of brackets indicates

that a class-preserving derivational component is

present in the W.S, the addition of the semantic

information that the form created is 'negative' rather

than 'positive' to the representation serves to clarify

the nature of the derivational process.

The difficulty is that no comprehensive formally

accepted list of the relevant semantic sub-categories
17

has been established for OE . Although the existence of

semantic categories such as 'negative', 'abstract'

'agentive' and so on is widely accepted and these are

therefore included in the representation of the W.S. of

forms, where appropriate, in the present account, in the

case of other affixes, such as those discussed in
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(3.2.19) it is very difficult to suggest which, if any,

semantic sub-category should be associated with the

component represented. Where a form contains an affix

such as tiitja } or tijl (the latter is used in the
'formation of adjectives, usually from nouns' (Quirk and

Wrenn, 1958: §170)), it is impossible to claim that the

adverb or adjective formed belongs to any specific

semantic sub-class of these major word classes and this

explains the fact that no semantic information is given

in the representation of the W.S. of such forms in the

present account. It must be acknowledged, however, that

the establishment of an accepted model of classification

of semantic categories would be of great assistance in

this area.

3.2.4 Derivationally complex inflected forms

1 Forms having one derivational component

It is far more common for inflectional components to

accompany the derivational and lexemic components in the

W.S. of derivationally complex forms. The nature of the

inflectional material is determined by the position of

the word as a whole in syntactic structure.

Consequently, it does not follow that it will be

identical to that which would accompany the lexemic

component were it to occur as the sole element in the

W.S. Compare, for example, the representations of the

word structures of the form fothur, and the

corresponding derivationa11y simple form f oda in
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(3.2.28).

(3.2.28)

(a)

[fod ;1 (1)
^FNTtVf
a-ST£rv\

r4

c£)
Jmasc.
VNEUTKKJ
tfOf*.

_5I Nq.

<-*)
w

alitudo: fothur 'fodder' 628

(b)

fc d
weak
(Y> RSC.

Nl ONV.

SiMq.

f oda 'f ood'

1
As is the case with atr (3.2.23), the phonological

shape of the proposed root differs according to whether
it occurs in a derivationa11y complex or simple form:
[fo:$] and Cfo:dl respectively.

The difference is however slight when compared with
that associated with the 'roots' in isern and sneg1 as in
(3.2.20). The change from voiced stop to voiced
fricative is well motivated between voiced segments as
it is in accordance with the principles of 'lenition'
outlined in §2.1.14. In fact, alternative forms of the
derivationally complex word with Cd3 and CddD can be
found in OE MSS. Bosworth and Toller (1898) list fodder,
foddor, foddur, fOder and fodor. This, and the semantic
transparency 'food' + 'agentive component' (3.1.19c) =
'something that feeds' i.e. 'fodder' leaves little
doubt as to the derivationally complex nature of the
form.
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2
(3.2.19) suggests that the agentive component in 0E

(expressed by Ce r}) is generally accompanied by the
lexical components ' j_a stem' and 'masculine'. Although
in this form the lexical components expressed are 'a
stem' and 'masculine', it is nevertheless reasonable to
assume that some sort of agentive component is involved,
as it is possible to associate this function with the
addition of the phonological sequence Car] (-ur) to the
root, see ft.l above. It must be allowed, however, that
the derivational status of this affix is questionable in
many of the forms in which it appears, see §3.2.2.3.2.
On this basis it may be claimed that the dental
fricative has a voiced rather than voiceless
realisation, which, as established in §2.1.20.2 (see
also §2.1.15.3.1) would only be attested in foot-medial
pos i t i on.
3

Campbell (1959: §574.3).

The fact that the inflectional components are

charateristic of the word as a whole and not simply

the lexemic component is indicated by their inclusion in

the more inclusive set of brackets.

In some cases, of course, the inflectional

components that appear will be identical in the

corresponding derivationally simple and complex forms.

Compare the representations of the word structures of

gegadradon and gaedradon in (3.2.29).
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(3.2.29)

(a)

E)^D£R]
ftSvicmsLvy
ASSOCJAHOW
WEAK

CLJ^sir

{ Ino.1Isro)
| PLVRAI.I PAsr.
Ljnoic.

(1)

(21

Jv
conpactis: gegaedr adon 'to gather, join together' 522

(b)

§/EDER
WE A*
cc ass n

{.Wo'} Pt?S'.seo,

puu dM.
PAST.
IN/0»C. J \/

gegaedradon 'to join, assemble'
1
The difficulty in detecting the 'special significance.'

of the prefix ge- (ja> is discussed by Quirk and Wrenn
(1958: §170), see further Samuels (1949); Stanely
(1982). In this form it presumably at least conveys the
notion of 'result', but the ideas of 'co11ectiveness'
and 'association' also seem to be present. The fact that
the affix cannot readily be associated with a
derivational function in many instances may well explain
the fact that it appears to be unstressed in OE
(§2.1.2.6.2). Note also that although it originally
functioned as a preposition, ge- is no longer used as
such in synchronic OE (Bosworth and Toller, 1898) and
this form must therefore be classified as

'derivationally simple ' rather than as a compound, see
§1.3.5.2.3.1 (ii).
2

It is impossible to ascertain whether the 1st. 2nd. or



3rd. person is intended from a consideration of the
Latin form glossed in this instance, as conpactis is
presumably the past participle of the verb compango,
compingo (Lewis and Short, 1879).

Even here, however, the inflectional categories are

listed in the more inclusive set of brackets in the

derivationa11y complex form, indicating that they are

to be regarded as accompanying the word as a whole, not

simply the lexemic component.

Lexemic components can be accompanied by one or

more derivational components in the W.S, either class-

changing or class-preserving. Again, there is a vast

range of possible combinations, of which the forms

depicted in (3.2.30) - (3.2.57) present a fairly

representative selection. Any suggestions as to the

nature of the semantic sub-class associated with a

particular derivational component follow closely the

account given by Quirk and Wrenn (1958: §§170 - 172)

unless stated otherwise.

1.1 Forms containing one lexemic component and one

class-preserving derivational component

1.1.1 Word Structure: see (3.2.30)
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(3.2.30)

(a)

DIMINUTIVE

a STEM.

MftSC.
N0(A.

SIN^.

bitorius: erdlins 'farmer' 302
( c f . e o r |?e 'earth')
(b)

0*0 ]
IO STEM
FEM,
NOfft.

. S,N5-

w

(2).

W

condicione: radenne 'condition, stipulation' 302
(cf. rad 'counsel, advice')

(c )

[re,:L X
AgcNTlVC

JQ STEM
MKSC,
NOIA.

(l).

aleator: teblere 'gamesman' 111
(cf. teb1 'board for playing a game')



(d)

[alo ]
AOJ

COM CAR AT we
wcftf,
MASC.
NOf*.

_S IN^ .

C4>

avus: seldra fader 'older father, grandfather' 241
(cf. a 13^ eald 'old')

(e )

[sleanJ,
comfLtrtoN 1
PenFtcrwC
strong
O.A3S n>
PAST
3RD.person
s 1N5.
INOIC.

concidit: toslog 'to knock
(cf. s lean 'to kill')

to pieces 516

( f )

[qnNoJj,
INTCNSlflCAnOW/
destruction

STR0N5
class m

BRo. PCRS.
SiNG.
PR is .

INOIC.

C5)

V

commo 1 i t io .*

(cf . grin dan
forgrindet 'to grind to pieces' 563
'to grind')
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<8>

[qlu ]
result
KNOMKLOUS
2RO. PERS.
s in§ .

PA sr.
lUDtC. _J \]

cessit: geeode 'to happen' 453
(cf. gan 'to go')

(h )

[g.O N

a STEM
a/rur.
PAT.

/iNg, |

(g;

(?)
N

$re alieno: geabu1i 'tribute 96
(cf. gefu 'gift')



6%

c»)

[sw\NjN
A65T« ACT
OSTET>J
Ffirv).
NOW.

_§ its) 9. _J f\/

(h)armonia: suinsung 'harmony, melody' 195
(cf. suin 'sound, melody')

1

Again note the slight (and, presumably, insignificant)
difference between the phonetic shape of the root in the
corresponding derivationally simple and complex forms:
Ceor©] and Ceordl respectively. In this case the d
could, in fact, represent a fricative as a result of the
orthographic 'free variation' in the representation of
[©], [$ 1 and (§2.1.20-82.1.23). See also §2.1.2.1.1;
§2.1.10.2.1 for an explanation of the spelling variation
of the stressed vowel.
2

For the difficulty of associating the affix -en(n )
with a particular semantic class, see (3.2.19) (b).
3

Unlike the situation in PE the agentive suffix -ere
(er 3 ) frequently forms nouns from other nouns rather
than verbs (Quirk and Wrenn, 1958: §172).
4

Campbell (1959: §657).
5

As et_ does not represent a regular inflectional suffix
in OE (Campbell, 1959: Ch. XVI) it is obviously
difficult to detect the precise inflectional components
represented with any degree of certainty. The Latin form
is in the first person singular indicative present tense
(Gilders1eeve and Lodge, 1894: §120) but it would seem
that the OE 3rd. person affix (regularly -eb, Campbell,
1959: §731) is more likely. The appearance of ;t is in
all probability of 'purely graphic' significance (ibid:
§735.b; §57.7 ft.), see further §2.1.26.3.2 and
§ 1.3.5.2.3. 1 ( i i ) . This form is to be considered

derivationa11y complex rather than a compound as for- is
in this case the prefix for- rather than the preposition
fore 'before' (Bosworth and Toller, 1898).
6

No precise derivational function can be associated
with -ul in this form, (3.2.19) (a).
7

The Latin form glossed is in the ablative



(Gi ldersleeve and Lodge, 1894: §27) to which the OE
dative would seem to be the nearest equivalent.

1.2.2 Morphological structure

While the forms in (3.2.30) are generally similar

at W.S. level (this is conveyed by the fact that in all

cases two sets of brackets appear with identical class

labels attached), there is a great deal of difference

between the various forms according to the means by

which the derivational components are expressed. The

forms in (3.2.31) display straightforward suffixation,

and this is represented by the presence of at least two

morphemes in the word form.

(3.2.31)

(a)

—v~
STffAl,

—T~
W.F.

erdling

(b)

{rea.:c*3^£ nnj^aj
~>r~
sTcrA INFL.

~Y~
W.^i

J

r aedenne
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(c)

{t evL }{ e r ]U]
1-1

STVM ^ If"5!-.
' —< '

WP

teb1ere

(d)

{e LdHrMai <D
L_ r

STE-M

w.e.

a 1 dra
1
The quality of the vowel in the proposed root of this

form differs from that which appears in the root of its
derivationa11y simplex counterpart aid.

However, unlike the forms discussed in (3.2.33)
there is no need to maintain that the derivational

componenent is expressed by root modification as well as
affixation. The difference in vowel quality is purely
the result of a change in phonetic environment, albeit
only indirectly reflected (see 2.2.13 ft.2), brought
about by the addition of the derivational suffix -ra.

As there is no phonemic distinction between the
segments CO.] and Ce] in this environment ( §2. 2.1.. 2. 3. 5)
the difference in the root vowels of aid and aaldra can

be explained entirely with reference to the
phonological structure of the language and it will
therefore suffice to claim that the derivational
component is expressed by affixation alone.

In the forms in (3.2.32) the derivational components are

expressed by straightforward prefixation:



(3.2.32)

(a)

fj? ]{tfedr 3^^^Kon]
sr£m ' tsl FL,

W.F.

gegsdradon

(b)

ifor }^tfr i ncl]{ b 0 3

vd» F,

forgrindet

(c)

{Wfts loX}}^
V

STEm+lNFL.
—'

W.,F,

tos log
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(d)

{j3}&e:o ftiORal ft)1
V " r 1

STE fl)-hMFL. It/PL.

W.P.

f22^ OJrul su^Uhon
The root modification! in toslog and geeode

respectively expresses inflectional rather than
derivational material. Note also that to- in toslog is
the 'prefix denoting separation, division' (Bosworth and
Toller, 1898) cf. OFr. to, te, ti, OS te, ti, OHG za,
zi, zar, zir, rather than the preposition to 'to, at'
(cf. OFr., OS to, OHG zuo) which presumably occurs in
the form
adclinis: toha1d 'leaning' 74.While toha1d is, therefore;

to be classed as a compound, tos1og is in all
probability derivationally complex.

(3.2.33) contains (.^example

derivational components

modification and affixation.

of a, fori in which the

are expressed by root
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(3.2.33)

{{jse.:>WKul}{ 3 }
j

STEM INfL.

-y '
VJ.P.

geabu1i

In contrast ui+h the situation described in relation to

a° I dra, (3.2.31) ft.l, the difference in the root

vowels in the corresponding derivationa11y simple and

complex forms ( eg. Ce] and [$:>] in gefu and geabuI i )

cannot be explained with reference to phonological

factors alone. As the segments Eel and contrast in

the relevant environments (§2.2.2.3) it can only be

concluded that the root vowel in geabu1i has been
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'modified.' to express a morphological component.
€<•

It must be noted that in suinsung, (3.2.30) (»),

the segment Csl clearly does not constitute part of

either the stem or the affix. Dismissing the claim that

the segment is a 'formative' which does not represent a
18

morpheme (Bauer, 1983: 16) , the present account

accepts Colman's suggestion (to appear b) that such

segments do, in fact, convey morphological information:
19

in this case that the form is derivationally complex

A strong case can therefore be made for discussing this

form along with the those represented in (§3.2.4.2) as

it evidently contains two derivational affixes.

Again, the diagrams in (3.2.31) - (3.2.33) fail to

convey the relative 'importance' of the various

morphemes in the W.S. It is impossible to deduce either

that

(a) the material in the stem is more important than that

in the inflection, or

(b) that within the stem the root is more 'crucial' than

the derivational affix

and the relevant information must therefore be contained

elsewhere in this account, namely in the representation

of the W.S.

1.2. 1

The derivational component in the forms represented

in (3.2.34) changes the major word class of the lexemic

component and this is conveyed in the W.S. diagram by



the fact that different class labels are attached to

each set of brackets. Thus at W.S. level the forms

hr ider , scearpn is , f aesten , 1 i^pr ine , gredge , c 1 ibeet i ,

orsorg, teb1eth, hlodun and doema will have basically

similar representations.

(3.2.34)

(a)

[Hfc
ft&ENTIVE
0-STEM
NE VT.
nort\.

(i)

N

glebulum: hrider 'seive' 14
(cf. hribian 'to shake')

(b)

[SC£ARPJ
ft 8 STIRACT ^
\5 STELm

F£/U,
Norvj.

_lN

acies, et ordo militum..: scearpnis 'sharpness' 50
(cf. scearp 'sharp')



(c )

O EST J
ADJ

ja STEM
Ne ur.

Norv\.

S,N5- J

arx: f aest in 'citadel' 204
(cf. f aest 'fixed, firm')

(d)

&e*ERJ,v
CL| 0 STEM
/V1A5C-
ACC.
Plural

Cl)
f\DJ

asses scorteas: 1 i{? r i ne trymsas 'made of leather' 226
(cf. lejper ' 1 eafher , h ide ' )

(e )

OiR E °]K
a/o STEM
m a sc.
K/ orn.

siNg. ADJ.

ambrones: gredge 'greedy' 146
(cf. gred 'greed')



105

(f)

Lc L1 f3n
jaljS
FEW.
*CC.

_SiNCj.

stem

clibosum: cIibeeti 'cliffy, steep' 478
(cf. clif 'cliff')

(g)

[SOKH
' W ITHOUT'
a I o sT£m
pnrtsc.
fv/om.

_s^5,

consors: orsorg 'free from care' 573
(cf sorg 'care, anxiety')

(h )

Etefl
W £A*
CcA&i I
3RD. PERS.
SING.
PRES.
■NQIC. _

cotizat: tebleth 'to gamble' 497
(cf. tebl 'board for playing a game')



TOG

i i)

'[hlaD]
STKON$
C.LASS 3L
3RD. PERS,
pLUdAL

PAST.
INDlC.

N

J

(h)auserunt: hlodun 'to load, draw water' 247
(cf. h1 ad 'heap, load')

( i )

[oOfY)^)N
WCTlK
class x

INFINITIVE

V
(2)

censeo: doema 'to judge' 440
(cf. dom 'judgement')

1
The difference in the phonological shape of the root

[J(n©]/ cXridD is insignificant.
2

The Latin scorteas can only be accusative
(G11ders1eeve and Lodge, 1894: §73).
3

The Latin form is 1st. person singular, the 'citation
form' (Bauer, 1983: 12) that generally appears in Latin
dictionaries and grammars. As the practice in OE is to
give the infinitive as the citation form, it seems
reasonable to assume that the infinitive is represented
in this case. On infinitives without final Cnl see

Campbell (1959: §736.e).

As in many cases the participle declines and functions
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as an adjective (Mitchell, 1985: §§975; 984), it will

suffice for the purposes of the present account to

assume that participles are essentially adjectives

derived from verbs. There is little difficulty in the

representation of the present participle as the

derivational component is simply added to the {td)C£(Y\iC CCiYipCMPflf

ftb shown in (3.2.35).

(3.2.35)

[Rto ]„
ja | jo STEM
m fssc.
Nom.

*»*s-

(I)

ADJ

ridende cf. ridan 'to ride'

1
As ail instances of the present participle in the data

consulted from Cp. seems to be of verbs originally
derived from nouns, the form above is cited as a more

simple example.

Clearly, however, the difference between the present and

past participles must be conveyed in some way.

Intuitively, the difference is that the verb has become

'past' before it undergoes the transformation to the

adjective. This can be represented in the W.S. diagram

by adding the non-lexical component 'past' (and hence

automatically the appropriate lexical components as

these are presupposed by the existence of a non-lexical

component*, i.e. they determine its express i on , §3. 1. 1) to



the W.S. within the less inclusive set of brackets. The

combination of lexemic and inflectional components is

then accompanied by the class-changing derivational

component, which is in turn accompanied by the

inflectional categories appropriate to the adjective

formed and its position in syntactic strucure. The form

feotod is therefore represented as in (3.2.36).

(3.2.36)

F E T "I
W£AK I
cLPtssjr K/
.CAST J Y

ex. I 5 Stem
/M ASC.
N OM.

S/NJ.

(1)

f\OT.

arcessitus: feotod cf. fetian 'to fetch, summons' 222
1

or possibly class III (Campbell, 1959: §764).

This may depart from the normal pattern where

(a) only one set of inflectional components appears in

the W.S. diagram and

(b) these are placed within the most inclusive set of

brackets, see (3.2.30) and (3.2.34),

but is the most acceptable means of conveying the

relevant information.
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1.2.2

The various means of expressing the derivational

components can be represented in morphological structure

as in (3.2.37).

(3.2.37)

By suffixation

(a)

IX r I di la ft
»

* '
ZTCW

'
* 1
w.<\

hrider

(b)

scearpnis



(c )

tfes-fc Km 3
<

v '
, STerY) r

V
W ,F.

f sst i n

(d)

{Kre:d }{\ | y
■

. i
V

STEm
l

—Y 1
W.F.

gredge

(e )

(ri:cl}{end }{a 3
<

y iV—
STE"[W INFU.

L.—
y * ^
W.F.

ridende



Ill

(f)

Ik 11 v lie £-t }{3)
IN

—Y
STfrtl INFU.

vj.F,

c1ibeet i

By root modification

(g)

tid e : »>n (ANJa)
STE/Vl "NFij.

I J
' - ■ -»y»

W» F|

doema

1
The morphophoneme is suggested because apparenttly the

infinitive can be expressed by more than one sequence:
can: or ca:.

In the forms in (3.2.38) the derivational component

is given no overt expression. There is thus no

indication of this in the representation of their

morphological structure, the verbs having been formed

from nouns by a process of 'conversion' (Bauer, 1983:
20

32-33)



(3.2.38)

(a)

{-teVl }ta8j

STfm INFU.

I

W.F.

teb1eth

(b)

{IY \0:d)}{otx] (l)
STEm+wa.| nFL.

i
y >

W.F.

h1odun

1
The root modification expresses the inflectional

catgories 'past' and 'plural', Campbell (1959: §744).

The derivational complexity of these forms must be

deduced from a consideration of their W.S. diagrams: at

M.S. level their representations are virtually identical

to those of uereth and nomun respectively, see (3.2.14)

(a), (3.2. 16).

The M.S. of feotod is represented as in (3.2.39).
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(3.2.39)

ffeot } [o ][D}
1

—t ')
STEM

w.r.

f eotod

1
The difference in the root vowel in derivationa11y

simple and complex forms respectively is phono logica11y
rather than morphologically conditioned, see
§2.2.2.2.2.7.

Incidentally, the difference in the morphological

structures of the past participle and past tense of a

weak verb can be indicated by the fact that in the

former the inflectional affixes are part of the stem.

Compare the representation of feotode in (3.2.40).

(3.2.40)

(ftoi ](o}(0}(3 1
<

r ' *- V 1
STEfV* IWFL.

W>F-

feotode past singular of fetian 'to fetch' (Campbell,
1959: §754).
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2 Forms containing two derivational components

2.1 Uninflected forms

2. 1. 1

In some cases the W.S. contains two derivational

components, but no inflectional material. An example

would be the form gehaepl ice (3.2.41) which contains both

a class-changing and a class-preserving derivational

component. The W.S. can therefore be represented as in

(3.2.41).

(3.2.41)

[hep ]
KOi.

connpLfct FNESi.
AOJ.

fl)

AP V.

conpar : gehaep 1 i ce 'fittingly1 524
(cf. gehap, haepl ic )
1

According to Healey and Venezky (1980) and Bosworth
and Toller (1898), the root is not attested as a free
form in the extant OE data. This does not, however,
present any great problem as f)(ep) can clearly be
isolated as such on the basis of the forms listed above.
The existence of ON happ and the noun hap 'chance, good
luck' in texts belonging to later stages of the
historical English period (see the relevant entry in the
O.E.D) confirms this analysis, and the absence of a form
hap in OE itself can easily be explained with reference
to the limited corpus of available data, §1.3.2.4.

The fact that two derivational components occur is

conveyed by the addition of a third set of brackets to
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the W.S. diagram. As noted in §3.1.1, the class-

preserving process seems to be more fundamental to the

derivation than the class-changing, thus this is

indicated by the less inclusive set of brackets.

2.1.2 Morphological structure

Both derivational components are expressed by

affixation which is reflected in the existence of three

morphemes in the representation of the word form in

(3.2.42).

(3.2.42)

1
{ j 3 } fXeP> {litj3}
gehaplice

1
See (3.2.26) ft. 1.

While it is equally possible to consider both sequences

represented in (3.2.43) (a) and (b).

(3.2.43)

( a ) C j 3} tXeP-^
(b) <XeP> <litj3}

as bases on distributional grounds, the use of the

'base' construction may function as a means of

representing the relative importance of the two



derivational affixes to the word form as a whole in the

M.S. diagram itself. If it is maintained that only the

sequence in (2.3.43) (a) is to be considered a 'base' in

the representation, the fact that is enclosed

within more brackets than flitjs} may be interpreted as
reflecting the importance of the two morphemes in the

morphological representation itself rather than

requiring that the information be deduced from the

representation of another section of the grammar

(i.e. the W.S). However, the relative crucialness of

{j 3) and f)(ep> within the 'base' is still not directly
obvious from (3.2.44).

(3.2.44)

{j^KXep Kutjs }
BASE

jT£m

W. F.

Most word structures that contain two derivational

components also include inflectional material.

2 Forms with two class-changing derivational components.

2.2. 1

Two common class-changing derivational processes in



OE are the formation of verbs from nouns, see tebleth

(3.2.34) (h), and of adjectives from verbs, see ridende

(3.2.35); feotod (3.2.36). Thus, many of the forms in

Cp. that have two class-changing components in their

W.S. have undergone both of these processes , as shown

in (3.2.45).

(3.2.45)

(a)

[sofcv* 3
N

V
ja| y STEM*
r<\ASc.
NOWN. AOJ.

anxius: sorgendi cf. sorgian
(cf. sorh 'anxiety')

'to be anxious' 169

(b)

[HEKUF J
NWfftK

CLAMX
.PAST

CU 5 iTEI*\
NEur.
Nom.

.S1NJ.

VJ

f\0J.

l

bipartitum: herbid cf. hilfan 'to divide into two
parts' 303 (cf. healf, half 'half')



1
The r_ spelling is evidently an error, Bosuorth and

Toller (1898: Supplement).

The number of sets of brackets and the nature of the

labels attached reflect the number and nature of the

derivational components involved. Again note that in the

case of the past participle there are two sets of

inflectional components, those which determine the

position of the form as a whole in syntactic structure

being placed inside the most inclusive set of brackets,

compare (3.2.36).

2.2.2 Morphological structure

The similarites of the above forms are captured in

the representations of their respective word structures.

However they differ in the expression of the

derivational components, as is revealed at the level of

morphological structure represented in (3.2.46).
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(3.2.46)

(a)

isorX Xe nd }(a }
1 »Sr-»

STfr* ,WFl_

vj.k

sorgendi

(b)

iXe If ]f» KD}(D
• NFL, .

ST EfW

Vi.p.

herbid

1
As there is no contrast between the segments ECU and

Eel in this context (§2.2.2.2.3.2) root modification
need not be suggested.

In the case of sorgendi the transition from noun

to verb is expressed by 'conversion1 and therefore at

morphological structure level the representation of the

form is identical to that of ridende, (3.2.37)

(e). The component which changes the verb to the

adjective, on the other hand, is expressed by

affixation, hence the appearance of two morphemes in the



stem. In her b i d, both derivational components are

expressed by conversion, and at morphological level the

form is basically no different in its representation

from feotod, (3.2.39). Note, once more, that the

relative importance of the root in the stem is not

directly evident from the diagram.

2.3 Forms with two class-preserving derivational

components

2.3.1

The lexemic components in the forms in (3.2.47)

seem to undergo two derivational processes, but their

original major word class is preserved.

(3.2.47)

(a)

[e-OPT J

fcSSEnr\6L.y/ ^
ASSOCIATION
WEAK
/V1ASC.
Nom- i

-IN

coliferte, (co 11ibertus): ge^ofta 'companion' 3
cf. (?oft 'rower's bench', hof ta 'companion, comrade', so
'bench fellow' (Halliwell, 1889).
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and possibly less semantically transparent

(b)

[RO F ] (£)
N

ASserr\Bi.v N
WEAK
Or»ftsc,
NOm. .

. sinA. J

commentariensis: geroe f a 'prefect, officer,reeve,
counter' 534 (ci- OC nf 'rtumber'J
( c )

[>0D ]
N_

N
RESU v_T
Q STEm
NSVT,
Norn.
?LVt AL fsJ _

U)

<A)

aplustra(e): geroe |?ro 'rudder, helm' 177
UfOErod j rod, oof')--

i

*-a_ affixed to the end of words denotes a person, an
agent or actor, hence all nouns ending in -a_ are
iasculine some abstract nouns, and words denoting
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inanimate things end in -a, and these words, having the
same declension as those which signify persons or actors
are masculine'(Bosworth and To 11 er , 1898).
2

Holthausen (1934) suggests this as a root.
3

Bosworth and Toller (1898) suggest this as a root:
'the steering was done by means of an oar'.
4

The derivational functions associated with far) and
{ja) are in this case very uncertain, these seem to be
the most reasonable interpretations.

2.3.2 Horpho1ogica1 structure

In ge |? ofta both derivational components are
expressed by affixation. thus three morphemes appear in

the morphological representation, see (3.2.48).

(3.2.48)

{pH0oK 3
r"

W. F,

o f ta

The relative crucialness of CO.} and (j 3) to the W.F,

while already evident from the arrangement of brackets

in the W.S, can be directly represented in the
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morphological structure by the use of the base

construction which shows {CO enclosed within a greater

number of brackets. As the 'agentive' component is

expressed cumulatively with the inflectional categories,

(3.2.47) ft. 1, the sequence {©oft> {a.} must be labelled

'base + inflection' rather than simply 'base'.

In geroejp ro and geroefa it appears that the
'agentive' derivational component is expressed by both

root modification and affixation and the morphological

structure of these forms can therefore be represented as

in (3.2.49).

(3.2.4b)

(a )

{I a }{{ re: V }) { 0.3
'

V-

B ASE + | bJFL.

W, P.

geroe f a
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(b)

l\S> e: £ 3M. r }{ o j
v_

y iv^
&ASC. ■**"-

<•
^ >

s rrrn

W.P.

geroe hro
1 "

As it is unlikely that a foot boundary occurs between
the syllables Cre:] and [vqJ1> fOO being an inflectional
as well as derivational affix (§2.3.2.5.1), it is
reasonable to assume that the fricative should be voiced
in this environment (§2.1.18.4).

2.4 Forms containing both class-changing and class-

preserving components

2.4.1 These forms generally contain one of the class-

changing components represented in (3.2.45) accompanied

by a class-preserving component. The word structures of

selected forms of this type can be represented as in

(3.2.50).
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(3.2.50)

(a)

[SCRIP J
AiDJ

RESULT _

ABSTRACT A°J
j5 sTem

FE~IY\.
MO fY\.

L-S.ncj.

(1)

M

conpedium: gescroepnis 'an applying, fitting' 568
(cf. screp 'suitable, convenient' gescrep 'fit for')

( b)

[STU-3
ADJ.

Negative

A03.
A SSTR ACT
5 STEm
pern,
no

L_JIN Cj.

agitatio unstiIn is 'absence of rest, motion' 106

(cf. sti1 ' st i 1 ' , unsti 1 'rough')
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(c )

[foD J
N

v-J
IWTENSf\ER
WEA<
CLASSX
I (to PERJ.
SlNC.
Past
ojoic.

m

✓

confoti: afoedde 'to feed, nourish' 580
(cf. foda 'food', fedan 'to feed')

(d)

[SCRJ F]
DESTtwenc^ j
INTFNSIP15R1
strong
C l—ASS X
pm,T
—- __t

a/3 5TEm
fflASc.
Ho/n.

SIN<±. ADJ.

addictus: forscrifen cf. forscrifan 'to condemn' 69
(cf. scrifan 'to decree, judge, appoint')
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(e )

[>£T J
V

K/EWK
CLA5SI

L PAST

a(5 ST£/V> v
r* hSc.

ftcc.

S.N$. ADJ

accetium: gefeotodne 'brought, fetched' 65
(cf. f et i an 'to fetch, bring, marry', gefetian 'to
fetch ' )

( f )

[N im 3
PR WivriVEV
itRON C
CLASS *1JT

~

PAST ^

a J 5 stem
M ftsc.
/NSTRom,

S.NJ.

(4)

ADJ.

ablata: bimumini cf. biniman
(cf. niman 'to take')

'to deprive' 37
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(g)

[ KL£? ]
V

pRE®v;ENTxnv«

ja Ij'S ste rv)
mftsc

,

N 0 N\ •

Slttg. ADJ

campus: cleppettende cf. cleppettan 'to palpitate' 411
(cf. clappan 'to clap')

(h )

[N\EN<i]
V

*SSPff\6<-W/
A^QClftTlOfJ ,

^8 STRICT
3 STErv\
FE.NWNINE
PP*T.

.*lNS-

(5)

confusione: gemengiunge 'mixing,
(cf. mengan 'to mix, mingle',
mix')

confusion' 522

gemengan 'to blend,
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( i )

geoeff]
ASS£n\Bi-M(y'
Association

ABSTRACT

O STE(V\

FEm.
Nl OTA.
SI wg.

conpagem: gegederung 'a gathering, congregation1 549
(cf. gaeder an 'to gather1, gegadr ian 'to gather, join1)

< j >

\^\)MW SL^
i stew
NEUT-
NO**.
s\f4<j.

abortus: misbyrd 'abortion, misbirth1 36
(cf. beran 'to bear1, misberan (pple. misboren) 'to bear
wrongly 1)
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(k )

[Wit]
fcESOLX

V
a STQTrv

Weot.
(KCC.
S >N<j.

cautionem: ge writ 'something written' 413
(cf. writan 'to write', gewritan 'to write,give or
bestow by writing')

( 1 )

CLfosJ,
iNTrwsi*'6*!
DE5TR.ua ION

c\ stem

mrssc.

NOIYl,

siNg.

comissionera: for lor 'destruction, loss' 144
(cf. leosan 'to lose', for 1eosan 'to lose, let go
destroy')

1
It is, of course, equally possible to maintain that

the class-changing component was added first. This
account follows what appears to be the more regular
pattern.
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2
Here the normal pattern is reversed, as it seems more

likely that the class-preserving component is added
after the class-changing.

3
'The prefix fj3> is used chiefly to denote perfective

aspect..and this association with 'result' is seen
above all in its use as a past participle
inflection' (Quirk and Wrenn, 1958: §170). It is
possible, therefore, to claim that no class-preserving
derivational process is involved and that tja>, (o> and
fD> all combine to express the class-changing component.

This is extremely tempting in view of the fact that
the addition of the prefix in many cases does not appear
to lend any additional meaning to the root verb, see
(3.2.29) ft.1.

However, given that Cja) is not obligatory in the
expression of past participles (compare feotod
(3.2.36)), and that in many cases, even where f j 3 )
appears in present tense forms 'it is not possible to
detect the special significance of the prefix' (ibid:
§170) it seems reasonable to assume that the presence of
the prefix indicates the occurence of some sort of
class-preserving process although its nature may be
somewhat obscure in the absence of first-hand semantic

information (§1.3.2.3.2).
4

The Latin form glossed could be nominative, vocative
or ablative feminine singular, or neuter nominative,
vocative or accusative plural (Gi1ders1eeve and Lodge,
1894: §73). The OE affix {a} could denote masculine or

feminine nominative and accusative plural, or
instumental singular (Campbell, 1959: §639). As the
plural endings would have Pre-OE C$3 (ibid: §640) for
which an i_ spelling in Cp. , though possible, is unlikely
(§2.2.2.3.3.1), the locative/instrumental case, which
corresponds closely in function to the Latin
ablative/locative would seem to be more likely.
5

This corresponds most closely to the Latin ablative
confusione (Gi1ders1eeve and Lodge, 1894: §27).

The representation of the word structures of these

forms reflects the number and types of derivational

components involved. In the vast majority of cases the

class-preserving component intuitively seems to be added

at an earlier stage in the derivation than the class-

changing, and it is therefore represented by means of



the less inclusive set of brackets, (but see ft.2).

2.4.2

In many cases both the

expressed by affixation, as

(3.2.51)

(a)

inflectional components

in the forms in (3.2.51).

(j3 }(Jre:p 3{ n i s ]
•~v~
_2£&£_

—V

STE*v\

—t—
W F.

gescroepnis

(b)

{>Jn ][s b i I }{n i 5 j
u «

■ aASC i
V

frem

y

V*,F,

unst i In is



(c)

<j5*merLiMu39
I

y
SA5E

u n q "K a 1

!"* STem

gemengiunge

(d)

j»K*e den ^
iuc

y-
sr£f*

"wT^"

gegederung

(e )

U\e pp3le tt K end K s}
V

6AS&
I

v

ST£ (V\

cleppettende



Again, the 'base1 construction is used as a means

of reflecting the relative importance of the

derivational affixes.

In the form in (3.2.52), the class-preserving

component is represented by affixation, and the class-

changing by root modification, the operation of which

can, of course, be recovered from a comparison of the

lexemic component in the appropriate diagrams in

(3.2.52).

(3.2.52)

(a)

af f oede

(b)

STEM

W, F.

gewrit
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(c )

{•f o r 3({ I or}]
«-

v }
STEft)

V».F.

f or 1 or

1
As the class-changing process occurs first in the

derivat ion.

In misbyrd, (3.2.50) (j), and the 'strong' past

participles binumini, (3.2.50) (f), and forscrifen,

(3.2.50) (d), the class-changing component is apparently

reflected by both root-modification and affixation, see

(3.2.53).

(3.2.53)

{ m i 5 ){{ b ^r33id 3Cl)1
v '

W.F,

misbyrd
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(b)

u m ^ J" ^ ^
r T

BASE ,

V "
STEM

1
V

W.F.

binum in i

(c )

{for l&JriV 331 an } (i)
6*se

StEm

W.P.

forscrifen

1

Clearly some sort of class-changing affix is
represented, as the relationship of this noun to beran
is obvious. This may be a variant of -5(o ) , -$(u) which
'forms feminine abstract nouns, especially from
adjectives' (Quirk and Wrenn, 1958: §172). It must be
noted, however, that forms containing this suffix
usually follow the o_ declension (Campbell, 1959:
§589.6).
2

The past participles of strong verbs are formed by the
modification of the root and the addition of the suffix
C3n} (Campbell, 1959: §736).

On the degree of stress assigned to this suffix,
and the effects of this on
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(a) the quality of the vowel it contains
(b) the realisation of the medial labio-dental fricative
in forscr i f en , see §2.1.2.6.2; §2.1.18.4.

In gefeotodne, (3.2.50) (e), the class changing

component is given no overt expression. The

morphological structure of this form can therefore be

represented as in (3.2.54), and the fact that conversion

has taken place is evident from the U.S. diagram.

(3.2.54)

-£ja eo^ }lo H D
, >< f 'S-J

UASff INPU JNPt,

STEW

\T~
W.f-

ge f eotodne

3 Forms with more than two derivational components

3.1 A consideration of (3.2.45) shows that certain forms

have two class-changing components in their word

structure. If a class-preserving component is also

included, the following extremely complex constructions

can result, see (3.2.55).
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(3.2.55)

(a)

D* J
#\S30£»ATIO^

"T^SCClATXavJ ~'
weak >'
cuvis X
t* ST

a / O STE/W

S'"S- ADJ

cong1utinata: ge1imed cf. ge1iman 'to glue together' 539
(cf. 1im 'lime, cement', limian, liman^'to lime,
cement')

(b)

[ &OR.D J
tJ

result

VJSAK
CLASS X

_ PAST
0.1 O STCM
neotsR
WcT] S'N5 J

AOJ

clabatum: gebyrded cf. gebyrdan 'to border.
(cf. borda 'ornamental border, fringe',
embroider')

fringe' 487
byrdan 'to



1
'OE 1imian seems to be implied by the vbl. sb.

liming'(Q.E.D), cf. ON 1ima 'to lime, cement'

The number of brackets and the labels associated with

them indicate the number and type of derivational

components that appear in the W.S, and the order in

which they are added in its derivation. It must be noted

that once more the more usual order of these processes

is reversed and the class-preserving component appears

after the first class-changing one.

3.2 Morphological structure

In both of the forms represented in (3.2.55) the

class-preserving component is expressed by affixation.

In ge1imed, (3.2.55) (a), both class changes are

expressed by conversion and the morphological

representation will be as shown in (3.2.56).
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(3.2.56)

[j i 31 \ i: rr\ a J\. D }
1 M 1

|

V

8AiS B 1 NFL.

J

1

Y
srer*

Y

W.P.

ge1imed

While it is possible to detect that the form has been

'converted' from a verb to an adjective, as otherwise

the 'inflection' would not be part of the stem, see

(3.2.39), the fact that the verb is originally formed

from a noun is only evident from the U.S. diagram.

In gebyrded, (3.2.55) (b), the change from noun to

verb is expressed by root modification (compare Chord]

and Cbyrdl) whereas the component changing verb to

adjective is given no overt expression, see (3.2.57).
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(3.2.57)

OASE IN Pi-,

S TtM

1
v '
W-F.

gebyrded

21
Compounds

3.2.5 Derivationally simple compounds: those where the

lexemic components are accompanied by inflectional

material alone, (3.1.5)

As it is the compound as a whole that enters into

syntactic relationships and not its individual lexemic

components, only one set of inflectional components will

appear in the W.S. diagram.

The distribution of a compound in syntactic

structure is generally determined by the nature of the

lexemic component expressed by the root that appears

furthest to its right in the morphological

representation. This becomes clear if we consider

compounds in which the lexemic components concerned

belong to different major word classes.

For example, if a compound consists of lexemic



components belonging to the major word classes of 'noun'

and 'adjective' and the root which expresses the noun

occurs to the right of that which expresses the

adjective in the word form, the compound as a whole will

follow the same distributional patterns as those

associated with nouns in the syntax. Thus the

inflectional components that appear in the W.S. of the

compound will be identical to those that would accompany

the noun (i.e. the lexemic component expressed by the

rightmost root) were it to occur as the sole element in

the W.S. (i.e. in a 'non-compound' form). The W.S. of a

form such as nepf1od can therefore be represented as in

(3.2.58).

(3.2.58)

|>EP ]
AOJ

[flod
Q $te. m Jv)
NSVT.
Nom.

StNC). _

ledo: nepflood 'neep tide' 16

The fact that both lexemic components can be supposed to

have appeared simultane ously in the derivation of the

compound is shown by the fact that they are enclosed

within the same number of brackets. That the



inflectional components appear at a later stage in the

derivation is conveyed by the fact that they are listed

after the lexemic components in the representation. As

they are placed only uithin the most inclusive set of

brackets, the information that they determine the

distribution of the word as a whole (and not just one or

other of the lexemic components) is also reflected. The

fact that the nature of these inflectional components is

nevertheless in a sense determined by [FL0D1 rather than

CNEP] can in this instance be deduced from the fact that

only the major word class label attached to [FL0D1

(i.e.'N') matches that which is attached to the W.S. as

a who 1e.

In other compounds, however, it is not possible to

make this deduction. Consider the representation of

deortuun (3.2.59) where both lexemic components belong

to the same major word class, as, of course, does the

compound as a whole.

(3.2.59)

[d£°<On
fuN JN
a STE fW
rrvKSc..

■ *>"&• -J Nf

broel: deortuun 'deer enclosure' 324



In this case the special relationship between the

lexemic component expressed by the rightmost root and

the inflection is not immediately obvious from the U.S.

The only possible means of conveying this information is

to establish the convention that the lexemic component

expressed by the rightmost root will be listed directly

above the inflectional components in the W.S. (i.e.

after the lexemic component expressed by the root that

occurs further to its left). While this does not suggest

that the 'second1 lexemic component was added at a later

stage in the derivation of the compound (this

interpretation is avoided by the fact that an equal

number of brackets enclose both components), the fact

that the inflectional components that appear are those

which would accompany CTUN1 rather than CDE0R1 were

either to occur in a non-compound form, can be
22

represented .

This assumption, i.e. that it is only the second

element in a compound that 'carries' the inflection, is

for the most part supported by the phonological (and

orthographic) representations of compound forms in Cp.,

as is evident from the forms in (3.2.60).
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(3.2.60)
(a)

[de:ortu:n
3

broe1:

deortuun
'deer

park'

324

(b)

[)(CL:
1

stO.:
n
3

crustula:
haalstaan

'hailstone'
604

(c
)

[

str
$

o

mrcu
d
3

alveus:

streamraad
'course

of

a

stream'
129

(d)(e
)

C

u
i

:

n
j

aeord
as
3

[

1

e
:

ktro
&&s
3

amtes:corymbos:
ui

ingeardesleactrogas
'

vinyard''bunch
of

berr
ies'

151540

(

f
)lg>

(

h
)

Csond^y
1

Ids
3

alga(e):
C)(ezal̂nutid
3

abelana:
Cne:pflo:d3
ledo:

sondhy1
las

haese
1

hnutunepflod

'sandhi11''hazelnut'
'

neeptide'
1253316

(

i

)

(

J

)

res^re
:

n

33
[se1fboân
3

carpasini:biothanatos:
graesgroen
i

1

seo1fboran

'grass-green'
'a

suicide'
394299

1

Th
i

s

r

spe11ing
is

evidently
an

error

(Bosworth
and

To

11er,
1898).



The forms listed in (3.2.61) seem to undermine the

validity of this suggestion. In these, some phonological

material (underlined in the diagram) follows that which

represents the leftmost root.

(3.2.61)

(a) tXe&oSorn 3 albaspina: heago5orn ' hawthorn' 114

(b) [ynn3le : k'l ca(e)pa: ynnilac
m

'onion, leek' 448

(c) Ctj" e : z alybl coagolum: ceselyb ' rennet' 562

(d) [fu:latre:o3 a 1neum: fulatreo 'the black
alder'

117

(e ) Cwu^osni:tsl cardiolus: uudusnite 'the name of
some bird'

428
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Does this suggest that the leftmost root also 'carries

an inflection' U,e, that both lexemic components are

accompanied by inflectional material in the W.S)? A

closer investigation of the data suggests that this is

not, in fact, the case.

The phonological material which presumably

comprises the affixes

fa} in cese- (3.2.61) (c) and

{o} in uudu- (3.2.61) (e)

may be supposed to represent the categories 'nominative'

and 'singular' with these lexemic components. If it is

to be maintained at all that any inflectional components

accompany the elements in the W.S, these would be the

most likely candidates as it is reasonable to expect

that 'concord' (Crystal, 1985: 64i uuuld operate between

the elements in compound forms.

In the case of ynn 1- , (3.2.61) (b), and fula:-,

(3.2.61) (d), however, the affix in question ( ) can

only represent the categories 'dative' and 'singular'

with those particular lexical items (Campbell, 1959:

§570; §575). Given that the lexemic component

represented by the rightmost root is accompanied by the

components 'nominative' and 'singular', these do not

seem to be appropriate choices.

Furthermore in the forms in (3.2.62), if it is

assumed that any inflectional categories accompany the

component expressed by the leftmost root we should

expect these to have overt phonological expression, yet
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this is apparently not the case.

(3.2.62)

(a) [eo^Srest?] caumenis: eordreste 'a resting' 366

(b) CspekfCt:^ 1 maculosus: specf aag 'speckled' 23

In (3.2.62) (a) the nominative singular of e o r^> e , a weak
feminine noun, would be expressed by the affix {a> , and

in (3.2.62) (b) we should expect these components to be

expressed by the affix {CX> , as specca belongs to the

weak masculine declension (Campbell, 1959: §615).

This phenomenon is particularly striking in the

case of compounds of which the leftmost root represents

a verb. With verbs, inflectional categories are always

given overt expression (see §3.2.2.2.2) yet in the

forms in (3.2.63) the leftmost (verbal) root is

unaccompanied by any inflectional affix.

(3.2.63)

(a) Cwermod] absinthium: wermod 'wormwood' 35
(cf. werian 'to prevent'; mod 'mind')

(b) C0rustfel] bitiligo(v): blac ^rustfel 'leprosy' 297
(cf. jprut ian 'to swell'; fell 'skin')
(c) [sni:0stre : o ] gacila: snithstreo 'carline thistle' 13
(cf. snidan 'to cut')
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The lexemic component represented by the leftmost root

is therefore presumably not accompanied by any

inflectional components. This would seem to be fairly

conclusive evidence that the assumption that only the

second element of a compound 'carries' the inflection is

a valid one (i.e. only one set of inflectional

components will appear in the word structure of a

compound) and these will be identical to those which

would accompany the lexemic component expressed by the

rightmost root were it to occur on its own in a 'non-

compound' form. If this is the case, it remains to

explain the existence of phonological material after

the leftmost root, which presumably represents some sort

of affix in the word form.

It is generally agreed that the entries in (3.2.64)

(3.2.64)

(a) Cje:k'3s su:ra] accitulium: geces sure 'cuckoo
sorrel' 58

(b) CtfildQ troXl conabulum: cilda trog 'child's bed'
492 /X
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are not compounds, but in fact comprise a sequence of

23
two separate words «

While word boundaries in Cp. are not consistently

indicated by the spacing of morphemes in the M.S.

(§ 1.3.1.2.3.2.i), this seems to be a reasonable

assumption in these examples.

The same possibility must be acknowledged in the

classification of the forms in (3.2.61). However, the

spacing of the morphemes in the M.S. itself (as much as

this can be used as evidence) does not support this

conclusion, and it is significant that Sweet (1885) does

not choose to interpret these entries as sequences of

two words in his edition.

An alternative explanation is that the affix in

question represents a derivational rather than

inflectional component, functioning as a 'linking vowel'

which conveys the derivational information that the form

is a compound. The role of the segment is therefore very

similar to that of the Ls3 in suinsung (see §3.2.4.1.1.2

and ft. 19). This would seem to be a more feasible

suggestion, and is the sulutiun that will be adopted in
24

the present account •

1

The word structures of most of the forms listed in

(3.2.60) - (3.2.63) can therefore be represented as in

(3.2.65)
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(3.2.65)

Noun + Noun

(a)

[ hTL ]m
[Van ]n
a sTcm

C.
MOM. >sj

haalstaan

(b)

[sTfc£A«*]
CfcfcD J
C> sTtm
PEM.

JN

streamraad



(c)

[y iw JN
[5EflR0jN
a STE
nnftSC,

■- HA'j
a STEM
MRSC.

N

wiingeardes

(d)

CLfflC 3n
Ctr5 s
a 5TEr»\

KCt.
PL. M

leactrogas

(e )

[SONOJn
[h ^lL]m
la STEM

JM P.SC.
worn.
Pl. _ M

sondhy1 las



(f)

QH*sel]n
[HNUT

*THC wane
PE!V\.
NOfA.

_SlN(j.

haese lhnutu

<g>

O M ]w
a STEM
mASC.
Norn.
S.N5.

heago^orn
(h)

CVnnDn
r^Ac ]N
Q STEm
neut.
NOrv\,

Ls.n5. _J |s|

ynnilac



(i)

[ceS Jn
[LfB X
ia stew

dNEur,
NOW. ,

S'Nj. JN

ceselvb

[woo]N
[s n T T2 M
WE«K
rem.
Nflm.

5lNg. {yj

uudusnite

(k)

|>OK-B-JN
D^S"On
WE**
pfiftl.
NO/11,

S,N5* -J N

eordreste
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Adjective + Noun

( 1 )

[treo 1
w a STEJY\ N
neut,
NOM,

S/Ng. _ N

fulstreo

(m)

Noun + Adjective

[£*«* ]„
[cRE N J* AOj

ja |jo steiv\
r Ms<.\
t MIUT. J
NOm.

P<-. AOJ

graesgroen i



(n)

CpA H J
a |o 5T*t*\
m rsc.
NOm.

L_ SlN<j

ADJ

KDJ.

specfaag

(o)

Pronoun + Noun

[SE EP ]
PRO

[&ONJ J
WERK N/
P>«.
p<-. N

seolfboran

(p)

Verb + Noun

[we* ~3V
QmoD 3)1
a stem
NEUT.
worn.
SINij. kj

wermod.
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<q>

[^eL ]n
ja STTM
rv\nsc.
M OWv.

_ SlN § .

CD

M

j? rustf e 1
1

In this form the Csl presumably represents
derivational material, see (3.2.66) (i), indicating that
the form is a compound (compare the discussion of
suinsung, §3.2.4.1.2 and fts. and Itf).

The change of the sequence Ctsl to Est! is well
attested in OE (Campbell, 1959: §460.5) and will be
reflected in the phonological representation (3.2.62)
(b). Note, however, that the operation of such a
development would seem to undermine the synchronic
status of the formative Is} in the Cp. dialect.

2

(3.2.66) depicts the morphological structures of a

representative selection of these forms.

(3.2.66)

(a)

{d CIO 1" 311 U: n 3
I

y 1
STer*

1
V '
W.F.

deortuun



(b)

{v i: n J{ iat o -P d Ha s }i
^ i

' STrn° INFLt—y~
\n.F.

mingeardes

(c)

(\e: K' 3{t<~oS Has]
1

-v ^S—>
srrm IWPL.

1
v '

w.P.

leactrosas



(d)

fX e #' 3(o }{0orn 3

STEW

W.P.

heagi^orn

(e)

{w HoKsmst H» J
i L*

STEW l"*1-

W.P.

uudusnite

(f)

£eo*9 1{ res-t Kb}
—v >W-J
STEW IN?L,

y *
W.P.

eordreste



(g>

{s e If Xa n}
-v M
STEPrt IWFL.

y '
W.P.

seo1fboran

(h)

C w er }{ rnosd 3
>—

stet*

~V~
u/.e.

uermod

( i )

feru+JUttftl 1
srfm

W.F,

rustfe1
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The diagrams in (3.2.66) fail to convey the relative

importance of the roots as opposed to the inflectional

affixes, or, for that matter, the 'linking vowels' in

(3.2.66) (d) and (e). Furthermore, the fact that the

rightmost root determines the nature of the inflection

is not directly reflected in the notation. Once more,

this information can only be deduced from a

consideration of the representation of the U.S.

3.2.6 Uninflected derivationally complex compounds

In some cases lexemic and derivational components

are not accompanied by inflectional components in the

W.S. An example of a form of this type is the compound

adverb eastansudan (3.2.67), the shape of which remains

invariable irrespective of its position in syntactic

structure. (3.2.67) represents the W.S. of this form.

(3.2.67)

ab euro: eastan sudan 'from the south east' 41



la

The number and types of components involved are

represented by the arrangement and labelling of the

brackets. Clearly the two lexemic components co-occur in

the derivation of the word (they are both enclosed

within three sets of brackets), whereas the

derivational components, indicated by more inclusive

brackets, are presumably added at a later stage. Both

derivational components are expressed by affixation and

therefore four morphemes appear in the representation of

the word form, as shown in (3.2.68).

(3.2.68)

u:3}{an] (l)
■y M V~

i
—

Y
W. P.

eastansudan

1
The suffix fC(.n} is presumably purely derivational in

function, as neither east nor suf? follows the weak
declension (Bosworth and Toller: 1898). On the use of
the 'the living case forms of OE..adverbially' see
Campbell ( 1959:• §§668-9).

Once more, the relative importance of the various roots

and affixes can only be deduced from the W.S, as this is

in no way indicated in the morpholgical representation.
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Obviously it is desirable that the sequences st}

{(X,n> and tsu:83 (Q.n) respectively be grouped together.

The resulting constructions are best given the label

'base'. Unlike similar constructions in the forms

discussed below (3.2.70 - 71) they cannot be said to

constitute potential 'stems' since, as noted in §3.1.2,

the 'stem' is crucially defined in relation to its

ability to take inflectional affixes. As neither of

these sequences is ever accompanied by such an affix

(they comprise forms which belong to an 'uninf1ectable'

major word class), the term 'stem' is in this case

obviously meaningless.

3.2.7 Inflected derivationally complex compounds

1

Lexemic and derivational components are usually

accompanied by inflectional material in the W.S. of the

forms in Cp. §3.1.1 established that the nature of the

inflectional components in a form determines its

position in syntactic structure. It follows, therefore,

that only one set of inflectional categories can be

expected to appear in the word structure of a

derivationally complex compound. Clearly these

inflectional components will not be the same as those

that would accompany the leftmost root of the compound

form, but it cannot even be maintained in this case that

they will be identical to those that would accompany the

rightmost root in the construction. It is often the case



that this component is itself part of a derivationally

complex form and thus clearly will not necessarily take

the inflections that _ would be appropriate to its root

were this to occur in isolation.

In forms of this type the inflectional components

that occur will be the same as those which would appear

in a 'non-compound' construction containing the

component expressed by the rightmost root and any

derivational components that accompany it. The W.S. of

sparhabuc can therefore be represented as in (3.2.69).

(3.2.69)

["CHAP 2
a stem N
m*sc.

fvlOM .

S •

(Z-1

alietum (haliaeetos): spsrhabuc 'sparrow hawk' 118
(cf. spearwa 'sparrow' ; hafenian 'to grasp')

1

Note, again,, the appropriate inflectional components
are not represented in the U.F, so presumably these do
not accompany the lexemic component in the W.S.
£

Quirk and Wrenn (1958) do not include -uc / -oc in
their list of affixes, but Campbell (1959: §518) seems
to regard the sequence as in some way relevant to OE
word formation. While no precise meaning can be
associated with the suffix, the existence of the same
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root in a derivationa1ly simple verb would seem to
suggest that the form has derivationally complex status,
but see §2.1.6.4.4; § 1. 3. 5. 2. 3. 1 ( iv ) .

The inflectional material is listed in the most

inclusive set of brackets to convey the information that

it is the form as a whole that is 'inflected1 (i.e. the

categories concerned determine the distribution of the

entire word in syntactic structure, not one or other of

its individual lexemic components). The fact that the

inflectional components that appear are listed directly

below the components expressed by the rightmost elements

in the W.F. conveys that they are those that would

accompany the lexemic and derivational components

represented by the sequence Cokl, were these to

appear alone in the W.S.

2

As the derivational component is expressed by

affixation, the morphological structure of the form can

be represented as in (3.2.70).



(3.2.70)

Gper 3thaa^}t0K) CD
BftSE

—y
<;T«rv>
—r

w.f-

spaerhabuc

1
On the status of the affix Cok) and the implications

of this on (a) the degree of stress it carries and (b)
the realisation of the vowel and the preceding
(presumably foot-medial) fricative, see 82.1.6.4.4;
§2.1.18.4.

While the above grouping is perfectly acceptable, it

fails to convey the information that both roots have

equal status in the W.F. (see 83.1.2). A possible means

of conveying this information in the representation of

the morphological structure itself (rather than leaving

it to be deduced from the W.S. diagram) is to propose

that both (sper) and (okl be considered 'stems'.

Unlike the sequences discussed in (3.2.48) they are

certainly potentially such and it can be maintained
2

that they co-occur in a larger, S , construction.

(3.2.71) therefore would be a much more satisfactory

representation.
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(3.2.71)

(s per-
t I v I1 t I 1

STETn

T

STE»1

|

I

Y

S2
1

V
W.F.

spaer habuc

To refer to the constructions as 'stems' rather than

'bases' is desirable as it means that the label 'base'

can be reserved for constructions that are invoked to

distinguish between sequences consisting of a root and a

derivational affix on the one hand and a second

derivational affix on the other, rather than between two

of kJuCh
sequences ofbl 0 r oWdlr /.compriseSa derivational affix and a

root, as is the case in (3.2.70). While ultimately it

may be necessary to refer to the U.S. to ascertain the

relative importance of each and every morpheme in the

construction (i.e. the fact that {^aeov-} is more crucial
than fok> is not conveyed in (3.2.71)) and furthermore

2
the desirability of positing S as a construction type

is slightly undermined in view of the fact that it only

seems to be necessary for the representation of a

relatively limited number of forms, on balance it does

seem reasonable to invoke the construction in the

present analysis as it provides at least some means of



recording the relative importance of certain morphemes

in the representation of the M.S. itself.

(3.2.71) does not reflect the fact that the shape

of the inflectional affixes that appear is determined by

the nature of the rightmost root and once more this

information can only be deduced from the U.S. diagram.

The forms in (3.2.72) are fairly representative of

the types of derivationally complex compounds that occur

in Cp. and their word and morphological structures can

be represented as follows.

(3.2.72)

(a)

W.S.

N

[«^rN]n
a s-re™
NEUt.
NOC*.

alumnae: fostorbearn ' fosterch i Id ' 131
(c f. f oda 1 food *)



M.S.

(fo:d Ks )[orKb^wn} tl)

W.f.

(b)

U.S.

[horn ]„
-■» A—

[bl^w]
_tAQ£bJT

iOTSTOA -J
JrnAsc.

NOfft.

cereacusJ hornblauueie
(cf. blauan 'to blow')

'horn blower' 454
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M.S.

(Xor n 3lbl cu w 31 e r

stctv\
\

s rzro

-j *—^—»
INPU.

J*
—T

V.F

(c)

W.S.

[SAU ]
*9*nt v

WE"*K.

r/on.
Sl W<j.

achalantis vel luscinia: nehtggale 'nightingale' 52



Til

M.S.

(X (2>)
I n e 2f & I # 9 ^
'

y * 1 r 1
stepd STSm* !NFL

V
ST.+ INFL-

'
y 1

1 r
w, f.

(d)

W.S.

0"seRN]n

ftf5r;|P^5 ENT J
o srem
FEm.
now.

SlN£ • N

balus: isernfeotor
(cf. fot * foot * )

'iron fetter' 272
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U.S.

(V)
0:zernKfeo%3H or } («)

tr i

■STETN
Y

stvty\
J

T

Sl
k

1— V
w.e.

(e)

U.S.

[stxel.]

wcak
rv\ asc
N0rv\.
S IN^ .

N

Lser J
hgrNT V

arcister: strelbora 'arrow bearer, archer1 224
(cf. beran 'to carry*)



m

M.S.

CO
, )

is+re j I }{{bo r }K
1

r
J \ i

V

STTTnry srsm-viNFi-
» )

V
Sl-t)N PL-/

i J
y

w. F:

(f)

LAN 3
__ NI">

£M0 0 J
N

CL I 0 STE1K N
m ftSC, j. y*\ \
N O IV.

. S I a/LJ- —

CZ)

contumax: anmod 'of one mind, unanimous' 521
(cf. an 'one' mod 'mind')



M.S.

{a-.n j{_tvNo: d3
V ;t_ "V——
stetyi srem

I —i

VI, f.

(g)

w.s.

[>ul. J
. A85T£M5^

u

Dm
a iTEm
NSUT.

N 0H\.

.s»Nj- fsl

malina: fylledflood 'high tide,a tide at new moon' 20
(cf. fu1 'full'; f y11e ^ 'filling, completion, new moon')
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M.S.

U e }{flo:dJ <*0
y >' , '

5n=rn

;
—y

S 1

—r—
vJ, f.

(h )

W.S.

C

On ht!
Wff AK N
cuftsir
PftiT

V

a. 4-rcm

T^asc,
N0fv\,
5. N£.

ADJ _

AW

-Itf
(io)

clinici: f aertyhted 'patient confined to bed', i.e
'stretched out, laid low with feaver' 484
(cf. far 'feaver', tyht 'a covering, what is drawn
over', tyhtan 'to stretch out').
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M.S.

ffae.; r JHj ft 11 a RD] (")
1 1 V S< '

ST^m t iivFL, ]

srsm
'

-y/* '
WVP.

1
Note again, Cs] represents derivational material as it

seems to indicate the compound nature of the form,
(3.2.65) ft.l. On the phonological changes Cdsl > Cts]
and Cts] > Cstl (the operation of which is indicated in
the phonological representation of the form:
C f o : sterb$"3r n 1, see Campbell (1959: 1460.5).
2

[^ ] is presumably a 'linking vowel' in this form
(§3.2.5).
3

As '-e_ in the termination of nouns denotes a person'
(Bosworth and Toller, 1898), it would appear that the
affix expresses both inflectional and derivational
components. Compare the use of {&} in (3.2.47) -
(3.2.49).
4

On the possible derivational complexity of this form
see §3.2.2.3.2.4.
5

The derivational component is expressed by both root
modification and affixation: Co:] (/o:/) in the simplex
root becomes Ceo] (//EO//) in the derivationally complex
form.
6

Again root modification expresses the derivational
component: Ce:] becomes Co].
7

{ a > cumulatative1y expresses inflectional and
derivational material, see (3.2.47) ft.l.
8

It would appear that an original noun is 'converted'
into an adjective: the class-changing component is given
no overt expression.
9

The derivational component is expressed by root
modification and affixation: a phonemic contrast
operates between the vowels in the simplex and complex
forms, /u/ and /y/ respectively (2.3.35).
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10
Or neuter plural, as the Latin is in the nominative

masculine plural (Gildersleeve and Lodge, 1894: §26).
11

The derivational components that change the noun
(tyht) to the verb (tyhtan), the verb to the adjective
(tyhted) and the adjective to the noun (tyhted) are all
expressed by conversion.

3 Problem forms

§3.2.2.3 discussed the problems involved in the

classification of certain forms as 'derivationa11y

simple' or 'derivationa11y complex', concluding that it

is necessary to establish various sub-categories in

addition to those listed in (3.1.5) in order to give a

satisfactory account of the existing data.

Further problems arise in cases where it is

difficult to determine whether a form should be

classified as

(a) a compound or 'derivationally complex' or

(b) a compound or 'derivationa11y simple'.

As noted in §1.3.5.2.3.1, the following diachronic

developments can affect the phonological sequences that

represent either of the roots in a compound form.

1

The 'root' can assume the status of a derivational

affix. This phenomenon is attested in the history of the

PE derivational suffix -dom ( fd^m) ) , which is joined to

nominal and adjectival roots to form abstract nouns with

the sense of 'condition, state, dignity...domain, realm'

(see the appro ^riCLrC entry in the O.E.D).
In OE, on the other hand, the root dom (fdo:m))



represents a lexemic component with the meaning

'putting, setting, position, statute' (O.E.D) and is

attached to nominal and adjectival roots to form

compound nouns.

Thus, whereas in OE the form uisdom ({wi:s} Cdo:m>)

may be regarded as a compound: 'wise condition', the PE

reflex 'wisdom' ((wiz) Cdsml) is apparently to be

classed as a derivationally simple form.

A form which has apparently undergone a development

of this nature is OE hlafweard 'lord', which was

originally a compound of h1af and weard: 'loaf guardian'

(see the relevant entry in the O.E.D).

It would seem, therefore, that the decision as to

whether or not a form is to be considered a compound

rests on the criteria in (3.2.73).

(3.2.73)

(a) retention of 'original semantic force' (Campbell,
1959: §88)

25

(b) absence of phonological reduction

Retention of semantic force

If the sequence representing either of the

morphemes in a form has the same meaning as when it

appears as a 'free form' (Matthews, 1974: 160), it is

likely that the word as a whole is to be analysed as a

compound. It is evidently 'transparent' as such (Bauer,

1983: 19-20).



For example, the OE sequence Cdo:mD (Cdo:m>) has

basically the same meaning, 'state', when attached to

the sequence Cwi:s3 (Cui:s>), as when it occurs in

isolation. The form wisdom is therefore to be considered

a compound in OE. If the sequence in question does not

have the same semantic force as that associated with the

corresponding root, it in all probability represents a

derivational affix. The PE sequence Cdaml (Cdam}) does

not have the same meaning as the relevant 'free' form

'doom' ( fd-um) ) . Thus in PE wisdom is not semantically

transparent and the form cannot be analysed as a

compound at that stage in the history of the language.

Absence of phonological reduction

If the spelling evidence indicates that the

sequence representing a morpheme has undergone

phonological reduction when it occurs in composition, it

is likely either that (a) a derivational affix is

represented: compare OE fdo:m>, where vowel length and

quality (and therefore presumably a degree of stress)
26

are retained with PE Cdsm), where the vowel is short,

indeterminate in quality and reduced in stress • or (b)

the syllable concerned is simply part of a disyllabic

root: compare early OE {w$t-rd> (h laf weard) with the

sequences presumably represented by -ord, -erd, -ard in

forms from the later OE period in which the loss of the

initial Cw] and apparent loss of stress (Campbell, 1959:

§338 and ft.l) indicate that phonological reduction has
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27
taken place .

Problems arise in the classification of forms in

which a particular phonological sequence appears to

represent a lexemic component according to one set of

criteria (usually 'semantic' (3.2.73a)), but on the

basis of another set of evidence (usually phonological

(3.2.73b)), this does not seem to be the case.

3.1 Forms which are either 'compounds' or

'derivationa11y complex'

The question of whether a phonological sequence

represents a root or a derivational affix can be asked

in relation to either the leftmost or the rightmost

morpheme in a form.

In the form

crepdinem: neo^ouard 'downwards' 5
the rightmost morpheme fwo.a?d} has the same semantic

force as the corresponding root (waj-rdl : compare weard —

28
'"ward"in * to-ward"' (Bosworth and Toller, 1898) . The

spelling of the vowel may, however, be interpreted as an

29
indication that phonological reduction has taken place

This phenomenon is more frequently attested with
30

the leftmost morpheme of forms in Cp. . In the forms

in (3.2.74)



(3.2.74)

(a) cessere: onwicum 'to yieId,retreat' 437
(cf. and 'against, in reply to'; wicere 'to yield')

(b) amtes: oemset inne 'a lying in wait, ambush' 151
(cf. ymb 'around, about'; settan 'to sit')

the semantic force of the morphemes represented by on

and oem is basically the same as that of their

'accented' equivalents (Campbell, 1959: §73) but they

appear to have undergone considerable 'phonological

reduction' •

Such forms are therefore difficult to classify. One

set of criteria (3.2.73a) suggests that they should be

analysed as compounds, another (3.2.73b) that they are

merely derivationally complex forms. It would appear

that the morphemes concerned are at some intermediate

stage in their transition from 'root' to 'derivational

affix'.

As with the other 'problem cases' discussed in

S3.2.2.3, the only solution is to acknowledge this

difficulty and, rather than attempt to associate the

former with any of the 'labels' given in (3.1.5),

recognise them as belonging to a separate sub-class

amongst the range of possible morphological structures,

possibly a type of 'obscured compound'.

3.2 Forms which are either 'compounds'or 'derivationally

simple'

This type of confusion generally arises with regard
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to the rightmost syllable of forms in Cp. The form

ammentum: sceptog 'shaft,strap' 145

was probably originally a compound of sceaft 'shaft' and

*loha 'strap' (Holthausen, 1934) and clearly a high

degree of semantic transparency is retained. However,

the loss of consonants at the morphological boundary

and, moreover, the apparent shortening of the vowel of

the second syllable indicates that phonological

reduction has affected the rightmost root. In view of

these phonological changes it is not possible to regard

this form as a compound in synchronic OE. On the other

hand, it retains sufficient semantic transparency to

suggest that to classify it as 'derivationa11y simple'

would not be an entirely satisfactory solution.

Once more, therefore, it is necessary to

acknowledge the difficulty and a separate 'sub-class'

must be postulated to accommodate the 'problem forms' of

this type. An appropriate label for the class would be

that of 'obscured compounds'.

Further examples of 'obscured compounds' in Cp.
32

inc1ude

bubal is(-us): weosend 'bison' 337

originally a compound of wesan 'to soak' and hund 'dog,

beast', and

colus: wulfmod 'distaff' 559

which was originally composed of the forms wul1 'wool'
33

and *mad 'pole, stick' (Holthausen, 1934)

In this way, therefore, by adding various sub-
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classes to the list of major classes given in (3.1.5),

it is possible to classify every form encountered in the

data selected from Cp. in terms of its morphological

structure.

3.3 Summary

§3.2 presents an analysis of the word and

morphological structures of a representative selection

of forms from Cp. using the traditional notational model

of the 'labelled and bracketed string'.

As noted throughout the account, this method of

representation has two major shortcomings.

1. It rarely allows the relative 'importance' of the

various morphemes to be captured in the representation

of the morphological structure. Constant reference to

another level of the analysis (the word structure) is

necessary to recover this type of information.

2. Clearly the more complex diagrams such as those in

(3.2.49) or (3.2.72) are difficult both to produce and

interpret.



Chapter 4

Chapters two and three give an account of the phonological and

morphological structure of the Cp. dialect, using, for the most part,

traditional terminology and notation (see §1.2 and the references

therein). Chapters four and five attempt to show how this same

information can be represented using the dependency model, as

outlined by Anderson and Durand (1986); Anderson and Ewen

(1980); Anderson (1986a); Lass (1984) * .

The present chapter will give a brief outline of the principles

that are fundamental to dependency theory (§4.1), and then move

on to discuss how these principles can be applied to give a

representation of morphological (§4.2.1), suprasegmental (§4.2.2) and

infrasegmental (§4.2.3) structure respectively, citing examples from

the data in Cp. as far as this is possible.

4.1 The following is a brief summary of the concepts outlined

in the literature

Fundamental to dependency theory is the assumption that

constructions of all types are ultimately composed of atomic units

or 'components'. Where two components appear in a given

construction, they enter into the relationships indicated in (4.1.1).

(4.1.1)

(a) Precedence: Components either precede or coincide with each
other in time

(b) Dependency: A relationship which can be defined as one of
'non-temporal priority' (Anderson, 1986a: 55)
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With regard to a dependency relationship, components either

occur in simple combination, where no dependency relationship

operates between them, or enter into a mutual or unilateral

dependency relationship. In such a relationship, one component

(the 'modifier') is 'dependent' on the other (the 'head').

Headship is assigned to components within a construction on

the basis of the criteria listed in (4.1.2).

(4.1.2)

(a) Essentiality: the head is that component which is 'obligatory to
the construction; without it there is no such construction'
(ibid: 55)

(b) Prominence: 'the head's greater strength in some substantive
property relative to its modifiers' (ibid: 55) 2.

Constructions can themselves become components in larger,

more inclusive constructions. In this case a dependency

relationship operates between the heads of the component

constructions, headship being assigned to the only essential and/or

the most prominent component in the construction as a whole. It

follows, therefore, that a component can be successively head of

two or more constructions.

The relationships that operate between components and

constructions can be conveniently illustrated in graphic form

For example, given the information in (4.1.3)

(4.1.3)

(a) That a string of components: a b, c, ci and e precede each
other in that order
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(b) That a and b are grouped together in construction (1)

(c) That c and d are grouped together in construction (2)

(d) That a and c are the most essential and prominent components
in constructions (1) and (2) respectively

(e) That constructions (1) and (2) are grouped into a larger
construction (3), in which c is the only essential and most
prominent element

(f) That the entire string forms the most inclusive construction
(4), in which, again, c is the only essential and most prominent
component

the structure of construction (4) can be represented as in (4.1.4).

In this way, the relative prominence of the elementary components

a, b, c, d and e within the larger construction is reflected: c is

more prominent than a as it is head of three constructions rather

than one. Furthermore, as e is attached to the head of a more

inclusive construction (a node occupying a higher position on the

vertical axis), it can be claimed that this component is less

prominent in, i.e. less fundamentally part of, construction (4) as a

whole.

S4.1 summarised the concepts that underlie dependency theory.

The remainder of this chapter discusses how these principles may

be applied to a representation of morphological, suprasegmental and

(4.1.4)

q. b c d e



infrasegmental structure. It follows from the above that the

procedure at each level of the analysis must be to

1 Identify the basic atomic components, and the larger

constructions into which these can be grouped

2 Identify the relationships (of both precedence and dependency)

that operate between and within these units.

4.2.1 Morphological Structure

Little has been written to date on the representation of
4

morphological structure within the dependency framework . The

following section attempts to demonstrate how this may be achieved.

In §3.1 it was established that morphological analysis involves a

description of the internal structure of the word (the 'word

structure'), and the word form (the 'morphological structure').

1 The Word Structure

1.1 Identification of components and constructions

In 53.1.1 the following types of component were identified in

word structure: lexemic, derivational (class-changing and

class-preserving) and inflectional (lexical and non-lexical). These

components are grouped into one larger construction, the word

itself.

1.2 Relationships between the components

In word structure, the components are simply a 'bundle' of

abstract features. Although it can be claimed that in the formation

of this 'bundle' certain components are added at an earlier stage

than others, it is not feasible to claim that any relationships, either

of precedence or dependency, operate between them (see 53.1.1).



The notational system described in S3.1.1 does not, therefore,

require to be amended. It simply lists the various components

within the word structure bracket in an order which reflects their

order of appearance in the derivation. This is all that is necessary

at this level of the analysis.

2 The Morphological Structure

2.1 Identification of components and constructions

$3.1.2 establishes the morpheme as the basic unit of

morphological structure, and identifies the following types: roots,

derivational affixes (both class-changing and class-preserving) and

inflectional affixes (both lexical and non-lexical). Morphemes can

therefore be considered the elementary atomic components in the

dependency representation.

$3.1.2 also discusses the motivation for grouping morphemes

into the following successively larger constructions:

(i) The stem: which consists of at least a root, possibly

accompanied by one or more derivational affixes

(ii) The base: which is invoked when the stem contains more

than one derivational affix, and generally consists of a

root and a class-preserving prefix or suffix. Basically,

the unit provides a means of indicating the relative

importance of the two derivational morphemes in the

representation of the morphological structure.

(iii) The construction: which is invoked when the stem

contains more than one root, one or both of which is

accompanied by a derivational affix.

(iv) The inflection: which usually consists of a single affix, due

to the overriding tendency in OE to express inflectional
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categories by cumulation, see S3.2.2.1.1.2 .

(v) The word form: which is the most inclusive construction,

consisting of both stem (or s2) and inflection (if this

exists).

2.2 Identification of the relationships that hold between components

and constructions

2.2.1 Precedence relations (4.1.1a)

As the morphological representation of a word maps directly

onto the phonological, the precedence relations that operate

between morphemes can be directly inferred from a consideration of

the phonological structure, which in historical texts such as Cp. is

ultimately reflected in the orthographic representation, see (4.2.1).

(4.2.1)

From the orthographic representation of

unstilnis (3.1.8)

it is possible to infer the following phonological sequence (see $2.1;
$2.3)

(a)



mo

which directly reflects the morphological structure represented in

(b).

{u n} {s fc I (j{n isj-
Root

—v~
BASE

Y
stem

V

w.F.

The following patterns can be observed:

(i) Within the base, (if such a construction is invoked),

derivational affixes may either precede or follow the root.

Compare the representations of the forms in (4.2.2).

(4.2.2)

(a)

DEft.IV. ROOT DTRIV.
PREFIX SUFFIX

{u n j {st 1 I ]{ni S }
—Y—
BASE

unstilnis



(b)

ROOT OERIV. DERI V. \NPl.
Suffix SVFpi* SUFFIX

{^lepp .He it }{e n d }{ 3 }
Y

afvs E

cleppettende (3.1.2)

(ii) Similarly, within the stem, precedence relations between the two

types of affix can vary, see (4.2.3).

(4.2.3)

(a)

DERW. ROOT IN PL.
PREFIX SUFPIX

{u n Hsmo:~& j{ 3 }
—V

STEm

unsmopi (3.2.26b)

(b)

ROOT DERI V. IN PL.
SUFFIX suffix

( r i; d Ken d }{a }

STEM

ridende (3.2.35)



(iii) If the stem consists of a base and a derivational affix, the

base generally precedes the affix, see (4.2.4).

(4.2.4)

(a)
DERlV. ROOT OERtv.
PREFIX SUFFIX

{un Hst i I }{n i 5 }
y—

8/vse

STEM

unstilnis

(b)

root der iv. oe«iv. infl.
SUFFIX SI/FF/X SUFFIX

{k\ e pp }{e i-t }{e n d }{ a j
. )

g*SE
r

STEM

cleppettende

This is presumably due to the fact that class-preserving

material (which is apparently added at an earlier stage of the

derivation of the W.S. than any class-changing components: (see

S3.1.1) is generally expressed by prefixation (although compare

(4.2.4b).

(iv) Within the inflection, the precedence relationship rarely

operates, as inflectional categories are normally expressed by



a single affix in OE. In cases where more than one affix is

attested, those representing lexical components will precede
non-lexical affixes, see (4.2.5)

(4.2.5)

5UFE IX SUEFnJ SUFFIX
Uw om }{ a ]{ D ][ on 3
<■ st

1 see $3.2.2.2.5

suornadun (3.1.13)

(v) In the word-form the stem always precedes the inflection, as

shown in (4.2.6)

(4.2.6)

(a)

Root deRiv. oe«\v. infl.
SUFFIX SUFFIX SUFF,x

■Wepp ]{d fct J{end
v

6ME

—y
STEM

y '
w. p,

cleppettende
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(b) ROOT wjfL.Joe.Rtv. INFUOPRXV. iimft..
SUPPIX SuPPijc 5UFF| X

{sworn }{ a_ }{ D }{. 00 7
i ) i 1

STEM IfXFI-.

V
-V—
W.F.

suornadun

In morphological structure, therefore, the precedence relations

that operate between the elements in certain constructions (the

word-form and inflection) are predictable, whereas in others,

(the base and the stem), this is not always the case.

2.2.2 Dependency relations (4.1.1b)

As the components and constructions of morphological structure

clearly enter into precedence relations with each other, it is logical

to assume they should also be considered in terms of the

dependency relation. Headship can be assigned within the various

constructions with reference to the criteria of essentiality and

prominence discussed in (4.1.2). It is difficult to formulate a

precise definition of the notion of prominence in relation to
6

morphological structure , with the possible exception of cases

where components are successively grouped into increasingly

inclusive constructions.

Intuitively, certain basic components (i.e. morphemes) appear to

be more 'crucial to' or 'characteristic of' the larger constructions

such as the stem or word form, this being a direct reflection of the

order in which the components they express can be supposed to

have been added to the W.S. It is not unreasonable to suppose
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that by virtue of this fact these components can be assumed to be

more 'prominent' in the construction as a whole.

Clearly, therefore, in constructions consisting of two atomic

components the notions of 'prominence' so defined and

'essentiality' virtually coincide. The essential item will obviously

automatically be the morpheme which represents the component that

appears first in the derivation, i.e. that which is 'crucial to' and

'characteristic of' the larger construction.

The following section demonstrates how headship is assigned in

successively more inclusive morphological constructions, and

illustrates how dependency graphs representing the structure of

various word forms in Cp. may be constructed.

(i) The Stem

Certain stems consist of a single root, see (4.2.7).

(4.2.7)

C.OOT

store (2.3.4a)

In such cases, the stem is represented by a single node on the

word form graph, see (4.2.8), and therefore no relationships, either

of precedence or dependency, are attested.
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(4.2.8)

STEM

BfVSE

'/! ■

K]

In other stems, the root can be accompanied by derivational

affixes, as is the case with the forms represented in (4.2.3).

Headship is assigned to the root in both of the above constructions

as this is the component which is

(a) essential to the stem (i.e. in its absence there would be no such

construction), and

(b) the more prominent element (i.e. it intuitively seems to be more

characteristic of the construction).

Admittedly, however, it is difficult in this case to distinguish

between these two criteria. As the precedence relationship

operates between the two components (in unsmofri the derivational

affix precedes the root, in ridende it occurs to its right), the

graphic representation of the stem will include two nodes, joined

by 'adjunction' rather than 'subjunction* paths, (Anderson and

Ewen, 1980: 22) as shown in (4.2.9).



(4.2.9)

(a)

unsmopi

(b)

STEM

/ i \ / i 11 *

[rt-.d] [endi

ridende

(ii) The Base

When a stem consists of both a base and a derivational affix, as

in the forms in (4.2.4), the head-modifier relationship is first

decided in the less inclusive construction, (i.e. the base), where

headship is once more assigned to the root on the grounds of both

essentiality and prominence, see (4.2.10).



(4.2.10)

unstil

(b)

6flse

✓ /1

I e p pi i e i t 3
cleppettende

In the representation of forms of this type, therefore, a branch is

attached to the base node, which has not been the case in the

forms considered so far, see .(4.2.8) and (4.2.9). A dependency

relationship can then be seen to operate between the heads of the

two larger constructions in the stem as a whole: the base and the

derivational affix. The root is clearly the component which is

essential to the stem construction, and in terms of prominence, it

seems to be the morpheme which is first to appear in the

derivation of the W.S. Thus, headship can be assigned to the root

which in both of the forms concerned becomes successively head of

two constructions, as shown in (4.2.11).
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(4.2.11)

(a)

unstilnis

(b)

STFIM

B^se-

/ ! '>\VN /'- > /t\
c ' - \ \ V _ ' y ' / '%Ik I e p p} [e t -t ] f t h dj

cleppetende

The diagrams in (4.2.11) reflect the relative prominence of the

individual morphemes in the construction. The morphemes (stil)

and (klep) are shown to be the most prominent, by virtue of the

fact that they are head of two constructions. Furthermore, the

fact that intuitively {un} and {ett} are more crucial to, or

fundamentally part of, the stem than (nis) and {end} respectively

(although none of these four components is essential to it) is
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reflected by the fact that they are joined to a lower node on the

dependency graph (i.e. shown to be part of a less inclusive

construction).

7
(iii) Compounds

Where a stem contains two roots, as, for example, in the form

doortuun. see (4.2.12)

(4.2.12)

ROOT ROOT

{o\ e; o r }{-t u: n }
1

V —>
sre/v;

deortuun (3.2.59)

it is impossible to assign headship within the construction on the

basis of either essentiality or prominence. Both components appear

to be equal in each respect. The morphemes enter into the

precedence but not the dependency relationship, and this is

indicated on the graph by placing the nodes at the same level on

the vertical axis, with one preceding the other, as in (4.2.13).



(4.2.13)

sTEm

o*sE

/ 1 \
{de: o >}{t u: n}

deortuun

Where one of the elements in a compound is accompanied

derivational material, as in the forms represented in (4.2.14),

(4.2.14)

(a)

ROOT (?OOT DERIV. INFL.
SUFFIX Suc»iX

{ X o r n}{bl a:V\/31 £ r }[ 3 ]
S

^
STFm

hornblauuere (3.2.72b)



(b)

«0OT OtRlV. *OOT OERIV.
ayppix Syppx

l N/PL.
SUPPi*

{o v}{Qr}{staai/ n d }{ a J

80Z

—7—

5TEm

oberataelende (2.1.48)

the appropriate representation of the stem will be as in (4.2.15)

(4.2.15)

(a)

SPEW

CASE

1
/ I tN

' » O
' \

{X 6 r h}{bld : wHe r3

(b)

hornblauuere

{_o v } {Ir}\S't }{£ ri ot}

oberstalende



As the roots occur in simple combination at the same position on

the vertical axis in the graph, it is immediately obvious that they

form part of the same construction. Given that the word form is

the largest unit in morphological analysis, where two roots are

attested, they (and any material shown to be dependent on them

under the stem node) can only be interpreted as a compound (or
8

compound and complex) stem

The construction, which was invoked as an ad-hoc measure

in §3.2.7.2 purely to convey this information, is therefore

redundant, a situation which is clearly desirable as the

construction was only required in the analysis of a limited number

of forms.

(iv) The Inflection

As noted above (2.2.1 (iv)), the inflection generally occupies only

one node on the dependency graph, as inflectional categories are

normally expressed by a single affix in OE, as is the case in the

form helme8, see (4.2.16).

(4.2.16)

/NFL. «KQOT

ixe I * sj:

STTfVl INFU

helmes (2.3.13a)
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In inflections where more than one affix appears, such as in that of

the form suornadun, represented in (4.2.5), a precedence

relationship clearly operates between them: see (4.2.17).

(4.2.17)

id }[ O Jlo
'

v '
I NFL.

As far as the dependency relationship is concerned, all three

affixes are equally essential to the construction.

It can be argued, however, that the affixes expressing lexical

inflectional categories, i.e. those in (4.2.18)

(4.2.18)

(a,} expresses crucially the categories 'weak class II' (and also
'past')

(D) expresses crucially the category 'past' (but also 'weak')
see S3.2.2.2.5 and (3.1.4).

are more characteristic of the word form as a whole (in terms of

the order in which they are added to the lexemic component in the

derivation of the W.S), than the affix {on}, which expresses the

non-lexical categories of 'past', 'lst.-3rd. person plural' and

'non-subjunctive'. This is indicated by the fact that/lexical affixes

accompany any suitable stem, see (4.2.19).
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(4.2.19)

{a} is only found with stems of weak verbs of class II

{D} accompanies a larger number of stems: all weak verbs

{on} accompanies all verb stems: both weak and strong

In this case, therefore, the dependency relationship operating

between the components is defined in terms of prominence alone.

Prominence, unlike essentiality, is not a binary relation, (Crystal,

1985: 135). That is, it is possible to have different degrees of

prominence, but a component can only be essential or non-essential.

Unlike the situation depicted in (4.2.31) where a construction

(in that case the 'rhyme') containing three components can be

sub-divided into two less inclusive constructions, it is not possible

to indicate the relative prominence of the units in (4.2.17) by

showing one to be head of a greater number of constructions than

the others. The existence of the dependency relationship (which is

in this case determined solely by the criterion of prominence) is

therefore indicated simply by positioning the more prominent nodes

at a higher level on the vertical axis, as shown in (4.2.20)

(4.2.20)

Co.] £ D }{ o n]



(v) The Word Form

Stem and inflection combine into the most inclusive

construction: the word form.

Clearly the head of the stem (i.e. the root) is the only essential

and most prominent component, by virtue of the fact that it

represents the lexemic component which appears first in the

derivation of the W.S. Headship, therefore, is assigned to the root,

which in most cases is successively head of several constructions.

2.3

In (4.2.21) the complete morphological structures of the

(non-compound) forms in this section are represented within the

dependency framework.

In (4.2.21e), for example, the relative prominence (i.e. apparent

crucialness) of the three affixes in the word form as a whole is

reflected by their placement on the graph. The most prominent

morpheme is attached to the lowest node, conveying its most

fundamental status. The least prominent morpheme, on the other

hand, is attached to the highest node on the graph, indicating that

it has been added at a later stage in the derivation of the word

form, and belongs only to the most inclusive construction.

In word forms with compound stems, such as that represented

in (4.2.22)

(4.2.22)
root root

£ \ e: <' Htro ft } {a s J
, /

st e m

leactrogas (3.2.60e)
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(4.2.21)

(a)

W.F.

STEM

&AS£

{ S

/ / i
' \

/ \

t c

store (4.2.7)

(b)

unsmopi (4.2.3a)

(c)

w.P.

ste nn

&ASS

/ i \ / i \ i

[rt: d M ^ n d } I 9 }

ridende (4.2.3b)



unstilnis (4.2.2a)

'

/ » * / i ' * »

W e ppKefcfc} { ertdH

cleppettende (4.2.2b)

W.F.

STF/v\

3A56

suornadun (4.2.5)



while the stem is the only essential and most prominent component

in the word form construction, there is a choice of units to which

the inflection node may be adjoined. Both roots in the stem

apparently have equal status.

As noted in $3.2.5, it is a feature of OE compounds that only

the second element carries an inflection. By adjoining the

inflection node to the rightmost node in the representation of a

compound stem, it is possible to convey the desirable information

that while both roots are equally essential to the construction as a

whole, the rightmost (purely by virtue of its position in terms of

the precedence relation) determines the nature of the inflectional

affix that follows it. This is shown in (4.2.23).

(4.2.23)

leactrogas

Where one or both roots is accompanied by a derivational affix, the

same principle applies. Note once more that the heads of the two

sl constructions occur in simple combination, which indicates that

the morphemes dependent on them all belong to the same

construction and eliminates the need to invoke in the analysis,

see (4.2.24).



(4.2.24)

(a)

w.f.

ST 6" m

& ftSE i
i

/' \ s

tx'6 V'niHa l'a-.vV}{4 r K»)

hornblauuere

(b)

W/.F.

STEIY\

S*SE

oberstalende

It follows from the above that the representation of morphological

structure within the dependency framework has the following

advantages over the more traditional model of the labelled and

bracketed string:

1. The little-used s2 construction is redundant.

2. The relative prominence of the components in

morphological structure is automatically reflected in the



representation of that particular level. It is, therefore,

not necessary to infer this information from the

representation of another level of grammar (i.e. the W.S),

as is the case in the notational model adopted in Chapter

3.

3. Perhaps the most obvious advantage is that dependency

graphs are far less cumbersome to produce and easier to

interpret than the strings that appear in Chapter 3.

2.4

The account so far has concentrated on forms where any

derivational and inflectional components have been expressed by

affixation. It remains to consider how the dependency model would

represent forms where morphological components are either given

no expression at all (i.e. cases of 'conversion') or are expressed

by 'root modification' or 'suppletion* (see 3.1.6).

In the first instance, there will, of course, be no indication of

the existence of the derivational component in the representation of

the morphological structure, and the relevant information must

therefore be deduced from the representation of the word structure

alone. For example, the morphological structures of the forms

tebleth and wereth are identical. The information that the 'root'

in tebleth is formed by a process of 'conversion' from the noun

' tebl' is recorded in the word structure diagram. Compare the

representation of the forms in (4.2.25) (a) and (b) respectively.



(4.2.25)

(a)

%\Z

W. 5.

M.S.

w.e.
5TQY1

aAisH

we*K CU I
3R0. pers.

sing.
Pres.
non - so ,

t I
\ ^ y

lw e r } £ J q 3

wereth (3.2.13a)

(b)
w.s.

M.S.

W.P.

STEM

fcflSE

[tevl]
C-.X
3 Ro P€Pf.
? ING
pre ?:
INCMC. V

/ I
\ V

{t ev'i} 9 j
tebleth (3.2.34g)



In cases where the morphological component is expressed by-

root modification or suppletion (i.e. it is given expression, but only

one morpheme appears), this can be recovered from a

comparison of the surface phonological representation with that

which can be deduced from the representation of the lexemic

component in the word structure (see $3.1.2). For example, on

consideration of the representations of tyrb and doema given in

(4.2.26)

(4.2.26)

(a)

WA T U R P

M"HerY1AT!C
mPvic.

N OlVl.

PL.

N

IYIS.

w.fi

STf

I
at'j'-rfll

tyrb (3.1.11a)



W.5.

M.S.
wf.

srenn

BASE"

wrAK Cl. r
IW F IN.

/ ' \
! J \

[{'i e:

doema (3.2.34j)
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it can be seen that the inflectional components in (a) and the

derivational components in (b) have been expressed by mutation of

the root vowel.

4.2.2 Suprasegmental Structure

1. Identification of components and constructions

The basic components in suprasegmental structure are, of

course, the segments themselves. §2.3 discusses the motivation for

grouping segments into successively more inclusive constructions.

To summarise briefly:

Syllabic and non-syllabic elements combine to form the nucleus,

nucleus and coda combine to form the rhyme, and onset and rhyme

combine to form the syllable. With the exception of the syllabic,

the existence of all these constructions is optional (§2.3.1). Beyond

the level of the syllable, constructions of the same type are

grouped together: a stressed syllable and an unstressed syllable

combine to form the foot, the foot containing the tonic and other

feet in the intonation contour combine to form the group, and it is

also suggested that the and constructions may be useful in

the representation of compounds. The supergroup construction is
9

invoked to deal with rare cases of ' hypermetricality' .

(§2.3.2.5.2.1).

As in §4.2.1, the present section identifies the various relations

that hold between these components and shows how graphs can be

formulated to represent the suprasegmental structures of selected

forms from Cp.
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2 Identification of the relations that operate between the

components and construction types

2.1 Precedence Relations (4.1.1a)

Precedence relations in the phonological structure of a text

such as Cp. must, of course, ultimately be inferred from the

orthographic representation, see (4.2.1).

The following tendencies can be observed:

(i) Within the nucleus, the syllabic invariably precedes the

non-syllabic component, at least in the data considered in

the present project, see (4.2.29).

(ii) Within the rhyme, the nucleus invariably precedes the

coda.

(iii) Within the syllable, the onset invariably precedes the

rhyme {$2.3.1).

(iv) Within the foot, (and F^), the syllable carrying the

greatest amount of stress will invariably precede others in

the construction.

(v) Within the group, the foot containing the tonic is

generally the rightmost element, but this tendency is open

to influence from factors such as information structure,

(see S2.3.2.5 and references therein).

In suprasegmental structure, therefore, precedence relations

between the various constructions are predictable to a considerable

extent. It is only within the group (and possibly the nucleus) that

this is not the case.
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2.2 Dependency Relations (4.1.1b)

(i) The Nucleus

In many cases the nucleus consists only of a syllabic element

(S2.3.1.1) and therefore no relationships, either of precedence or

dependency, can be observed within it. The nucleus of el, for

example, can therefore be represented on a dependency graph as in

(4.2.27).

(4.2.27)

1
i

Oil

el (2.3.7e)

It was however noted in S2.3.1.4 that diphthongal nuclei provide an

exception to this tendency. A distinction can be drawn between

syllabic and non-syllabic elements in the construction, and it can

therefore be supposed that a dependency relationship operates

between them.

Only the syllabic is essential to the nucleus. Prominence in

phonological structure can be defined in terras of the relative

'sonority', 'stress' or 'carrying power' of the units concerned.

(Crystal, 1985: 248; 282). When two segments have the same degree

of 'sonority' (as is the case with those in the nucleus: both are, of

course, vowels), the more prominent is that which is produced with
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the greater amount of stress or acoustic 'force' (ibid: 288).

On this basis, clearly, within the nucleus the syllabic is the

more prominent element, and there can therefore be no hesitation in

the assignation of headship in this construction. The nucleus of

ceol can be represented as in (4.2.28).

(4.2.28)

[el o]

ceol (2.1.108)

In certain forms in Germanic dialects ^,the normal precedence

relation appears to be reversed, and the syllabic follows the

non-syllabic element. A representation of such a 'rising'

diphthong (Lass, 1984: 275), for example, the nucleus of ON djarfr,

is given in (4.2.29).

(4.2.29)

n/

<-1
I l

fi ^ J

^
The use of the symbol [j] indicates that the segment is possibly

more consonantal in its realisation than that represented by i
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Presumably such constructions Eire 'marked', at least in Germanic

languages. This is effectively reflected in the fact that the shape

of the dependency graph deviates from that associated with the

more usual representation of this construction.

(ii) The Rhyme

The syllabic (which usually coincides with the nucleus) is the

essential and most prominent (defined in this case in terms of

sonority (Anderson, 1986a: 76) element in this construction. It can

therefore be seen to be head of two successive constructions, as

shown in (4.2.30).

(4.2.30)

(a) R.

el

(b)

ceol
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Even when the nucleus is monophthongal, the rhyme can in some

cases consist of more than two atomic components. The coda, if

present, can contain up to two consonants (§2.3.1), as indicated in

the representations of elh and store (2.3.7, f & g) .The precedence

relationship clearly operates between the segments in the codas of

the forms concerned. The dependency relationship does not seem

to be motivated on grounds of essentiality, both consonants being

equally essential to the construction. In terms of prominence,

however, (manifested in this case by relative sonority) the leftmost

segment apparently surpasses the segment to its right. The most

appropriate representation of such rhymes within the dependency

framework is given in (4.2.31).

11

(4.2.31)

(a)

t

elh

(b)

r

store
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Unlike constructions of the type represented in (4.2.17), one

of the three components in the rhyme is distinguished from the

other two by the fact that it is essential to that construction. The

construction is therefore sub-divided into essential and

non-essential components, the nucleus and the coda respectively.

The fact that the head of the nucleus is distinguished from the

other segments on grounds of both essentiality and prominence is

indicated by the fact that it is successively head of two

constructions. That the remaining segments are equal in terms of

essentiality but nevertheless unequal in terms of prominence is

indicated by the fact that while neither is head of a construction,

they appear at different levels on the vertical axis of the graph.

While the general tendency within codas is that the leftmost

element is the most prominent (i.e. sonorant) in the construction,

there are cases where the normal precedence relations do not

apply, and the more prominent element appears as the rightmost

unit. An example of a form containing such a coda is ax, see

(2.3.5). The dependency graph that represents this form will

therefore be shaped as in (4.2.32).

(4.2.32)

R

N

aex (2.3.5)

As noted in §2.3.1.2.3 .such constructions are comparatively rare and
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may be considered 'marked' in OE. The fact that the shape of the

graph deviates from the norm effectively conveys this information,

(iii) The Syllable

The syllabic is the only essential and the most prominent

(again, basically in terms of relative 'sonority') element in the

syllable. The structures of the syllables in ceol and elh, for

example, can therefore be represented as in (4.2.33).

(4.2.33)

(a)

[ if e : o t]
ceol

(b)

s.

P.

N

[e. t 5]

elh

In this way, the relative prominence of the various elements in

each construction as a whole is conveyed
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(a) by the number of constructions of which they are themselves

head. (So [e;J and [e], as heads of three constructions, are

the most prominent segments in the syllables concerned),

(b) by the height of the node to which they are adjoined. (So in

(4.2.33a), [o] is more fundamentally part of the syllable than

[1], as it is attached to a node positioned lower on the vertical

axis).

As with the coda, the onset can contain more than one

segment (see the representation of flio, (2.3.7c)). Again, it is

impossible to distinguish between these segments in terms of

essentiality to the construction, and the assignation of any

dependency relation between them must again rest on the

prominence criterion. In the vast majority of cases there is a

direct correlation between the dependency and precedence

relations, the leftmost component having greatest prominence (i.e.

sonority), the rightmost least. The structure of syllables

containing such onsets can be represented in a dependency graph

as follows, see (4.2.34).

(4.2.34)

S.

(?.

n.

flio (2.3.7c)

§2.3.1.2.3 noted that certain onsets do not show the normal
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correlation between these relationships, and that such onsets were

•marked' constructions in the language (see the discussion of store

(2.3.4a) and spryng (2.3.4b). Again the fact that the graphic

representation of these onsets deviates from the norm effectively

conveys this information, see (4.2.35).

(4.2.35)

(a)

5
ft
VJ

store

(b)

S

]

sprynq

(iv) The Foot

In the foot

(2.3.7d)

the stressed syllabic is the only essential and most
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prominent element. Thus the structure of reftras and boga (2.3.27c

and d) can be represented as in (4.2.36).

(4.2.36)

(a)

reftras (2.3.13b)

(b)

p

s

K

M.

C b 0 $

boga (2.3.25d)

The relative prominence of the two syllabics is indicated by the

fact that the first is successively head of four constructions, the
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second of three.

(v) The Group

Many forms in Cp. consist of a single foot, and in this case

group headship is automatically assigned to the foot head, see

(4.2.37).

(4.2.37)

(a)

reftras

(b)

3
F

3

R.

N

[

boga

Some forms contain two feet, only one of which represents a root

(for example, misbvrd (2.3.18b) and suoetnis (2.3.21a)). In such
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cases the group-head is identical with the foot-head of the foot

representing the root, as this is clearly the only essential and the

most prominent element, see (4.2.38).

(4.2.38)

(a)

misbyrd (2.3.18.b)

(b)

]

suoetnis (2.3.21.a)

The number of constructions of which a component is head

reflects its relative prominence, and this factor conveys the evident
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difference in the degree of stress assigned to the final syllables of
12

suoetnis and reftras respectively: compare (4.2.39a) and (4.2.39b)

(4.2.39)

(a)

suoetnis

(b)

reftras

Where a group contains two feet both of which represent roots for

example, those comprising the entries holthana (2.3.27f) and ieces
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surae (2.3.27n)), both units are equally essential to the construction.

In holthana for example, either foot, [xolt] or [xona], would

constitute a tone group if it were to occur in isolation. In

sucetnis, on the other hand, the second foot, [nis], could not do so.

Dependency relations are therefore assigned in accordance with the

criterion of prominence alone.

In some entries in Cp., it is apparently the rightmost

foot-head that carries the most acoustic force, given a neutral
13

information structure . An entry comprising such a group is ieces

surae, the structure of which can be represented as follows: (4.2.40)

(4.2.40)

J e:
leces suras (2.3.27n)

In Cp., however there are many entries in which, evidently,

the leftmost foot in the group carries the main stress: examples

being forms such as holthana (2.3.25f) and uuidubinde (2.3.25g). As

noted in §2.3.2.6, this is a result of the fact that these 'compound'

words are affected by the stress assignment rules on two distinct

cycles, and the leftmost syllabic is the most prominent by virtue of

the fact that it is head of the construction. (4.2.41) conveys
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the relative prominence of the units concerned.

(4.2.41)

holthona (2.3.25f)
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(b)

uuidubinde (2.3.25g)

In groups containing more than two feet, where only one is

essential to the construction and the others are distinguished in

terms of their relative prominence alone, the group will take

essentially the same shape as that drawn for the rhyme

construction in (4.2.31) above. As with the representation of the

two segments in the coda, the relative prominence of the second

two feet in the group represented by the form cleppettende (2.3.22)

can be immediately deduced from the fact that the head of the foot

[et] occupies a higher position on the vertical axis than that of

[tend], see (4.2.42).
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(4.2.42)

cleppettende

There is therefore no need to invoke the 'supergroup'

construction.

2.2 It follows from the above that dependency notation has the

following advantages for the representation of suprasegmental

structure over the model used in chapter three.

1. Marked constructions are immediately identifiable by the

unconventional shapes of the graphs that represent them.

2. Relative prominence is automatically evident from the diagram,

and no further written specification need be appended.

3. The graphs are easier to produce, read and interpret.

4. The little used 'supergroup' construction is no longer

required.

4.2.3 Infrasegmental Structure

It is assumed that the individual segment has a far more
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complex internal structure in dependency notation than in most

other models (Anderson and Durand, 1986:19). Each segment is

considered to be made up of a number of components of various

types, the relationships between which can be represented on a

dependency graph, just as is the case with the representation of

suprasegmental and morphological structure (see §4.2.1 and §4.2.2)

1 Identification of components and constructions.

Obviously the most inclusive construction in infrasegmental

structure will be the segment itself. (4.2.43) lists the atomic
14

components that are generally identified in segmental structure

While essentially abstract, (Anderson and Durand, 1986: 27-28),

these components are motivated by detailed examination of the

phonetic and acoustic properties of the segments involved, as is

evident from the definitions given in the literature (see (4.2.43) and

the references therein).

On the basis of the evidence of 'certain recurrent

regularities' (Anderson and Ewen, 1980: 19), these components can

be grouped into subcategories or 'gestures' (see Anderson and

Ewen, 1980: §2.3; Anderson and Durand, 1986: §3.1).

1.1 The Categoric ! Gesture

The components ascribed to this gesture are I CI and IVI, and

they combine to convey the type of information referred to in

traditional accounts as 'voice' and 'manner' of articulation.

(Abercrombie, 1967: 26-27; 47).
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.2.43)

ICI 'consonantality '

IVI 'vocality'/'sonority *

(see Anderson and Ewen: 25; Anderson and Durand: 34-37)

|i| 'palatality/frontness' or 'acuteness/sharpness'

|u| 'roundness' or 'gravity/flatness'

|a| 'lowness/opening • 'sonority'

|a| 'centrality'

(see Anderson and Ewen: 29; Anderson and Durand: 25-29 and

references therein)

111 'linguality'

111 'apicality'

I d | ' dentality'

I \ | 'laterality*

(Anderson and Ewen: 31-34; Anderson and Durand: 37-39 and

references therein)
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1.2 The Articulatory Gesture

In this gesture the components lit lul I a I lal 111 I d I Itl

and I \ I combine to convey the information specified by the

gestures which denote 'place of articulation' in the more traditional
15

frameworks, (ibid: 47) »

2 Identification of the relationships that operate between and

within these components and constructions.

2.1 Precedence relations (4.1.1a)

It is obviously unlikely that the precedence relationship could

operate between components or gestures in the representation of a

single phonetic segment. A possible exception might be the

relationship between the various IVI and ICI components in the

representation of the categorial gesture of affricates (see Anderson

and Durand, 1986: 43-44 and the references therein). In this case,

the markedness of the segment type is reflected in the relative

complexity and unusual shape of the diagram.

2.2 Dependency relations (4.1.1b)

There is no motivation for assuming that either the

articulatory or the categorial gesture should be more essential to,

or prominent in, the construction of the segment as a whole. Both

co-occur independently in the representation of segments, and the

only relationship that operates between them is one of simple

combination ^ .

It can, however, be claimed that dependency relationships

operate between components within the individual gestures. As

with the identification of the components themselves, evidence for
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the suggested dependency relationships is based largely on a

detailed analysis of the phonetic and acoustic properties of the

various segments.

2.2.1 The Categorial Gesture

Within the categorial gesture, the IVI and ICI components can

be either present or absent, occur in simple combination or enter

into dependency relationships with each other.

In segmental structure, headship is assigned on the basis of

the criterion of 'prominence' alone, (Anderson and Durand,

1986:47). It is never essential that any particular component

should occur in the representation of a segment. The presence or

absence of the IVI and ICI components and, if present, their

position as head or modifier within the gesture, reflect certain

acoustic properties of the segment concerned, and in such a way

all segment types specified by the traditional features of 'voice'

and 'manner' of articulation can be represented on dependency

graphs.

A segment with a categorial gesture containing the ICI

component alone will have maximum 'consonantality* (see (4.2.43)),

for example, those traditionally labelled 'voiceless stops': i.e. [p],

[t] and [k]. A segment with a single IVI component in its

categorial gesture will have maximum 'vocalicness' or 'sonority'

(see (4.3.43)), for example, the segments traditionally referred to as

'vowels', such as [i], [e] and [u]. Within these two extremes, the

components combine to represent segments with intermediate

degrees of sonority. If a dependent IVI node is added to ICI, as

shown in (4.2.44) ^
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(4.2.44)

(a)

ICI

I

IVI

(b)

(IC:VI)

segments with this categorial gesture will be more sonorant than

those with a gesture that consists of the ICI component alone. The

force of the ICI component is mitigated by the presence of the IVI.

The segment type represented is therefore the more sonorous

'voiced stop' i.e. [bj. [dl or [g].

Where IVI occurs in simple combination with a ICI component

(as opposed to being dependent on it), the segment represented is

presumably even more sonorous, by virtue of the fact that the IVI

node now occupies a position of greater prominence in the graph.
Thus (4.2.45) represents the categorial gestures of the voiceless

fricatives, such as [f], [a], [0], [/] and [x].

(4.2.45)

{I V,C |}
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In such a way, therefore, every appropriate segment type can

be represented, (for details see Anderson and Durand, 1986: 34-35;

Anderson and Ewen, 1980: 25-27).

'Natural classes' (Anderson and Ewen, 1980: 12) can be

18
represented as follows:

The class of 'obstruents' can be defined as a class consisting

of those segments which have the I CI component in head position

in the representation of their categorial gesture. The class can

therefore be specified as in (4.2.46).

(4.2.46)

{C;}

Voiced segments invariably have at least a dependent IVI node

in their representation, hence a configuration such as (4.2.47) will

suffice to identify this 'natural class'.

(4.2.47)

{;V}

The discussion so far has been concerned with the

representation of phonetic segments with no reference to their

phonemic status. In phonemic rather than broad phonetic notation,

it is only those features which serve to distinguish one phoneme

from the others in the language concerned that need to be included

in the representation of the segment.

For example, there is no distinction between voiced and



voiceless fricatives in OE (see (2.2.75). (4.2.48) therefore gives an

adequate representation of the categorial gesture of the underlined

segment in the form eoburfrote (2.1.161) at the phonemic level.

(4.2.48)

{I V:C|}

whereas a broad phonetic transcription would require a

representation such as that of (4.2.49)

(4.2.49)

{I v,c;v |}

2.2.2 The Articulatory Gesture

In theory, the natures of the categorial and articulatory

gestures in the representation of any one segment are independent

of each other. There is, however, a tendency for certain

articulatory components, such as I i 1, lul, I a I and la I, to co-occur

with categorial gestures consisting of the IVI component alone,

whereas others, such as 111, I d 1, 111 and I \ I, appear with

categorial gestures that contain at least one I CI node.

This reflects the traditional distinction between vowel and

consonant as segment types (see Gimson, 1980: 31-32).

As distinctions between vowels are essentially made along the

horizontal (front-back) and vertical (high-low) planes in the oral

cavity, while consonants are distinguished according to the place of
19

the tongue on the horizontal plane alone (see Abercrombie, 1967:
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56; 43), it is not surprising that different components should be

required for a satisfactory representation of each.

As both vowel and consonant can be 'front' and 'back*, the

components I i I and I u • are used in the specification of both types

of segment.

It is necessary to invoke the additional components I a I and

lal to convey the appropriate height distinctions required for an

adequate specification of the vocalic segments that occur in most

languages.

Consonants occupy more peripheral positions within the oral

cavity (ibid: 55). As a result a more detailed sub-division of the

horizontal plane (especially the roof of the mouth (ibid: 43)) than

simply into 'front' and 'back' areas is necessary, and the

additional components I \ I, I d 1, 111 and 111 can be invoked to

achieve this.

While the present account acknowledges the problems that

arise from the traditional rigid distinction between vowel and

consonant as segment types (see Abercrombie, 1967: 79-80 and the
20

references therein) the following section gives separate

consideration to the representation of the articulatory gestures of

vowels and consonants respectively.

(i) Vowels

The presence, absence and position of the components lit, lul,

lal and I a I in the dependency graph representing the articulatory

gesture of vowel segments can reflect the acoustic characteristics

associated with the features of 'height', 'frontness' or 'backness',

and 'lip-rounding'. When the component IiI is the sole item in the

articulatory gesture, the vowel represented is presumably high,

front and unrounded, i.e. [i], A vowel with lul alone in its
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articulatory gesture will be high, back and rounded, i.e. [u]. The

addition of the component I a I to either of these components would

represent a lower vowel, as indicated in (4.2.50),

(4.2.50)

(a) {|u,a|} represents the articulatory gesture of the segment [o]

(b) {| i,a |} represents the articulatory gesture of the segment [e]

and the configuration {I i,u I} respresents the high front rounded

segment [y].

'Natural classes' can also be captured, the specifications {i}

and {u} representing the classes of front and rounded vowels

respectively. (see further Anderson and Ewen, 1980:29-30;

Anderson and Durand, 1986:31-32).

By introducing the dependency relation between components

the 'half-open'/'half-close' distinction can be conveyed. For

example, in the articulation of a vowel segment specified by {I i;a I},

'height' will be more prominent than in that of a segment specified

by {Ia;iI} (where, in fact, 'lowness' is the prominent

characteristic). In this way, the difference between the segments

[e] and [e] or [as] may be represented.

In phonemic transcription, therefore, the dependency

relationship need not be invoked if the system concerned
21

distinguishes only three phonemic vowel heights »

As with the categorial gesture, the more complex the

representation, the more marked the segment. According to
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Anderson and Ewen (1980:31)

the notion of phonological complexity is
Q^rc£>rtateLij represented: the simplest vowels in any
pnonoiogical system (I i I, I u I, I a I) have the simplest
representations, while the most complex, the back
unround series, have highly complex representations.

(ii) Consonants

As the component IuI represents the feature of 'gravity* in

relation to consonants (4.2.43), an articulatory gesture consisting of

the component {I u I} can be seen to represent labial consonants,

such as [p]j [b] and [m]. These are distinguished from each other
(and, of course, the vowel [u]) by their categorial specifications.

The addition of the component 111 would represent a grave segment

articulated 'with the blade or body of the tongue' (Anderson and

Ewen, 1980:32), a class of segments for which the velars (e.g. [k],

[g] and (xl) are the only candidates. As most consonants use the

tongue as active articulator, the component 111 must frequently be

accompanied by a second component in the specification of the

articulatory gesture to indicate the nature of the passive

articulator (see Abercrombie, 1967:43).

Hence the gestures represented in (4.2.51) (a), (b) and (c)

(4.2.51)

(a) {|l,i|}

(b) {|l,d I}

(c) (II,\|)

specify 'palatal', 'dental' and 'lateral' consonants respectively

(see further, Anderson and Ewen, 1980:31-32; Anderson and
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Durand,1986:37-39, and the references therein).

It is in fact possible to claim that the 111 is redundant in the

representation of the articulatory gesture of the latter three

segment types. Its inclusion may reflect the phonetic and acoustic

properties of the segments concerned, but is undesirable if

economy of representation is a major consideration.

The amount of detail required in the specification of the

articulatory gesture of consonant phonemes varies considerably

from system to system, as, frequently, relevant contrasts can be

captured in the categorial specification. OE, for example, makes no

distinction between dental and alveolar stops, and therefore the

articulatory gesture represented in (4.2.52)

(4.2.52)

(111}

would suffice to identify 111 and Id I as separate phonemes in the

language, if the specification of their respective categorial gestures

is also taken into consideration. The addition of the I d I component

is, however, essential in the representation of the OE fricative

sub-system, in order to distinguish between I si and 101

respectively, (see 4.2.53).

(4.2.53)
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(a) The articulatory gesture of I si can be represented by {111}

and

(b) that of 101 by {I l,d I} or simply {I d I}.

Evidently, it is not generally necessary to invoke the

dependency relation between components in the articulatory gesture

of consonant segments. It can, however, be introduced in the

representation of phonetic structure to convey 'secondary
22

articulations' . For example, velarised or palatalised allophones of

consonants, such as the underlined segments in (4.2.54),

(4.2.54)

(a) [le:k1 ] lac (2.1.148)

(b) [klaodur] cleadur (2.1.172)

can be represented by the addition of a dependent I iI or I u I node.

This conveys the information that the segments are essentially

'alveolar' and 'velar' respectively. Their 'velar' and 'palatal'

features, while present, play a comparatively small part in their

articulation. In such a way, the distinction between 'true* velars,

such as [rj] and [g], and 'velarised' segments, such as Ofl and [dd,

can be represented, as segments of the first type will have an

CtrHculatorq specification as in (4.2.55),

(4.2.55)
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{11,U | }

whereas in the case of the latter, the orticuUrtonj gesture will be

represented as in (4.2.56).

(4.2.56)

CI i;u i}

2.3

It follows from the above that the representation of

infrasegmental structure in the dependency framework has the

following advantages over that of more traditional models:

1. While dependency graphs may at first sight seem more

cumbersome than the symbols used in traditional models of notation,

it must be remembered that these symbols merely represent

segments, for which the feature specifications must be listed

separately (Abercrombie, 1967:111). For example, the symbol [f] is

in fact an abbreviation for the label 'voiceless labio-dental

fricative', as is the symbol [u] for the label 'high, back rounded

vowel' and so on.

In dependency notation the feature specification and the

representation of the segment co-incide, which is ultimately more

economical. As a result, factors such as the relative sonority of

two segments (Anderson and Durand, 1986:37), or the phonetic

similarity of allophones of the same phoneme (a major criterion in

the establishment of the phonemic inventory, see §1*2.1) can

automatically be deduced from a consideration of the representation

of the segments themselves, without recourse to further
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information. Furthermore, the nature of diachronic developments,

such as OE i-umlaut (see Anderson and Durand, 1986:32-34, and

references therein), or lenition (see Lass, 1984:283), can be

effectively captured.

2. The relative markedness of segment type is directly reflected

by the complexity of its representation.

3. The use of the same components in the representation of vowel

and consonant alike avoids many of the problems that can ar ise as

a result of this distinction (see further §5.1.1).
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Chapter 5

§4 describes hou the morphological (§4.2.1),

suprasegmenta1 (§4.2.2; and infrasegmenta1 (§4.2.3)

structures ot selected forms from Cp. can be represented

within the dependency framework, drawing attention to

the various advantages that this has over the more

traditional notational models.

The most important of these would seem to be the

fact that it is possible to convey all the relevant

information directly on the dependency diagram itself :

there is no need to append further written specification

to the basic representation (see §4.2.1.2.3; §4.2.2.2.3;

§4.2.3.2.3).

It remains, therefore, to demonstrate how the

structure of all three of the relevant levels of the
1

grammar can be represented on a single diagram, as is

possible within the framework of dependency notation.

The fact that it is impossible to conduct a satisfactory

analysis of either infrasegmenta1, suprasegmenta1 or

morphological structure without reference to features

attested in the other two levels of the grammar has

constantly been demonstrated throughout Chapters 2 and

3.

Chapter 5, therefore, will consider various

instances in which influence between suprasegmenta1 and

infrasegmental (§5.1) and phonological and morphological

(§5.2) structure is attested, and demonstrate how the
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structure of all three levels of the forms concerned can

be represented on a single dependency diagram. In this

way the close relationship between the different levels

of grammatical analysis can be illustrated most

effectively and this proves to be a further advantage

that the system of dependency notation has over the

majority of the more traditional models.

5.1 Relationships between suprasegmenta1 and

infrasegmental structure

This section discusses cases where the possibility

of representing supra- and infra-segmental structure on

the same diagram appears to be particularly

advantageous.

5.1.1 The representation of the approximants Cjl and

Cm]

As discussed in §2.1.4.6 and §2.1.6.5, it seems to

be the case that the segments represented by the graphs

£ and w in, for example, gac (2.1.48) and -wind (cf.

2.1.111) are in all probability phonetically very

similar to those represented by i_ and u in forms such as

i1 (2.1.56) and ^us (2.1.181) respectively.

The major difference between the segments concerned

is that while the first two segments occur in syllable

marginal position, the second pair appear in the
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nucleus. Traditional models of notation provide no means

of capturing this essential similarity, as the segments

concerned are generally represented by different symbols

(C j 3 and Cul ; Cil and Cul respectively) and are

described in terms of completely different sets of

distinctive features (see the account given by
2

Abercrombie,1967:Ch.4) .

The fact that the traditional analysis proves

unsatisfactory is reflected in the various attempts that

have been made to revise the terminology: compare the

suggestion made by Pike ( 1943:78;143) that the terms

'vocoid' and 'concoid' should replace 'vowel' and

'consonant' respectively.

(5.1.1) shows how the suprasegmental,

infrasegmenta1 and morphological structures of the forms

concerned may be represented on a dependency diagram.
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(c )
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(d )
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It can be seen that this model of notation captures

the essential similarity between the segments in

question, yet illustrates the fact that each has a

different function in suprasegmenta1 structure.

At the infrasegmenta1 level the segments Cj3 and

Ci3 on the one hand, and Cwl and tul on the other are

given identical representation, whereas at the level of

suprasegmenta1 structure it is clear that they occupy

different positions in the syllable.
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In that (i) it dispenses with the traditional

distinction between vowel and consonant as segment types

(and thus the necessity to refer to each by different

sets of distinctive features) and (i i ) it allows all

relevant levels of grammatical structure to be

represented on the same diagram, it can be seen that the

dependency model effectively captures the essential

similarities and differences between the approximants

and their corresponding vocalic segments and as such

proves far more satisfactory than many of the more
3

traditional means of notation

5.1.2 The influence of 'back' consonants on the

realisations of the vowels that precede them

The realisation (i.e. the 1nfrasegmenta 1 structure)

of individual segments is frequently determined by their

position in suprasegmental structure. In the vast

majority of cases suprasegmental units larger than the

syllable (e.g. the foot) are invoked in the formulation

of realisation rules (see §2.1.14 and §2.1 ft. 11).

§2.3.2.5 established that an awareness of the

stress assignment rules that operate in a language is

essential before word forms can be divided into feet

and as the degree of stress carried by a particular

syllable depends to a large extent on the status of the

morpheme it represents, most instances of allophonic

variation are best discussed in §5.2 which deals with

the relationships that operate between both phonological



and morphological levels.

The appearance of the variants produced by the

process traditionally known as 'back umlaut', however,

seems to be determined by their position in the syllable

rather than the foot. In this case, therefore, the

question of stress assignment (and hence considerations

of morphological structure) is not crucial to the

analysis and it is appropriate to demonstrate the role

of dependency notation in providing an effective

representation of the data concerned at this stage in

the account.

§2.1.18.4.2 established that most non-velar

consonants developed velarised allophones when they

preceded back vowels and that in turn the realisation

of the vowel that preceded the consonant in question was

affected. However, there seems to be a striking anomaly

in this pattern: the quality of the stressed vowel

remains unaltered if it is long.

On the basis of the fact that digraph spellings do

not appear for the reflexes of Pre-OE long vowels in the

relevant environments, it may ultimately be concluded

that the medial consonant was not velarised when it

followed such a segment. 11, however, supra- and inlra-

segmental structures are considered in conjunction with

each other, the apparent anomaly in the appearance of

'digraph' spellings can be explained and it will be

seen that it is in fact necessary to alter the

realisation rules of the various consonants concerned
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from those given in §2.2.2.3-5.2.

(5.1.2) shows how the structure of the form seotu

can be represented on a dependency diagram.

(5. 1.2)

*
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llhjQ /«;i ///

[[[V ill

seotu

As noted in §4.2.3.2.3, the fact that (i) the

internal structure of segments can be analysed in terms

of a number of different components and (ii) the same

components are used in the representation of vowel and

consonant segments alike means that instances where the
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realisation of a certain segment is influenced by those

that surround it (i.e. cases where 'assimilation' has

taken place) can be represented far more effectively

than is possible with most of the more traditional

mode 1s.

On consideration of (5.1.2) it can be seen that the

component Iu I , which appears in the phonemic

representation of the second vowel, seems to 'spread' in

a leftwards direction: firstly to the medial consonant

(as lul appears in the representation of its

articulatory gesture at the allophonic level) and then
4

to the first vocalic segment in the word form

It is not possible to convey this information as

effectively by the use of traditional notation and

terminology as

(i) the individual segments are represented by symbols

rather than groups of atomic components and

(ii) there are generally essential differences in the

distinctive features that are used to describe vocalic

and consonantal segments respectively.

While vowels are referred to as 'back', consonants
5

are usually said to be 'velar' or 'velarised' . There

is therefore no appropriate means of capturing the

similarites in the articulation of the segments Ceol,

[*] and Cu1.

(5.1.3) shows how the form groetu can be

represented in the dependency framework.
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(5. 1.3)
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Clearly, while the |ul component appears in the

articulatory gesture of the second vowel of the form, it

cannot be claimed that this is the case in the first

(otherwise, presumably, the segment would be represented

by eo_ spellings rather than e or oe_ (§2.1.10)). The

striking difference between the structure of this form

and that of seot u in (5.1.2) lies in the fact that,

while the segment represented by t_ in seotu is
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tautosyllabic with the vowel that precedes it, in

groetu it appears in a different syllable. Thus, while

there is no reason to dispute the fact that /t/ should

velarise (and a dependent lul component appear in its

articulatory gesture) in both of the forms concerned as

in each case the component is tautosyllabic with the

back vowel, it must be maintained that the vowel that

precedes this velarised consonant will only be

assimilated to it if it occurs within the same syllabic

boundary.

This factor, therefore, explains the total absence

of diphthongal spellings for Pre-OE monophthongs in

forms such as groetu. Thus the appearance of the

diphthong CCCeol]] (///EO///) in seotu but the

monophthong He:] i/e-/) rather than [e : o ] (/e:o/) in

groetu is determined by the difference in the syllable

structures of the forms concerned.

In that it allows both supra- and infra-segmenta1

structure to be represented on the same diagram( the

interrelationship between the two levels can be conveyed

effectively within the dependency framework which

confirms once more the value of that system of notation

over the majority of the more traditional models. If the

placement of syllable boundaries in the forms concerned

were not taken into consideration, the problems of (i)

the anomaly in the diachronic development of the

reflexes of Pre-OE front monophthongs before a consonant

followed by a back vowel, and (ii) the implied anomaly
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in the synchronic distribution of the velarised

allophones of non-velar consonants (i.e. they are only

velarised before a back vowel if a Short vowel precedes

them) would still remain unaccounted for.

The realisation rules of the relevant consonants in

§2.2.2.3-5.2 can therefore be amended as shown in

(5.1.4)

and as this results in a greater degree of simplicity in

acceptable. It is also significant that to an extent the

synchronic notation reflects the fact that from a

operated from right to left. In the case of the

rightmost segment (i.e. the unstressed vowel) the lu!

component appears at both phonetic and phonemic levels

of the representation, whereas in the segment to its

(5. 1.4)

their formulation such an alteration is most

diachronic point of view the assimilation process



left (i.e. the consonant) it is attested at the

allophonic level alone. While, as noted in ft.4, there

is no evidence in the representation of a form such as

seotu that the realisation of the first vowel was in

turn affected by the nature of the medial consonant

(the representation of its art iculatory gesture being

identical at both phonemic and phonetic levels), if we

consider the representation of a form such as pearuc

(5. 1.5),
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(2. 1.90)

The controversy over the morphological structure of
this form has been discussed in §2.1.6.4.4 (and see also
(3.2.69) ft.2). The present account assumes that it is
synchronica11y derivationa11y simple in the Cp. dialect.

where the lul component does not appear in the

representation of the articulator}' gesture of the

leftmost vowel until the allophonic level, it can be

maintained that the trend of diachronic development is

exactly mirrored in the synchronic representation, at

least if it is assumed (as seems reasonable) that any
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instances of 'secondary articulation' attested have

arisen at a later stage in the development of the

language.

Finally, it may be argued that in most cases the

second (back) vowel in the majority of the relevant

material (Campbe11, 1959:§§206-216) occurs in syllables

that are totally unstressed (i.e. those representing

inflectional affixes or the second syllables of

disyllabic roots): any examples of derivational affixes
«

which provide a back vowel in the required environment

in the Cp. data being of an extremely dubious nature

(see the controversy over the morphological status and

degree of stress to be assigned to the sequences

represented by -uc, -ur and -ul discussed in

§3.2.2.3; §2.1.6.4).

It is therefore possible to claim (a) that the

spreading process does not occur over a foot boundary

and (b) that this phenomenon should be discussed in §5.2

(the identification of the feet in a form being in part

determined by morphological conditions). The evidence of

forms outwith Cp. such as eor^beofung 'earthquake', cf.
bifian 'to tremble', and teo1ung 'zeal', cf. ti1ian 'to

strive for' (Campbe11, 1959:§§2 13-2 14), however, reveals

that this is not in fact the case. As, according to the

principles outlined in §2.3.2.1, the affix furjg) must be
associated with a separate foot in the forms in which it

appears ( it is, of course, unambiguously derivational)

it can be seen from (5.1.6)
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t eo1ung

that the spreading process is attested over a foot

boundary: at least in the cases where this coincides
6

with that of the syllables in the form concerned

The crucial factor in determining the realisation

of any of the various segments is therefore their

position in syllabic structure, irrespective of the

stress pattern (and hence the morphological structure)

of the form concerned. For this reason it seems more
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appropriate to discuss the above data at this stage in

the analysis rather than in §5.2.

The generalisation that the lul component will

spread from any back consonant to the vowel that

precedes it in the same syllable can also explain (i)

the appearance of e_a and eo spellings before r followed

by another consonant graph, (ii) the appearance of e_o

before w (u and iru) in Cp. and (iii), incidentally, the

appearance of e_a and eo before h_ and e_a before 1_

followed by a consonant graph in W-S texts. Consider the

(2.1.112)), bearn (cf. fostorbearn (2.1.106)), euwa

(2.1.119) , and the W-S forms feoh 'money' and neah

'near' in (5.1.7).

representations of the forms ( cf.eordreste,
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It can be assumed that the /e/ /eo/ opposition was

neutralised in W-S: hence the archiphoneme //E// may be
posited. Note, however, that as mutated [$:>] becomes a
segment represented by i_, or j_e
(Campbe11, 1959:§§200;300) the only source for such an
opposition is the reduction of unstressed back vowels or
loss of final geminates discussed in relation to heor
and weosend (§2.2. 1.2.3. 1 ( i i i ) ;2.3.2(ii)).

As the back vowels Cu] and Co] already contain lul

in the specification of their articulatory gesture, the

velarisation process is not reflected in the spelling of

the stressed vowel. The appearance of a (rather than ea)



before /l/ ( [40 ) followed, by a consonant or Cw]

in, for example, aid (2.1.8) and awe 1 (2.1.6) shows the

influence of the consonant's Iu f component in that the

IiI component does not appear in the representation of

the articulatory gesture of the stressed vowel.

Diachronically the development of the articulatory

gesture of the vowel in the forms concerned can be

represented as follows:

7
i a 3 > C CL;i] > CCU (PG [a] > Pre-OE CaD > Cp. [a]) .

§5.1 therefore discusses various instances in which

a consideration of suprasegmental structure can be seen

to have implications for (i) the representation and (ii)

the realisation of certain individual segments. The

system of dependency notation, in that it allows both

supra- and infra-segmental structure to be represented

on the same diagram captures the relationships that

operate between the two levels most effectively, and as

such it must be claimed that it has considerable

advantages over most of the more traditional frameworks.

5.2 The relationships between phonological and

morphological structure

As noted in §2.1 and §2.2, it is frequently the



case that the realisation of individual segments is

determined by their position in suprasegmenta1

structure and that in most cases an awareness of the

degree of stress carried by the various syllables in the

language is crucial to the analysis. As the question of

stress assignment is to a large extent determined by

morphological factors, it can be claimed that in many

instances the morphological structure of a form will

influence aspects of its suprasegmenta1 structure which

will, in turn, affect the nature of the individual

segments it contains. In effect, therefore,

relationships can be attested between the three levels

of the grammar. §5.2 will discuss several instances

where aspects of phonological structure seem to be

influenced by morphological considerations.

§5.2.1 will concentrate on the way in which

morphological factors can be seen to influence

suprasegmenta1 structure alone, in particular as regards

the assignation of stress to various syllables.

In §5.2.2 we shall move on to consider cases where

(as mentioned above) the nature of the suprasegmental

structure of various forms (which is ultimately

determined by their morphology) affects the realisation

of certain segments.

In §5.2.3 sporadic instances where morphological

characteristics can be seen directly to influence

infrasegmental structure will be considered.
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5.2.1 The influence of morphological on suprasegmenta1

structure.

§2.3.2.2 established that in many cases it is

possible to determine the degree of stress to be

assigned to the various syllables in a particular form

from a consideration of the 'precedence1 relation alone.

For example, on the principle that the leftmost syllable

in a foot will always carry the main stress (2.3.23)

stress can be assigned to each of the syllables in

he 1 mes (2.1.13a), uereth (2.3.13a) and even deortuun

(2.3.27e) without difficulty.

There are, however, exceptions to this general

principle: a particularly striking instance being in the

case of forms of which the morphological structure

consists of a root and a derivational affix. If we

consider, for example, stilnis and unstil, it is clearly

not possible to claim that either the leftmost or the

rightmost syllable will consistently carry the main

stress in forms of this type. Apparently the main stress

falls on the syllable Cstill in both cases (i.e. the

leftmost syllable in sti 1 n i s and the rightmost in

unstil) which, of course, represents the root in each

construction (3. 1.8). A consideration of the status of

the morphemes represented by the syllables that appear

in the forms concerned is therefore essential (at least

in this instance) in order to reach a satisfactory

analysis of their suprasegmenta1 structure. Once again,

a relationship between two distinct levels of the
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grammar can be attested.

In that it allows both morphological and

phonological structure to be represented on the same

diagram, the model of dependency notation will obviously

be very useful in the representation of such phenomena.

Consider (5.2.1)

(5.2. 1 )

(a)

[sT IL J
AO)

abstract
jslttty,
fepn.

sti1n i s
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(b)

unsti 1

where the syllabic that is attached to the group head
(i.e. the head node in the suprasegmenta1 structure) is

also attached to the head node in the representation of

the morphological structure.

5.2.2 The influence of morphological structure on both

supra- and infra-segmenta1 structure

§5.2.1 established that the morphological structure

of a form can influence the degree of stress that is to
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be assigned to the syllables that it contains and, in

turn, it is apparantly the case that the realisation of

individual segments is frequently determined by their

position in suprasegmenta1 structure. This section will

consider instances where a relationship between all

three levels of grammatical analysis can be attested:

where it can be claimed that aspects of morphological

and suprasegmental structure influence the realisation

of individual vocalic (1) and consonantal (2) segments

respectively.

1 The influence of morphological and suprasegmental

structure on the realisation of individual vocalic

segments

1. 1

As noted in §2.2.1, quality distinctions remain

between front vowels when they carry stress (of any

degree) , whereas in totally unstressed syllables this

contrast does not apply and a segment with

'indeterminate' quality, [a], is attested.

The question of whether or not a particular

syllable carries stress is ultimately determined by the

type of morpheme it represents: syllables representing

roots and derivational affixes will always be stressed

(to a certain extent), whereas those that represent

inflectional affixes (and the second syllable of

disyllabic roots) invariably carry no stress at all. In



this way, therefore, the status of a particular morpheme

will determine the degree of stress assigned to the

syllable that represents it, which will, in turn, affect

the realisation of the vowel in the nucleus of that

sy11ab1e.

Consider the realisations of the vowel represented

by the underlined e_ in each of the forms in (5.2.2).

(5.2.2)

teter (§3.2.2.3.2.4)

hornblauuere (2.1.75)

eordreste (2.1.112)

helmes (2. 1.38)

In the first three cases (where the syllable in

question expresses a root or derivational affix), the

vowel has a mid front quality, Ce], whereas in he 1mes

(in a syllable expressing an inflectional affix) its

quality is indeterminate: [3].

This correlation between morphological status,

stress assignment and phonetic realisation can be

effectively conveyed on a dependency diagram which

represents the structure of the forms in question at all

three of the relevant levels. It can be seen from

(5.2.3) that the component [3] is only attested in the

articulatory gesture of those syllabic elements which do

not constitute a separate foot head and are also

attached to nodes that appear at a late stage in the
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derivation of the morphological structure (§3.1.2)

(5.2.3)

(a)

5T£rn

w.e,

TETER
/VI ASC
a ST£M
UotA.

I

(I)

NJ

N

<?

5

F

9

teter



(b)

r [bla ^/]
fl^E-WT
J0 «Tem
MASC.
W 0I«\

LS iNg.
i

w. P.

VTEIv^

' 1 ' ' i.a, f'ic-vl CvjycJ [V j C V 3[ u ]
1

1
C* 1

N

5

p

hornb1auuere



(c)

N

k.

s

f

5

fe-or-e- jl
a-

[rest ]
vr*k
pern,
worn.

s.mj."

i

N

uip

rrsnri J
i y"| i v;vcf i c: v i

li;«u;al l l i i ^ i
[ v ] c^volc.'vl• •

i

jy,a'u;<jj [ u,a] [ 4- 3'
* •

Ivycl III V III /v.'c/
i t | iii i^,a hi i l i

ctc v 11] t v,:c^1
- 1

—»-* r i ii ] [eci-allul 1

eordre s t e



(d )

he 1mes

1

For a discussion of the possible derivational
complexity of this form see §3-2.2.3.2.4.

Considerations of this type are especially useful in

cases where there is some controversy over the

realisation of a particular segment. For example, while

it is tempting to assume that the segment represented by

eo in recceo (2.1.116j is in some way diphthongal in

character, the fact that the syllable in question must

be interpreted as expressing an inflectional morpheme
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and thus the vowel in its nucleus must be totally

unstressed, means that the suggestion that eo_ should

represent Ceol cannot be maintained with any certainty.

It is therefore necessary to seek an alternative

explanation for the digraph spelling.

1. 2

The interrelationship between the three distinct

levels of grammatical structure is also evident in the

operation of certain diachronic developments.

§1.3.5.2.3.1, §3.2.2.3.2 and §3.2.7.3.2 established

that forms which were originally compounds or

derivationally complex occasionally become

derivationa11y simple in later stages of the language.

This means that a syllable which originally represented

either of the roots in a compound or a derivational

affix, becomes part of the disyllabic root of a form

which is essentially derivationally simple. The change

in the status of the morpheme in question is apparently

automatically accompanied by a reduction of the quality

of the vowel in the nucleus of that syllable.

A comparison of the dependency diagrams representing

PG (or Pre-OE) Cwis^und] (a compound) and Cp. weosend (a

simple form) on the one hand, and Pre-OE C^yrdilsl
(derivationally complex) with Cp. gyrde1s

8

(derivationally simple) on the other (5.2.4) will

reveal that the morphological, suprasegmental and
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infrasegmental structures of the forms in question would

seem to have undergone diachronic developments that are

apparently simultaneous, a fact which would not be

immediately obvious were it not possible to represent

all three levels of grammatical structure on a single

diagram.

(5.2.4)

(a)

UJ.P.

STTnr>

[ wis J
AD)

[.hvmD J
N

a stEm
m*sc.
worn.

LS»^

J i-
N

K

S

e

s
F'

5'

IV IV]
4

IV; cl

I V I
i

I u I
C >/1 [V] L v:<j
[ Uj [ L ] I L 1

IV I 'iVjC/ i CjVl
I i \ [ '(/1

LV J c^cj rc-yj
tujr djr u

[ w i s)(und]



(b)

UJ.F,

STErrv

WEOSEND
a STEJYl

sc.
Horn.

SINtj .
I

N

IV i

lu./

C >i i
r u]

/
'

v

t y i
Tn? u;«g

V

/ /v-c/
1 3

I
/ J L1

1

[ V 1 C V;cl
L3

•
3 C i 3

»

I t I
i

I'^l
C I 1

I

hi

R

J

P

5

ueosend C 2. 1. 44)



(c)

Cqi rd]
V

W.fc

STE^

Noum
a stew
P1A5C.
WO W-

Lsi n <j.
fV

w:c;Vi / y I ivyxl JC'V/ / v/ iv-v.q Tc;v/(E
i i,;u i i u-1.1 i I iil i 111 i a / ii, '
(V.c.vj [ \} j Cvyvc] [c/yj f v J [v;Vq [c;.v]
c l, uj tu:, a t L j l i''i c i: e A ] [ u* 1 i i 1 ii ii. i i io. a o ± -

C$yr d i 1 s ]



(d)

Nf

R

s

p

5

g^RDELS
a STFm
mASC,
N'OM,
51N5. N

w.e

ST&Y)

lv :c,v /

>U-
/

1 /
1

IV:V,t|1 I |c;VI '|v)V,q icjVI
I ^ I I t /

1 y I
I L/ul lujil I lII j- I I s I
[vCc.v] C y ] (Vj.V.cJ fo'v] [VJ [V^fcjv/]
ci,> ] LuUi r i nl ] [ s ] t' III I I

gyrde 1 s

1

(2.1.98)

The syllable boundaries have changed with the loss of
[>C] so the medial consonant is presumably velar ised and
the realisation of the stressed vowel influenced
accordingly (§2.1.27.2.2).

Because of a change in the stress pattern the medial
/s/ is presumably voiced (§5.2.2.2). The vowel in the
second syllable has changed from /u/ to /a/ and is
(a) no longer attached directly to a foot head (there
being only one foot in the form) and
(b) no longer attached to a distinct
morphological structure.
2

In (c) the vowel is realised as [i], the
two feet and has two nodes in the
structure. In (d) there is only one
morphological structure and only one foot
being realised as [a 1.

The asssumption that stress reduction has taken
place in the form in Cp. is based on the facts that

node in the

form contains

morphological
node in the

the vowel



(a) both i_ and e_ spellings are attested in this affix,
c f.
f oedi1s (line 134)

gyrde1s (line 136)
(b) as noted in (3.2.19) it is not easy to associate the
affix with a specific derivational function.

2 The influence of morphological and suprasegmenta1

structure on the realisation of consonant segments

In §2. 1. 14 and §2. 1 ft. 74- iHfc was revealed that the

realisation of certain consonant phonemes seems to be

determined by their position in the foot. When a form

contains one of these phonemes it is necessary to be

aware of the degree of stress assigned to each of its

syllables (and hence the status of the morpheme it

represents) before the precise realisation of the

consonant in question can be recovered.

The phoneme /s/, for example, can be seen to have a

voiced realisation' in foot- (as opposed to word-)

(Y\e.dl\.cU position (see §2.2.2.5.2.2). e.g. the segment

Czl occurs in cese (cf.ceselyb(2. 1.213)), but word-
9

medial /s/ is realised by Csl in, for example, resung

or grssgroeni (3.2.60i). In the latter two forms a foot

boundary occurs between /s/ and one or other of the

sonorants that surround it.

As the number of feet in a particular form is

ultimately determined by the status of the morpheme each

syllable represents, it can be seen that yet again

morphological considerations seem to influence both

supra- and infra-segmenta1 structure. In effect, medial

/s/ is realised as Czl when the form in question is



derivationa1ly simple, but as Us] in compounds and

derivationally complex forms.

Once more, the correlation between morphological,

supra- and infra-segmental structure can be effectively

illustrated on a dependency diagram, as in this way all

three levels of the grammar are represented

simultaneously, see (5.2.5).

(5.2.5)

(a)

w

*

s

F

cese



(b)

w

K

S

f

5

b?s j
ASym.ftu'"
5s Ttm

w.P.
srem.

Ftm,
NOm.

I V'C / I y'f I tf;c I l/JvTc- VIII
i l i i y i i i mi hi
[Vsc] iv 3 [v^c] crccivm
C L J C U ] C L,qJ fCC (j, M 133

resung



(c )

sq o

[cjR/tS J N

[3^ N J f\P.
Jflljo sTt:rr»
m*sc.

NOm,

SINJ.
W.p ,

5TETA

*

/V:C;V /' Tvj/c'/ 'ill V HI
1 t.u 1 1 y i in jjfl ///
[v.c;»J CV;«] y 111
[i,'u i r J) KiUbj

• • »

/ V:C /
!

1 V I
[V:t]

ficJ

fc.rx;«-gr
/yx'vi^i^cf 1^1 1^1 I M

[vUi^g L^-Vd] t V ] [ <3 [y] [ V( J
[L,U] [ t 3 CL'/Q J C Ll C 3-1

' I I

/
I =>. I

N

S

P

s
F1-
s'

graesgroen i

The dependent IV! node therefore only appears in the

categorial gesture of the sement represented by £ (at the

allophonic level of course) when the sonorant segments

that surround it are dependent on the same foot head and

attached to the same node in the morphological

structure.

There is, therefore, a considerable difference

between the factors that affect the distribution of the

voiced allophones of consonants and that of their



velarised variants discussed in §5.1.2, despite the fact

that both appear in environments that can generally be

described as 'medial'. The essential difference between,

for example, cese and resung lies in the degree of

stress that is assigned to the second syllable of each

form and hence (indirectly) the status of the morpheme

represented. The syllable boundary appears in the same

position in both forms.

The stress pattern and morphological structure of

the forms seotu (5.1.2) and groetu (5.1.3) on the

other hand, are essentially similar, the major

difference between them being that the rightmost

boundary of the first syllable occurs after the medial

consonant in seotu, but is placed before the /t/ in

groetu. This, therefore, explains why it was appropriate

to discuss the distribution of the velarised allophones

of 'medial' consonants in §5.1, whereas the discussion

of any voiced allophones attested should belong in §5.2.

Morphological factors apparently influence their

distribut ion.

5.2.3 The influence of morphological structure on the

realisation of individual segments

A few instances arise where it appears that the

realisation of a particular segment (i.e. the nature of

its infrasegmental structure) depends entirely on

morphological considerations.

As noted in §2.2.1.2.3.5 and (2.2.13) ft.2, the



fact that the hyperphoneme ///E///, rather than any

allophone of the phoneme /&/ is attested in forms such

as ae 1 dra (2.2.13) and eduaelie (2.2.13) can be deduced

from a consideration of the morphological rather than

the phonological environments in which the segments

represented by $ occur. Clearly, this will not be

evident unless the phonological and morphological

structures of the forms concerned are represented on the

same diagram, as shown in (5.2.6).



(5.2.6)

(a)

UJP.

[ald jl
I
I

m*SC. I
"o,*\

•HS,* -J -

®Jdra



(b)

w

n

s

p

5

edua 1 1 e

1

Although Crl represents a derivational affix, it does
not constitute a separate syllable and the form
therefore consists of only one foot.

The of "the hyperphoneme can be predicted

from the fact that certain specific morphological

components are listed in the word structure.

As it therefore seems reasonable to suggest that

aspects of infrasegmental structure are influenced

directly by morphological factors, a notational system

that allows both levels of grammatical structure to be

,1

[vn/E-LI-I
|T2TRPlTWC '

W.F.

WCAK
F Em.
Nom.

-SINtj.



represented on the same diagram is clearly to be

preferred over any other.

5.3 Summary

Chapter 5 has considered several instances where

relationships can be attested between each of the three

distinct levels of grammatical structure (i.e. these

that are relevant to an analysis of the data in the Cp.

MS). Apparently these relationships operate between

supra- and infra-segmental structure (§5.1^,

morphological and suprasegmenta1 structure (§5.2.1),

morphological and infrasegmental structure (§5.2.3) and

frequently between all three of these levels (§5.2.2).

In view of the extent of this 'interrelationship',

it is desirable to represent all three levels of

grammatical structure on a single diagram. The fact that

it is possible to do so within the dependency framework

further illustrates the advantages that this system of

notation has over many of the more traditional models.



Notes to Chapter 1.

1. That is, a language for which only written evidence
survives.

2. For a basic definition of these criteria, see

Crystal (1985: 228; 195).

3. This is not always a straightforward matter in OE,
see § 1. 3. 1. 2. 3. 2. ( i ) below.

4. Except, of course, in the special cases where
components are expressed by root modification
and/or suppletion, see (3.1.6).

5. For a discussion of the essential differences
between 'languages' and 'dialects' see Barber
(1972: 67-69).

6. See §1.2 above: the Cp. MS provides little evidence
of syntactic structure (§1.3.1.1.2.1).

7. See also Colman and Anderson's (1983:168-169)
caveat about accepting that the dialects should be
related to each other in a set diachronic sequence.

8. The accepted account is summarised by
Campbe11( 1959: Introduction), but see also Decamp
(1958), Hogg (1977) and Toon (1983) for criticisms
and alternative suggestions.

9. Compare the practice in modern dictionaries where
entries consist primarily of the 'citation form'
(Crystal, 1985: 48) of the various lexical items.

10. And also Sussom (1987),which has not been seen.

11. See Mcintosh (1956); McLaughlin (1963); Nelson-
Francis ( 1962).

12. There are, of course, a few exceptions: the graphs
and oe normally only occur in syllables that

carry some degree of stress (§§2.1.7;2.1.8).

13. The exact significance of the notation used is
explained in §3.1 and the references therein. See
in particular (3.1.1) ft. 1.

14. i.e. are 'bound' rather than 'free' forms (Crystal,
1985: 36;127).

15. See Colman (1985) and references therein and Okasha
(1971) for a detailed discussion of this type of
evidence.

16. Consideration of lexical semantics would, of
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course, also indicate that some sort of phonemic
contrast must be involved.

17. See also, Colman and Anderson's (1983: 170-171)
criticism of Dresher's (1980) over literal

interpretation of the e, $ and a spellings in Cp.

18. This would, of course, be evident from the position
of the form in syntactic structure.

19. Note that semantic criteria are also important in
establishing whether or not a form is a Latin loan
(Strang, 1970: §202).

20. That is, the OE and Latin segments have most, but
possibly not all, features in common.

21. On the development of OE Mercian into ME see again
Hogg (1977), Dresher (1980).

22. With the exception of Gothic, Wulfila's MS is
assumed to date from the 5th. century (Wright,
1954) .

23. Penzl ( 1957: 197) .

24. Except in the sporadic appearence of OE names in
Latin writings, see §1.3.3.4.3.

25. This began about the middle of the 16th. century
(Barber, 1972: 208-210).

26. On the necessity of loss of context in the form
concerned, see further Colman (1983a ft. 17); Colman
and Anderson (1983:170).

27. The phenomenon of the 'primary ' phonemic split (as
opposed to the examples hitherto discussed which
may be termed 'secondary' (Hoenigswald, 1960: 77)
must also be noted. In this case, two new phonemes
develop out of an existing one, of which neither
has previously been an allophone. An example would
be the development of PE /a/ and /u/ from earlier
/tr/ (G i mson , 1980 : §7.17). However, no examples are
attested which are directly relevant to the
analysis of Cp.

28. The phenomenon is not, however, attested in
Northumbrian texts, as oe spellings remain in texts
from the late OE period, Campbe11(1959: §196;§198).

29. The loss is not total as / remains in some

environments in OE.

30. Internal reconstruction (Penzl, 1957: 199) involves
the comparison of forms, usually morphophonemic
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alternants, that appear in the same dialect. Thus,
on the basis of OE dom 'judgement', deman 'to
judge', we can reconstruct Pre-OE /o:/ in both
forms. Furthermore, the dialects of the same

language can be regarded as 'cognate' dialects,
and, using the methodology of comparative
reconstruction, a diasystem (Penz 1, 1972:28) of the
pre-stages of the language concerned can be
recovered. Thus on comparison of W-S ea1d and
Cp.a 1d, Pre-OE C$3 can be reconstructed, the most
likely ancestor for the segments C$i3 and Ca3 which
presumably occur in the W-S and Mercian forms
respectively. The main value of this type of
evidence is that it supports and confirms
conclusions based on 'comparative reconstruction'
proper.

31. Note that Vulgar Latin seems to be 'a fairly close
equivalent' to an attested proto-1anguage for the
romance languages', Penzl (1972: 30).

32. Crystal ( 1985: 61) .

33. These are phonetically more complex than the other
vowels in the system (§4.2.3.2.2.2. ( i ) ), and are

generally considered 'marked' in the world's
languages, Crystal (1985: 188-189); §2.1 ft.27.

34. Except in a few exceptional circumstances: see the
discussion of the appearance of e_a in §2.2.1.2.3.3.
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Notes to Chapter 2.1

1. This is particularly the case in forms containing
short front monophthongs and diphthongs, see
§2.1.2.2,3; §2.1.3.2; §2.1.9.4; §2.1.10.2;
§2.1.11.2; §2.1.12; §2.1.13.

2. The evidence cited under (a), (b) and (c)
throughout §2.1 will correspond to the sources
listed in (2.1.2) (a), (b) and (c) respectively.

3. The reflex of this vowel in certain non-standard
dialects (Scottish and Northern English, for
example) is Ce:3.

4. Compare the use of the monographs o_, a^ and e_ for
what are clearly diphthongal segments in PE: C a v3 ;
Lei] and tail respectively. This is apparently due
to the operation of various sound changes that
occurred in the historic English period (Gimson,
1980: §7.25; §7.22; §7.23).

5. When a diphthong is monophthongised, the resulting
segment is generally identical in quality to the
first element of the original diphthong. Compare
the outcome of the monophthongisation of OE [$(:)0]
and Ce:o] in the late OE period (Campbell, 1959:
§329.2) and that of OHG [ei] and Caul (Prokosch,
1939: §42.1).

6. In the non-standard dialects where rounding did not
occur the vowel was presumably fronted and
subsequently raised.

7. See Lass, 1976: Ch 2, in particular §1 and p.51.

8. As the vowel is also fronted in Old Frisian

(Campbell, 1959: §131), e_ spellings are attested in
forms from that language.

9. The vowel is unspecified as to backness or
f rontness.

10 The Great Vowel Shift in English only affects long
vowels (Lass, 1984: 126-30).

11. Unless subsequent developments such as the various
lengthening processes that operated in the late OE
and ME periods can be seen to have intervened
(Campbell, 1959: §283; Lass, 1984: 105).

12. Note that the vowel represented need not be totally
unstressed §5.1.2.

13. These are presumably Ca3 and [$o] respectively, if
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it is assumed that the short vowel segment in
question will be similar in quality to the long
nucleus that is represented by the same graph.

14. Note that this situation contrasts sharply with
that described in 2.1 and 2.2 above. Although
there is also no contrast between [$}] and [Oil in

the two environments discussed, in these sections
the almost universal appearance of a in Cp. leaves
us in little doubt that the segment CO.] is
represented. The relative consistency of e_a^
spellings in this environment, on the other hand,
can only be explained with reference to the fact
that a different phonetic segment (i.e.
a 11ohyperphone of the hyperphoneme (2.2.35)) should
be involved, and [$o] would seem to be the most
likely candidate.

15. This is supported by the fact that eo spellings
appear for the reflex of PG Cel in this context.
As these are also attested in unambiguously back
environments (§2.1.10.2.1) it is reasonable to

assume that they represent the segment that results
after a glide has developed between a front vowel
and back consonant.

16. i.e. [CI], [as] and [e] respect i ve 1 y, if we once more
assume that the short vowels will be equivalent in
quality to their long counterparts.

17. The cognates suggest an original PG [a], and the PE
reflex shows that the vowel did not take part in
the Great Vowel Shift (see ft. 10).

18. There will be no need to include a 'nasalisation'
feature or component for the specification of
segments in the dependency or any other model.
Furthermore, if it is allowed that the graph a_ can
represent [o] in this environment, it can also be
assumed to do so when it appears as the second
graph in a digraph representing a diphthong, such
as e_a. If it is allowed that ea^ represents [ ae 3 ]
rather than [$a] or [ad], this means that parallels
can be drawn between the dependency specifications
of the two basic diphthongs in the OE phonological
system (§2.1.9.1 and ft.67), a situation which is
surely desirable.

19. Additional evidence that may represent the
segment [3] can be found in a consideration of the
value of the stressed vowel of the form gewarht,
the past tense of the verb wyrcan 'to work'
(Campbell, 1959*. §156; §753). The vowel
represented is the reflex of the PG stressed vowel
[o], which is regularly [o] in OE (§2.1.5.2), and
indeed o_ is the most common spelling for the vowel
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in this form in OE MSS. Campbell (1959, §156)
attempts to account for the form by suggesting that
the vowel has unrounded to CO-1 'for reasons not

clear'. An alternative explanation, however, might
be to cite the form as evidence in favour of the

suggestion made in §2. 1. 1.2.6 that the graph a^ may
represent the segment Col. It is conceivable that
the reflex of PG Col should have developed lower
allophones before the sequence Cr^ 1 (compare
similar developments in Gothic and Old Norse
(Prokosch, 1939: §42c*. §42d)). The resulting
segment could easily have become identified with
that which occurred for PG Hal before nasal
consonants. As exactly the same graphic
alternation (i.e. between a_ and o_) is to be found
in both environments (i.e. before Cr^l on the one
hand and [ml, Cnl or Cn] on the other), it seems
reasonable to suppose that the same segment would
be represented in each case.

Clearly, it is impossible to claim that a
nasalised vowel would occur in gewarht, and thus
the suggestion that a should represent Col rather
than [al in both environments is supported. While
it is of course impossible to base any conclusions
on the evidence of only one form, the existence of
a form such as gewarht has some interesting
implications for the proposed analysis.

It must be noted, however, that the regular
spelling of the reflex of PG Cal before nasals in
the 'Ancrene Wisse', the ME text generally supposed
to be written in a dialect directly descended from
OE Mercian is id. This may suggest that the segment
merged, at least for a while, with /o/ in West
Midland dialects of English.

20. i.e. there is no alternation between the graphs a.
and £ as is the case in stressed syllables.

21. The quality of the vowel may even be C 9 3 depending
on which stage in the transition from compound to
derivationa11y complex form is represented, as the
status of the morpheme affects the amount of stress
carried.

22. See Campbell (1959: Ch.VIII), on the tendency
towards loss of length in the unstressed syllables
of Pre-OE.

23. It is of course also necessary to posit a fronting
process [a:] > [$:] > Ce:D.

24. The Latin loan cese (Latin caseus, PE 'cheese')
has an e_ spelling in Cp. Compare

coago1um(-ulurn): ceselyb 'cheese-drug, rennet', 563
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Until PG [ail became OE CO.:] (§2.1.1.2), the reflex
of PG [$:] or W-G [a:], as the only low or mid
unrounded vowel in the system, would be the nearest
equivalent to the Latin segment in Pre-OE.

The evidence of Latin loan words can therefore
be of some assistance in determining the broad
phonetic values of the segments represented by
certain graphs in OE. Presumably we have
independent evidence of the value of the segment
concerned in the Latin form (see §1.3.3.4.1 and
references therein) and it is not unreasonable to
assume that the sound that occurs in the word once

it enters OE should be roughly similar to that
which appears in Latin. Evidence of this type,
though sporadic, is useful in confirming values
suggested on the basis of the types of evidence
listed in (2.1.1).

25. See Campbell (1959: §190-§205), and Prokosch (1939:
§41) for a description of the process as it affects
other Germanic languages.

26. Colman (1985: 10-11) points out that the mutated
diphthong is eventually monophthongised in W-S.
This explains the replacement of _ie_ spellings by ^
in W-S MSS of the later OE period (Campbell, 1959:
§§300-301). It is surely not unreasonable to
suggest that a monophthongisation process had
occurred at an earlier date in non W-S dialects.

27. See Lass (1984: 132) for a basic definition of the

concept of markedness.

28. And also a_p (Go.); j_o, j_a (ON) in certain
environments (Prokosch, 1939: §42c; §41e).

29. See Campbell (1959: §§111-114) on the relationships
between Ci] and Ce3 in the various Germanic

1anguages.

30. At least in standard (non-rhotic) dialects.

31. i.e. Ce] and Leol respectively, if it is accepted
that they will have the same quality as their long
counterparts.

32. See further Ball and Stiles, 1983.

33. i.e. Middle English open syllable lengthening (see
ft. 11), and 'nuc1 eation', which, according to
Colman (1983: 40-1) did not occur until the ME

period.

34. Which, of course, represents a diphthong when it
appears for a long nucleus.
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35. i.e. the influence of neighbouring segments on each
other (§1.3.6.2.1.2).

36. The forms

calmetum : mersc 'marsh' , 395

absinthium : uermod 'wormwood.' , 35

despite their appearance, are also to be considered
here rather than in 3.4 below. A morphological
boundary occurs between the Cr3 and the following
consonant in each case: compare mere 'sea' and

-isc 'a derivational suffix' (Quirk and Wrenn, 1953:
§172); and wermod is in all probability derived
from a combination -

werian 'to prevent' and mod 'mind'.

I n

birbicariolus (vervecario1 us): verna 'wren', 301'

the sequence [rnl presumably arose at a date after
which the breaking process had ceased to operate
(Campbel1, 1959: §459. 1 ) .

37. Or so the appearance of e for a segment which was
presumably originally [$:] would seem to suggest.

38. The developments discussed by Campbell (1959: §115)
suggest that [o] would very rarely be followed by
Ci1 or [j] in PG.

39. This suggestion would seem reasonable, given that
in PE this segment has a very high frequency of
occurrence in unaccented syllables (Gimson, 1980:
§7.20).

40. As established in § 1.3.5.2.3. 1 (iv) and (v);
§2.3.2.1.2, most of the OE inflectional affixes are
lost during the historic English period.

41. Crucially, of course, there is no phonemic contrast
between the sequences in question, see
§2.2.2.5.2.6-5.2.9.

42. The symbol is, as a rule, only attested in OE and
ON (Gordon, 1957: §5).

43. The use of such evidence to ascertain broad

phonetic value is in fact reliable, given that the
concept of letter shape was extremely important in
medieval grammatical thinking (Haugen, 1950: §4 and
references therein). The idea that the shape of
the letter must correspond to the pronunciation



(ibid: 44) was clearly common at this period;
compare the discussion of the origin of the runic
symbol /D (Campbell, 1959: §67) and that of the
symbols and ojs (§2.1.7; §2.1.8).

44. An alternative explanation may be that <e represents
[$:], an intermediate stage in the development of
PG [a:] to [e:] (§2.1.2.1.1) parallel to the non-
contextual raising process that affects its short
counterpart (§2.1.2.3.6) see Colman and Anderson,
1983: 180, §7).

45. Synchronica11y, of course, the fact that there is
no contrast between [$] and Ce] in the relevant
environments (§2.2.1.2.3) means that both $_ and e_
can be used interchangeably for Eel.

46. An alternative explanation would be that hiatus in
such forms is a feature specific to the Mercian
dialect. Given that e_a spellings are not attested
in the Cp. data, and that _io_ and i_a spellings are
prevalent in VP (Campbell, 1959: §238), this may
well be the case.

47. i.e. 'homo-organic lengthening' and M.E.O.S.L.
see ft.11 and references therein.

48. This is particularly true in the case of binumine
where the reverse spelling (§ 1.3.6.2. 1.3. ii) for PG
C$] would seem to prove conclusively that the
quality of the vowel has been reduced to Ca], which
would only occur in weak stress. However, given
that suffix confusion (Campbell, 1959: §381;
§376) may have influenced the spelling that
appears, it is perhaps unwise to attach too much
importance to this form.

49. Abercrombie (1967): 79-80 and references therein.

50. On the alternation between Cu] and Co] in PG see

'Campbell (1959: §115); Wright (1954: §62).

51. See Campbell (1959: §331.6) for the origin of this
distinction.

52. Eu:] occurs in certain non-standard dialects
(basically Scottish and Northern English).

53. On the alternation between Co] and Cu] in PG, see

Campbel1 ( 1959: § 1 15).

54. It is frequently the case that the first in a
series of unstressed vowels is lost in Pre-OE

(Campbell, 1959: §388-§389). The retention of Co]
in this case can be explained with reference to the
fact that the affix may have had a clearly defined
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derivational function at the time this process took
p1 ace.

55. This would suggest that the development [u] > Col,
which is only attested in unstressed syllables, had
operated and the graphs o_ and u_ have become
equivalent.

56. Or at least a segment which is represented as such
in modern editions.

57. Except after q_ (Gimson, 1980: §8.29).

58. Again, the graph commonly appears in Latin digraphs
such as qu-, gu- (Allen, 1964: 16;25).

59. If we accept, following Colman (1983a) rather than
Campbell (1959: §272), that the segment represented
is basically consonantal.

60. It seems that a similar principle underlies the
representation of this segment in the Runic
alphabet, see Campbell (1959: §67).

61. This may be taken as some indication that the
outcome of i-mutation of Cul was diphthongal in
Pre-OE, see Campbell (1959: §42; §192) and
references therein.

62. For an explanation of the form rise1 see §2.1.4.3.

63. Note, therefore, that o_e interchanges with both e
and y_. This is nevertheless perfectly acceptable as
neither the /0/ ^ /e/ nor the /f/ j /y/ opposition
is attested in the Cp. dialect.

64. It is likely that stress reduction would affect the
first syllables of these forms, as they are derived
from the compound verbs ymb-eahtan 'to consider'
and ymb-settan 'to set round' respectively.
(§3.2.7.3.1).

65. The letter shape also conveniently reflects the
nature of the segments concerned. They have the
lip rounding of Co(:)] but the frontness of te(:)]:
a symbol made up of o and e_, i.e. o_e, is therefore
a very appropriate choice for the representation of
vowels with this quality.

66. There is however a great deal of controversy over
the nature of the segments represented by the
digraphs that appear in 0E. Various scholars
including Daunt (1939) have suggested that the
vowels in fact have a monophthonga1 realisation,
the digraph indicating something about the nature
of the following consonant. For a summary of the
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controversy see Lass and Anderson (1975: 75-79).

67. Furthermore the suggestion that a in the digraph ea
should represent LD1 allows parallels to be drawn
between the two basic diphthongs in OE when they
are represented in dependency notation: for
example, if we assume that the two basic OE
diphthongs are [$o] and Ceo], following the
principles in §4.2.3.2.2.2.(i) we find that their
articulatory gestures can be specified as

C a. ; i > f a ; u } and { i; a. } ( u; o. ).

It can be seen therefore that an lil and a lul

component respectively is present in the
representation of the left and right hand elements
of each diphthong. This suggests that the first
element is front and the second back . The IQJ

component, present in the specification of both
elements, is consistently either in head or
modifier position, which conveys that both
elements in each diphthong occupy the same position
in the height axis. If, on the other hand, we were
to assume that ea_ represents a diphthong with the
quality [ ae a 3 , the specification of the categorical
gesture of the diphthongs would be as follows:

C a : i > i a > ( i! d } { u:Q )

from which no such parallel can be deduced.

68. Although it does represent vowels in hiatus, in,
for example, 'neon'.

69. That the second elements of both diphthongs must
have been round (if such a degree of similarity is
to be assumed) supports the suggestion of §2.1.9
that e_a represents [$(:)3] rather than La(:)QJ.

70. The appearance of eo for [$: 3 ] (and its short
reflex, see 3 (2. 1. 115) below) may be taken as
evidence, however slight, of the validity of the
interpretation of the second element of ea as ].

71. Except for vowels in hiatus, e.g. 'lion'.

72. See further Colman, (1983a:6).

73. C iu 1 would give Ci:3 when monophthongised in late
OE, and HE Li:3 is diphthongised in the course of
the historic English period (Gimson, I960: §7.23).

74. On the use of the foot as a basis for the

specification of the distribution of OE obstruents,
see Anderson, to appear.



75. On the rare appearance of ch_ in this position, see
Campbell (1959: §57.3 ft.4).

76. For an opposing viewpoint see Mitchell and Pobinson
(1982: §9).

77. Furthermore, if h_ is considered to be a diacritic
indicating voice 1 essness, this would mean that
phonemic status would have to be accorded to the
voiceless sonorants: : Crl, CI], Cnl, and Cwl would
contrast with Cr], C 1 1°, Cn] and°[wl in "initial
position. The voiceless phonemes would have a
distribution so restricted, and a frequency so
limited, that the analysis produced would be very
odd indeed, and is best avoided.

78. The dialects in question are mainly Scottish and
Northern, cf. thocht, 'thought' ; p1euch,
'plough' (Jamieson: 1808).

79. i.e. CX] and [ft] respectively.

80. Developments in OE and the subsequent history of
the language result in this being reflected in the
PE reflexes of the forms concerned. See Campbell,
(1959: §266); Colman (1983).

81. See Campbell (1959: §246).

82. Campbell (1959: §50.4) claims that 'initial velar
g_ became a stop in late OE'.

83. i.e. a front vowel produced by i-umlaut.

84. In certain PD German dialects, for example, the
segment is apparently still pronounced with
'distinct friction' (Wright, 1954: §126.2).

85. See further Colman (1983a: 39-41) and §2.1.4.6:
that i_ is an alternative spelling for the segment
concerned would suggest it is fairly vowel-like in
its articulation.

86. By the ME period the symbol y_ was adopted to
represent the palatal segment 'taking the place of
the character 3 ... in one of its values' (O.E.D).
For a detailed discussion of the distribution of g_,

2,Y-' gjL» yh' ?L etc. , see the entries under y_ and g_
in the O.E.D.

87. In many cases the ON cognate does not contain a
consonantal segment (Gordon, 1957: §62).

88. When it does not appear in a 'palatalisation'
environment, see 3.2 below.
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89. In cases uhere the following vowel in Cp. is back,
the fact that the preceding vowel is umlauted
suggests that originally a high front segment had
occurred (Campbell, 1959: §429).

^ 0. See Anderson (to appear: ft.8) and references
therein. As the velar series of obstruents is that
which is most resistent to strengthening, it is
possible that IE [" gh3 became C "ft ] and remained
fricative in Pre-OE. Ultimately of course, its
precise phonetic value cannot be recovered, but the
present account accepts the traditional viewpoint
that [g] is represented (Wright, 1954: §132;
Prokosch, 1939: §18; §24).

91. These contain the segment C Vyi which suggests that
any proposed palatalised segment must subsequently
have reverted to a velarised sound. As even the
reflex of PG Cj] apparently became a velar segment
in late 0E (Campbell, 1959: §439), it would seem
reasonable to suggest that g_ would represent [j]
(< Pre 0E I V1 < PG [ft]) in the forms concerned.
Note that a [jl-final cluster would violate the
general principles governing the phonotactic
constraints of the language, (§2.2.2.5.3.1), which
would, presumably, encourage the reversion of the
approximant to the less sonorous voiced stop.

92. See Campbell (1959): §427 ft.l and references
therein.

93. i.e. C Y\ 1 or [~5]/Cg]: the voiceless stop is
discussed in §2.1.17 below.

94. As West-Germanic Gemination (Campbell, 1959:
§407; Prokosch, 1939: §30) is the most regular
source of double consonants in OE, it will suffice
to acknowledge that if a consonant is geminate in
cognate forms in the W-G languages, a geminate
consonant is also attested in OE and the Cp.
dialect in particular. The question of whether the
geminate arose in PG or W-G is not of crucial
importance to the present account.

95. No g£ spellings are in fact attested for this
segment in the section of Cp. under consideration.
However, given that g£ appears for the palatalised
reflex (2.1.143), it can safely be assumed that g£
would be a possible alternative spelling for the
segment concerned in the orthographic system of the
Cp. HS. On c£ spellings, see further Vedna (1986).

96. Except 'in compounds and derived words'
(0' Connor, 1973: 254).

97. The fact that the graph is for the most part
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attested before a secondary front vowel (see
Bosworth and Toller, 1898: where the forms kust,
kraef t, kokka, kokkum and kok are the only
exceptions) has special significance as far as the
phonological status of the segment is concerned.
This is one of the few environments in which a

contrast between velars and palatals may arise, see
§2.2.2.2.1.

98. Usually ch_, see the entry under ch_ in the O.E.D.

99. W-G gemination being the usual source of geminates
in OE (see ft.94).

100. The possibility that e_ may be a diacritic
indicating the palatal nature of the consonant is
discussed in §2.1.10.8.

101. The segment represented by h_ (i.e. Lh3) in Latin
was closer in articulation to OE LX3 and [$] than
that represented by any other symbol in the roman
a 1phabet.

102. The occasional use of ch_ for the velar/palatal
fricative in OE is attested in the form

conlatio : oembech t 'office' 501
(OS ambaht, Go. andbahti).

103. An alternative explanation might be that the h
appears as a diacritic indicating the devoicing of
Cr3 after an initial voiceless stop. The process
is apparently attested in PE (Gimson, 1980: §8.26),
and as it has been suggested that h_r_ may represent
Cr3 in initial position (§2.1.14.1.2) such a
possibility cannot be disregarded.

104. p_ occasionally appears in OHG (Prokosch, 1939:
§26.3d).

105. Again, p is occasionally attested in OHG (Prokosch,
1939: §26.3).

106. Except where a syllable boundary intervenes, cf.
' bumble', 'amble'.

107. Unfortunately, in this case no morphophonemic
alternations are attested (Compare the evidence for
the existence of Cg3 after Crj3 : §2.1.15.4.1).

108. Again, is occasionally attested in some Germanic
dialects (Prokosch, 1939: §26.3).

109. More accurately, the segment [|13 may be attested in
certain environments in PE, but there is no

phonemic contrast between the bi-labial and labio-
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dental fricative (Gimson, 1980: §8:01).

110. The consonant in such forms being generally
ambisyllabic see §2.3.3.3 and references therein.

111. It must be noted that this form is usually
unstressed.

112. Although theoretically possible, given the absence
of contrast between C(3] and Cf] in this environment

(§2.2.2.3), b_ is not attested for the reflex of PG
Cf] in this context. According to Campbell (1959:
§57.1, ft.l) 'substitution of b for £ is rare',
the only example cited being in foot-final
position, see(2. 1. 159).

113. Campbell (1959: §481.6) implies that the sequence
[fs] appears in historic OE. This must presumably
be of later origin.

114. band^spe11ings are attested in some environments
in Go." and ON (Wright, 1954: §133; Prokosch, 1939:
§ 18) .

115. For an explanation of the difference between the
medial consonants in Cp. and W-S dialects, see
Campbell (1959: §§419-420). The n_ is presumably a
scribal error.

116. There is, however, a significant difference in the
phonemic status of these segments at different
stages in the history of the language.

117. Clear and dark allophones are evidently also
attested in Latin (Allen, 1965: 33).

118. As j_o spellings are never attested, the evidence
for the existence of C d-3 after Pre-OE Ci] is even

less convincing, see (§2-1.4.2.2).

119. Crucially, CI] and Call are not contrastive in PE.
Note that a similar situation evidently exists in
PD German (Prokosch, 1939: §14a).

120. It is also conceivable that CI] is attested after
all voiceless consonants, as is the case in PE
(Gimson, 1980: §8.25b). As no indication is given
in the spelling, the question will not be given
further consideration in the present account.

121. [■»] is used as a general symbol for 'back' or
'velarised' /r/ in the present account, see
§2. 1.25. 2. 1.

122. The fact that voiceless and syllabic variants of
/r/ are attested (§2.1.25.3;4) seems to militate
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against this suggestion as fricative phonemes have
no such variants. In this respect a strong case can
be made for the pairing of /r/ with /l/.

123. For a detailed discussion of the problems that
arise concerning these clusters, see §2.1.27.1.2
and references therein.

124. This would suggest that a morphophoneme CD3 should
be posited.

125. An explanation for this might be that the /t/ f- /d/
contrast was neutralised in word-final position.
Compare PE 'cat' v. 'cad' where ft] and Cd3 occur
after tael and C$:3 respectively. A strong case can
be made for the suggestion that it is vowel length
that gives the minimal pair, and the alveolar stop
archiphoneme is realised as Ct3 after short and Cd3
after long vowels respectively. As unstressed
vowels are always short in OE (and, of course, PE),
the occasional t_ spelling in such forms is hardly
surprising .

126. Further evidence for final devoicing in reduced
stress (Campbell, 1959: §450) is attested in
certain name spellings: -inc or -ic appears for the
element -ing, e.g. DUDINC, DUDIC for Duding
(Colman, 1984: §6.2.c.i).

127. But see ft. 134.

128. The affix is presumably synchronically attested in,
for example, anett 'solitude' : an = 'one' ,

-ett 'state',where its derivational function is
evident from the semantic transparency of the form
concerned.

129. Note that due to developments described by Prokosch
(1939: §28) this is the only source of the segment
[ z 3 in OE.

130. If, however, we accept the claim made by Holthausen
(1934) that the stressed vowel in this form is

long, this cannot be said to be the case (see
§2.1.18.4.2).

131. The foot boundaries are placed as in (2.3.21b).

132. For a discussion of the fact that the sequence Cks3
may not, in fact, be syllable-final, see
§2.1.27.1.2 and references therein. Note, also, the
fact that x represents the sequence Cgz3 in PE
'exact', where a syllable boundary intervenes
(Gimson, 1980: §8.17).

133. A plausible phonological explanation for the hs_
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spellings could be that assimilation of manner of
articulation (from stop Ck3 to fricative C\]) has
occurred before the fricative Csl. On the role of
assimilation in the creation of neutralisations,
see §2.2.2.5.3.2.

134. Note that again -this neutralisation may well arise
as the result of a phonological process: the
assimilation of the fricative (Cf3) to the

following stop (Ct3). The same development may
account for the appearance of t_ for etymological
[03 in haetco 1 a (2.1.208). The occurence of such a

.development does, incidentally, suggest a weakening
of morphological boundary and lends support to the
analysis of sceptog, at least, as an 'obscured
compound' (§3.2.7.3.2).

135. Note that the sequence *[md3 is equally
unacceptab1e.

136. Compare, however, PE 'anxiety' , 'anchor' , where
it can be claimed that n_ alone represents Crj3.

137. i.e. Cq3 and Cn3 in traditional notation
{ 1,u > and { 1; u >

in the dependency framework, see (4.2.55) and
(4.2.56).

138. In 0E, tt\] is merely 'an allophone of /n/', but by
PE / / has gained phonemic status (Gimson, 1980:
§8.23.4).

139. Note that in the spelling of cyning on the Kuthwell
Cross (Campbell, 1959:§6) the final syllable is
spelt IS? K . The J\_ rune is a definite indication of
the palatalisation of /k/ in this context and this
would presumably indicate that Cn 3 was also
palatalised after Ci3. J

140. It must be noted however that when the segment
follows a front vowel it is articulated at the
front rather than the back of the velum (Gimson,
1980: §8.23.2). Note that while a development of
[•^g'3 > Cf^j 3 violates the correlation between the
position of segments in syllables and their
relative sonority, (§2.2.2.5.3.1 and ft.91) the
development of C fj k • 3 > C 3 does not do so:
nasals are more sonorous than affricates.
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Notes to Chapter 2.2

1. For a basic definition of the concepts of
'neutralisation' and the 'archiphoneme' see
Crystal(1985:21) and the references therein. See
also Anderson (to appear) on the notation and
terminology used in this chapter, in particular the
concept of the 'hyperphoneme'.

2. It is obviously reasonable to suspect that the /e:/
£ /e:o/ contrast would also be neutralised before
/ k / and that of /SO/, /s:/ and /e: / before /X/.
Furthermore, the suggestion that the /i'/ ^ /i:u/
opposition should be suspended in these
environments would seem to be well-founded.
However, in an analysis based strictly on the
evidence of the spellings that appear in the Cp. MS
alone, it is impossible to make these claims with
any degree of certainty.

3. All paragraph references cited in this section are
from Campbell (1959) unless stated otherwise.

4. At least in that dialect of OE represented by the
Cp.MS.

5. This phoneme is rarely attested in PG
(Campbel1,1959: §100.3).

6. Campbel1(1959: §138).

7. Note that in this respect the present account
differs from that given by Campbell (1959: §275).
It would seem that Campbell gives an over-literal
interpretation of the spellings that appear: for
evidence that ^o should represent Ci(:)u] see
§§2.1.10.1.3; 2.1.11.1 and references therein.

8. Strictly speaking, therefore, it is only at this
stage in their history that the segments developed
from PG /au/, /eu/ and /iu/ (and PG /$:/, /e:/ and
/i:/ in 'breaking' environments) should be marked
'long', as short C®0 Ceo! and Ciul are now
attested in Pre-OE (Campbe11,1959: §38).

9. This account accepts the traditional viewpoint that
i-mutation and second fronting are distinct
developments. For accounts that challenge this
position see Colman and Anderson (1983).

10. Note that there is very little evidence to suggest
that the diphthongs /e:o/ and /i:u/ underwent i-
mutation in the dialect represented by Cp.
(Campbel1, 1959: §§201-202).
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11. For an explanation of the i_ spelling in rise 1, see
§2.1.4.3.

12. See further §§2.1.1. - 13.

13. This class of verbs is 'distinguished.... by the
presence of an element -i- before the endings'
(Campbell, 1959: §750).

14. Or at least it may be assumed to have had phonemic
status until a relatively recent period, see
§2.1.10.1.3; §2.2.1.1.2.7.

15. Admittedly this could be ascribed to the limited
nature of the data base consulted.

16. h laegulendi :
Bosworth and Toller (1898) are unsure whether to

connect this form with hlehhan 'to laugh', or
hlowan 'to low, bellow'.
aldaht:
See the definition given by Bosworth and Toller
(1898) listed in (2.2.13) ft.l.
gehuaeh:
The vowel in this form may, in fact, be long.
Lindsay (1921) suggests that the entry is an error
for gehnigith, from the verb gehnigan 'to subdue,
humble', which does seem to accord with the meaning
of the Latin form glossed.

17. The symbol that appears in free variation with $_ in
this particular form is in fact e. It is generally
assumed that e in OE MSS written in the Kentish
dialect is simpry a variant for §_ (see Bryan, 1915;
Williams, 1905: Ch.IV, section A).

The symbol is used in Cp. to represent stressed
vowels with a number of diffent sources.

(i) PG Cal, Pre-OE C ae 3, in environments where the

segment remains low in most OE dialects,
§2.2.2.2.2.2:
cf. amiculo: hrggli 'garments' 155
(OHG hregli)
and the form uu^ter j? ruh 'water trough'
(ii) PG Caul, Pre-OE CaeO ], in environments where
it is most likely to have a mid realisation,
Ce:],in the Cp. dialect,§2.1.2.1.2.1:
cf. accitulium: geces surae-*- 'cuckoo sorrell' 58.

(iii) PG CaD in i-mutation environments, where it
can generally be assumed to have the reflex
Ce] in the dialect represented by Cp:

(a) before En], En] (§2.1.2.3.3)
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i
confici: gemgngan 'mingle,mix' 547
(OS meng i arH CfFr. mengia, OHG ch i -mengh i a )

(b) before /r/+ c (§2.1.2.3.4)
1

antemna: seglggrd '.sail rod.' 165
(OHG gardea, gard," W-S gird)

(iv) The reflex of PG Ce]
becta: st^rt 'calf, young bullock' 292

1
Note that variants with e_ appear for these

forms in the Cp. MS, cf.

ieces surae 380
sundgerd 319

gemengiunge 522

A consideration of diachronic evidence suggests
overwhelmingly that the Pre-OE contrast between [®]
and Ce] (and their long equivelents in the case of
(ii)) has been neutralised in these contexts,
(§2.2.2.2.2;2.3). It seems reasonable, therefore,
to suggest that e (as it enters into free variation
with both $_ and ? in the Cp. HS) is simply another
alternative spelling for the archiphoneme //E//
(2.2.20), or the hyperphoneme ///E/// (2.2.33).

While it is, of course, artificial to consider
the spelling evidence in total isolation from that
of the historical developments, it can at least be
assumed at this juncture that the e~$ alternation
in uuetgr j?ruh /water^ruum indicates a suspension ofcontrast between [®] and [e] in the context in

quest ion.
Note also that e appears for Pre-OE C$1

and CiD in unstressed syllables:
PG CaeD: avena: ate 'oats' 248
PG CU: agre(s7tis(-es) : wi lde 'wild' 104

(§2.1.2.6.1) t
and even as the 'linking vowel' in

achalantis: nehtegale 'nightingale' 52
where it presumabTy is an alternative spelling for
the phoneme /a/.

18. For a detailed discussion of the precise
realisation of this segment, see §2.1.1.2.6.

19. Note that the convention is to specify the phoneme
by the symbol used for its most frequently attested
(i.e. 'major') allophone.

20. Consider the forms cited by Campbell (1959: §144,
ft. 1) .

21. A different situation may operate in Northumbrian
dialects, where the fact that a spellings are



regularly attested in this environment (Campbell,
1959: §144) suggests that [Q.3 is in all probability
the segment represented. However, given that a and
ea alternate in the same lexical item in this
dialect it is still possible to assume that there
is no contrast between CaJ and C$03. It may be the
case that the realisation of the vowel concerned is
less stable (perhaps alternating between [$o] and
Cal)than is the case in the dialect represented by
Cp. or the W-S texts where the spellings that
appear are relatively uniform.

22. As noted above (ft.9), the present account will
accept the traditional viewpoint that second
fronting and i-mutation are distinct developments.
It must, however, be acknowledged that they may
well be part of one and the same impulse (Colman
and Anderson, 1983).

23. If this were not the case, the Pre-OE sequence
would be [ a 15], the 153 would remain velar in
historic OE after the back vowel, and ultimately
devoice to [}G (Campbe11,1959: §428;§446).

24. The appearance of the geminate consonant £113,
incidentally, serves to confirm this assumption, as
the process of West-Germanic Gemination (caused by
an underlying Cj3) is the most frequent source of
geminate consonants in OE (Campbell, 1959: §407).

25. c being used as a symbol to represent any consonant
graph.

26. And 'outnumber the $_ forms...by more than three to
one' in the MS as a whole (Campbell, 1959: §193d).

27. ' i_' being an an abbreviation for any indication in
the surface form that an underlying high front
segment was attested.

£.§. iSJote also that the appearance of ae for PG /o/ in
largae (§2.1.3.3) confirms the operation of the
merger. /0/ has merged with /e/, and the graphs
and e_ (see (iii) above) are equivalent in this
context.

29. Again, for an explanation of risel, see §2.1.4.3.

30. This account will assume that BU operated before
any consonant in the Cp. dialect, and that its
effects were subsequently removed by smoothing. For
a discussion of alternative views, see Campbell
(1959: §247) and the references therein; Ball and
Stiles (1983).

31. The assumption that the segments merge in Ceo3 in
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all contexts is based on the evidence of later
Mercian texts (Campbell, 1959: 294).

32. It is no longer assumed that /$/ might be attested
in this context, see 2.3.1(i) above.

33. Unless it is assumed that clader originally
contained a back vowel in the unstressed

syllable, which was subsequently removed or reduced
by 'suffix transference' (Campbell, 1959:
§§381;211). In this case the stressed vowel of the
form would presumably undergo the following
development in the prehistoric OE period: Call > C$1
> C <X 1, and the a spelling could therefore be
interpreted as representing the vocalic segment
that appeared before the operations of 'second
fronting' and 'back umlaut' that normally affect
such forms (see §2.2.2.2.2, but also 2.3.11 below).

34. Assuming a merger of Ciul and Ceo] in this context,
see §2.2.2.2.2.9.

35. For a consideration of aldaht see ft.37.

36. While no appropriate evidence (i.e a spellings)
appears in the section of data under consideration,
c f.

mosicum: ragu 'lichen' 1332.

37. A similar explanation must be given for the
appearance of a in aldaht, as the segment CCU was
presumably never attested at any stage in the
historical development of this form. The fact that
its etymology is extremely questionable (Bosworth
and Toller, 1898) must, however, also be noted.

38. Occasional spellings, such as eo (§2.1.10.4) have
been disregarded as these can in all probability
be dismissed as errors.

39. The other instances where the three-way contrast is
attested are somewhat dubious: sibaed may represent
the noun sifefra, and halfe is accusative whereas
heawi and largae are nominative.

40. Note, however, that
(a) the etymology (of s ibaed at least) and
(b) the degree of stress assigned to the
appropriate syllables in the first two forms
is open to question (§2.1.2.6.2; §2.1.4.5.2).

41. Note, however, that spellings such as gelo, freomo,
and sarwo in Cp. (2.1.77) militate against this
suggestion. While it may be the case that Cu] is
represented (o_ being a perfectly acceptable
spelling as no contrast appears between Col and



Cu3), the present account will conclude that as the
dative plural affix is the only environment in
which u spellings are invariable in OE, this must
be the only context cited for the appearance of the
high allophone in (2.2.39) and (2.2.41). A strong
case can, nevertheless, be made for the occurence
of Cu3 in the nominative singular of u-stem nouns
at least.

42. Compare similar developments in the stressed vowel
system (52.1.1.2.6).

43. i.e. C$], Ce3 and Ci3 , in comparison with the
values assigned to the graphs in stressed
syllables.

44. Such as free variation between two graphs in the
same lexical item , see (2.2.1) ft. 5b.

45. It must be noted that the apparent absence of a
reflex of PG [j 3 only rarely presents difficulties
for the phonological analysis: i.e. in a
consideration of the contrast that operates in
environments (6), (11) and (15), where the reflex
of PG C33 remains velar, see 1.2. below.

46. The segments Cft'l and Cq3 are essentially velar,
'palatalisation1 being a 'secondary' articulation
(Abercrombie, 1967: 60-64).

47. The choice of symbol to represent the hyperphoneme
is, of course, essentially arbitrary. 1$ is chosen in
this case as it would appear to be the most
reasonable candidate in the analysis discussed in
§2.2.2.1.2 be 1ow.

48. No diphthong that occured before Crjg3 would become
a front vowel: smoothing does not operate before
nasals (Campbell, 1959: §222).

49. Unless, of course, a reflex of PG C j 3 is attested,
but this would appear to be unlikely.

50. The sequence COX] became CX3 in PG (Campbell,
1959:5119). The sequence Cnj3 would be highly
unlikely to occur in syllable-initial position as
it violates the basic correlation between the
relative sonority of a segment and its position in
syllable structure (§2.2.2.5.3). It is, however,
possible that such a sequence was temporarily
attested in OE, see §2.1 fts.86 and 125.

51. See also the occasional use of i_ to represent E j 3
(§2.1.4.6).

52. At least in the vast majority of instances, see
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§2. 1. 17. 1.

53. Apart, of course, from the occasional use of e_ and
i_ as diacritics (§2.1.17).

54. Gemination being a 'strengthening' environment
(§2.1.16 and references therein).

55. Given that a change in articulation has affected
this geminate (at least if assibilation is assumed
to have taken place), it may well be the case that
the segment Cd-j] occurs. The contrast between the
original geminate and simplex may in fact be
conveyed by the opposition [j] 4 Cd2l. The present
account, however, assumes id-id ?] in this position
mainly on analogy with its voiceless counterpart.
In this case a contrast does arise, as the simplex
is also assibilated: cf. recceo ^ "ice.

56. The W-G sequence C j j□ cannot be considered a
geminate consonant in OE as at least one of the
segments is invariably vocalised (Campbell, 1959:
§120).

57. Or h_, this sequence being particularly prone to
graphic simplification (Campbell, 1959: §66).

58. Apart from the occasional use of diacritics, cf.
recceo (2.1.116).

59. Forms such as ecg, incidentally, provide evidence
that assibilation must have occurred before the
final geminate was simplified.

60. Assuming, as would seem reasonable, that
simplification of final geminates predates
smoothing.

61. Such as 'free variation', see ft. 44 above.

62. The reflexes of PG /p/, as they do not enter into
any significant neutralisations, will be discussed
in §2.2.2.5 below.

63. The phoneme /bb/ arose in W-G by the operation of
West-Germanic consonant doubling (Cambpell, 1959:
§407).

64. See, again, Campbell (1959: §407).

65. While no forms with f_f in medial position are
attested in the data selected from Cp., this can
without hesitation be attributed to the fact that a

relatively limited amount of material has been
consulted.

66. In forms such as
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abditis: gehyddum 'to hide,conceal' 43
confoti: affoedde 'to feed, nourish' 580

a strong morphological boundary intervenes, which
undermines their value as evidence of the /dd/
/d/ contrast.

67. The absence of geminate Cww3 is, however, not
unduly disturbing, as this can be explained with
reference to developments outlined by Campbell
(1959: §120).

68. Note that most of the geminates suggested in 1-4
above must therefore have originated in W-G rather
than PG.

69. Host of the developments described by Campbell
(1959: Ch.IX) merely result in the proliferation of
allophonic variants or neutralisations between
existing phonemes. The basic inventory is rarely
affected.

70. For a detailed discussion of the reasons why /j~ / is
not represented by a single graph in the
orthography see §2.1.28.

71. It is apparently possible that consonants may
velarise after vowels that have at one stage
undergone i-mutation: see euwa (§2.1.12) and
references therein.

72. This symbol represents a segment which is
essentially alveolar (§2.1.33.2:5).

73. It must be noted, however, that this segment may
well have become identified with the alveolar

allophone Cn1.

74. For a discussion of the precise phonetic
realisation of C*D, see §2.1.25.2.

75. Presumably CrD is attested before original velar
consonants which have subsequently been
palatalised, see §2.1.2.2.6; §2.2.1.2.2.8.

76. Certainly not PE, see Gimson (1980: Ch.8).

77. See, for example, §2.1.19.4; §2.1.20.3;§2.1.30.4
§2. 1.31. 4.

78. There is, of course, one exception to this, see
(2.2.92).

79. Note that the syllable-final clusters /nj/, /lj/
/rj/ as postulated in forms such as spryng,
erdling, (see §2.1 ft.86,125) violate the
correlation between relative sonority and position
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in syllable structure. This in all probability
explains the subsequent reversion of Cjl to Cgl in
this environment.

80. And indeed presumably in the dialects of most other
Germanic languages at least.

81. This voiceless allophone being that which appears
in consonant clusters, see §2.1.27.1 and 5.2.2.
above.

82. Although in some cases these are not reflected in
the spellings that appear: see the discussion of
uafs in §2.1.19.4.

83. It has already been noted (1-4) above that such a
process also affects the voiced and voiceless
f r i catives.
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Notes to Chapter 2.3

1. Broun and Miller (1980:26-27) give a detailed
description of this model, with primary reference
to the representation of syntactic structure. For
examples of the use of this method to represent
aspects of suprasegmenta1 structure see Colman
(1983a:33-34) .

2. The only real difficulty that arises is in the case
of the liquid and nasal consonants, which are
potentially syllabic in certain positions, see
§2.1.2.3.5 and the references therein. The present
account assumes that the appearance of syllabic
variants of these consonants is restricted to

morpheme final position in the Cp. dialect.

3. See the discussion of the 'Natural Appropriateness'
assumption , Anderson and Durand (1986:7).

4. With the exception of the special case of syllabic
consonants, see §2.1.2.6.5 and the references
therein.

5. While 'three-consonant' codas are attested in OE,
their appearance is restricted to forms that are
morphologically complex. For this reason they are
best considered to be 'marked' constructions in the

language. Relevant examples (cited by
Campbe11,1959:§480.3) include

Cdri:fst] drifst 'drive ' 2nd. pers.sing.
pres indie.

C streak ' 8 ] str encj? 'strength'
[milts] milts 'mercy'

(the latter two forms being derivatives of Strang,
'strong' and milde, 'mild' respectively).

It is tempting to claim that the status of the
sequences Cfst], C^k'6] and Cits] as clusters is
undermined by the presence of morphological
boundaries in the forms concerned. However, the
fact that other 'hypercharacterised rhymes' (Lass,
1984: 256) occur in forms that are morphologically
simplex, for example

[pre:ost] preost 'priest'

Cdu:st] dust 'dust'

suggests that this is unlikely to be the case.
Consider also, that for Gimson (1980: §9.08.5)

morphological complexity poses no threat to the
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status of three-consonant codas in PE

The greater complexity of final
consonant clusters (as compared to those
occuring initially) is largely accounted
for by the fact that final /t,d,s,z/
often represents a suffixed morpheme.

6. Gimson ( 1980:§9.08-9) gives a detailed account of
permissable word initial and final sequences for
PE.

7. Consider, for example, the outcome of the
monophthongisation of the OE diphthongs C ae ( : ) O U and
Ce(:)o] , and that of PG Cai] as it enters OE (see
Campbell, 1959:§321.2;§ 132).

8. The 'branching tree' (Lass, 1984: 252) is frequently
used as an alternative representational model.

9. In this section the terms 'syllable' and 'syllabic'
can be used interchangeably, as the difference
between these two units is not of crucial
importance in the context of the present
discussion.

10. The general consensus, see Ladefoged (1982: 104)
and Abercrombie (1967: 34-36), is that speech
consists of a sequence of syllables, some of which
are produced with a greater 'chest-pulse' than
others.

11. For the reasons behind the placement of syllable
boundaries in the polysyllabic forms discussed in
this section, see §2.3.3.

12. The fact that the vowel of the PE prefix mis- is
less prone to reduction than that of the PE suffix
-ness would seem to support this claim.

13. For example, Quirk and Wrenn (1958: §171) include
ofer- and to- in their list of 'recurrent affixes'.
Consider also Bosworth and Toller's (1898)

suggestion that at- 'prefixed to words, like the
preposition art, denotes at, to, from'.

14. Although in these cases the stress reduction will be
on the leftmost rather than on the rightmost
morpheme.

15. Again see §2.3.3 for an explanation of the
placement of syllable boundaries in these diagrams.

16. Analogous to the 'superfoot' construction posited
by Anderson (1986a :91-92).



17. It is doubtful whether compounds containing more
than two roots occur in the data under

investigation (see Chapter 3 ft. 19). The spacing of
the morphemes in forms such as

boreus (eas): eastnor&wind 'north-east wind' 312

chorus: eostnor^wind 'north-east wind' 460
(caurus)

circius: westnorSwind 'north-west wind' 470

affricus: westsb&wind 'south- west wind' 103

in the actual MS is somewhat erratic, but
significantly a gap always appears between at least
two of the forms (see further i 1.3. 1.2.3.2. (i) ).
The most reasonable conclusion would be that the
information structure associated with these groups
is open to variation, and the relative phonological
prominence of the units changes accordingly.

The diagram below, therefore, is probably the
most satisfactory representation of groups of this
type, as it avoids commitment to the morphological
or phonological status of the units involved. In
this way the essential ambiguity implied by the
spacing in the MS itself (in as much as this can
be taken as evidence of morphological structure,
§ 1.3. 1.2.3.2. (i) ) can be reflected.

sf"~J Lr 5t=

S'

18.

19.

'.... what is being presented as new, contrastive
parenthetical, etc' (Anderson, 1986a: 65).

Z.
It is interesting to note that the group (and G )
constructions differ fundamentally from the foot
(and F2") , in that the relative prominence of the
units within them is unpredictable.

Within the foot, the most prominent syllabic
is invariably that which occurs furthest to the
left. Within the group, however, prominence
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relations seem to be determined by factors relating
to the type of information conveyed by the
morphemes represented.

At G * level (i.e. in forms where only one root
is involved) the most prominent unit will be the
stressed syllabic in the root (i.e. the morpheme
which represents lexical rather than derivational
information). At G^ level (where the group contains
more than one root) the location of the tone shift
(i.e. the most prominent syllabic) is determined
firstly by the question of whether we are dealing
with a compound or a sequence of two words, and
secondly (if the latter is the case) by the
information structure associated with the
utterance.

In compounds, therefore, the tonic invariably
falls on the stressed syllable of the leftmost root
(as the F^ construction has been invoked). If, on
the other hand, the group contains a word boundary,
while it is generally true that the tone shift is
located on the stressed syllabic of the rightmost
root, this is not universally the case as the
information structure may be marked.

20. Note that compounds are analysed as containing one
foot (the construction), which means stress is
assigned to the leftmost root in accordance with
(a) above.

21. According to Lass(1984: 265)

no syllabicification should yield
syllables that are not canonical
monosyllables in the language in
quest ion.

22. On obligatory onsets see Anderson (1986a :77-78)
and the references therein.

23. According to Lass (1984: 266),

where there is no strong evidence (either
allophonic or phonotactic) for assigning
a segment to one or other of its flanking
syllables, we can...recognise the
arbitrariness and ambiguity.



Notes to Chapter 3

1. Anderson (1980:227) claims that 'there is a sense

in which morphology as such has been neglected',
and in section 1 of this article gives a

comprehensive summary of recent work in the field.

2. The main exception is the word-structure of
pronouns: consider the representations of him;
hine; hie in Colman (to appear a).

3. For definitions of these, and most other components
and categories mentioned in this section, see the
appropriate entries in Crystal (1985).

4. On 'phonological conditioning' in the expression of
morphological categories , see Brown and Miller
(1980: 178). An example of this in OE would be the
expression of the nominative and accusative plural
of neuter a-stems, see Campbell (1959: §575; §345).

5. Basic definitions of the terms used in this section

are to be found in Bauer (1983: Ch.2).

6. Except in cases of root modification and
suppletion. On the representation of such forms see
(3.2. 10) (e) and ft. 1.

7. No form with the appropriate morphological
complexity is attested in the data under
consideration.

8. Similarly in tyrb root modification expresses a
number of inflectional categories: 'athematic',
'feminine', 'nominative' and 'plural'.

9. Numerous instances of this type of confusion are
recorded by Dahl (1938: Ch.2): see, for example,
the discussion of the forms habas and baere (ibid:
124-125).

10. See §2.1.2.6.5 and §2.1.6.4.5 on the probable
phonetic equivalence of the sequences represented
by morpheme-final ej^ oj^, ul_, and j_; en and in; er,
or and r_ respectively.

11. The most comprehensive source for this is now
Healey and Venezky (1980).

12. The criterion of 'root isolation' need generally
only be applied in the morphological analysis of
synchronic OE data when the form concerned contains
one of the sequences discussed in (3.2.19). If a
disyllabic stem ends in a sequence such as [ungl or
Cnisl, for example, it is extremely unlikely, given
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the phonemic nature of these segments, that they
would comprise the second syllable of a disyllabic
root (for one thing, they presumably carry a
relatively high degree of stress, see §2.3.2).
Furthermore, unlike those mentioned in (3.2.19),
these affixes can readily be associated with a
specific derivational function (see Quirk and
Wrenn, 1958: §§170-172). In such cases, therefore,
even if the first syllable of the stem cannot be
isolated as a root on the basis of the distribution
of phonological strings within the extant OE data,
it can still be maintained that the form concerned
is derivationally complex with a fair degree of
certainty. The non-appearance of a 'root1 in
synchronic OE can easily be attributed to the fact
that only a relatively small amount of OE material
survives (see further §1.3.2.4 and the dicussion
of the form lynisas, §3.2.2,3.2.3 below).

The sequences in (3.2.19), on the other hand,
occur far more frequently in the second syllables
of stems than either Cu<jg] or Cnis], and there are
many forms in which they clearly do not function as
derivational affixes (see the forms discussed under
the headings 'possibly derivationally complex' and
'Latin loan words' at the end of this section). The
isolation of a root on the basis of distributional
evidence from the synchronic OE data is therefore
crucial before any stem ending in one of these
sequences can be classed as 'derivationally
complex'.

13. See Campbell (1959: §592.d) and compare the form
foratorium: buiris 'chisel' 11
which is presumably formed from the same root as
borian 'to bore, perforate'.

14. In other words, the derivational component in
question is accompanied by the lexical inflectional
component j_o_ stem.

15. Latin is by far the most common source for loan
words in OE (Campbell, 1959: Ch. X).

16. The fact that the form begins with [pi supports
this claim. As I-E Cp] became If] in all the
Germanic languages, the only source of Cp] in OE
(other than loan words) is I-E Cb] (Quirk and
Wrenn, 1958: §179). This 'pure voiced stop' was,
however, 'extremely rare' in I-E (Prokosch, 1939:
§ 10c) .

17. Quirk and Wrenn (1958: §§170-172) give the most
comprehensive account.

18. i.e. an 'empty formative' (Colman, to appear b).
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19. Compare the following:

I am,, however, not happy about Bauer's
analysis of -s- in German compounds such
as Universitatsbibliotek as representing
an 'empty' formative, because /s/ conveys
the morphological information that the
word is a compound

(Colman, to appear b).

20. The word class of the 'converted' form will,
incidentally, be signalled by the expression of
the re levant inflectional categories.

21. The forms discussed in this section can be regarded
as compounds rather than sequences of separate
words with very little controversy. On the
problems of differentiating between these see
§1.3. 1.2.3.2. ( i ) .

22. It is debatable whether compounds consisting of
more than two roots occur in the data considered.
Sweet (1885) treats entries such as

affricus: westsuB wind 'south-west wind' 102
boreus: eastnorfowind 'north-east wind' 312
as compounds, leaving no space between the
morphemes in his edition. Bosworth and Toller
(1898), on the other hand, insert a hyphen in the
representation of these forms (westsuk -wind and
eastnor$ -wind respectively) which presumably
indicates that the possibility that two words
rather than one are involved must at least be
admitted. The latter interpretation is,
incidentally, supported by the spacing of the
morphemes in the MS itself (although the
reliability of such evidence is of course
questionable, see § 1.3. 1.2.3.2.i).

If such entries are to be regarded as
compounds, their word and morphological structures
can be represented as fo-llows:
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23. Sweet (1885) inserts a space between the relevant
morphemes in his edition, as do Bosworth and Toller
(1898), when citing the entries concerned.

24. See further Hickey (1986), where it is suggested
that the appearance of a connecting vowel is strong
evidence of a form's compound status.

25. This generally involves
(a) reduction in the degree of stress assigned to
the vowel, accompanied, of course, by changes in
vowel quality and quantity (§2.1.2.6.7; §2.1.5.4.4;
§2.1.6.4.6)
(b) loss of consonants at the morpheme boundary.
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For a full discussion, see Colman (1984: §6.2) and
the references therein.

Note that a third criteria could be that of
' interchangeabi1ity1, see ft. 27.

26. There is, of course, no orthographic indication of
vowel length in 0E (§1.3.1.2.1.2).

27. The fact that Cdo:m} interchanges with a sequence
that is definitely a derivational suffix (cf.
haligdom, haligness - both meaning 'holiness') can
be cited as evidence that the morpheme was
beginning to lose its lexemic status in the 0E
period. However, given (a) the relative difficulty
in the isolation and identification of the semantic

function of derivational affixes in 0E and (b) the
comparatively limited amount of data available in
that language (§1.3.2.3.2; 4), to rely on the
criterion of 'interchangeabi1ity' as a means of
establishing a morpheme's derivational status would
prove problematical.

28. See also the entry for PE -ward in the O.E.D: 'in
the suffix the primary sense of the root is
preserved'.

29. Although it is admittedly just feasible that a
could represent the segment Caeo ] (§2.2), the
appearance of u for Cw] in morpheme initial
position may be interpreted as indicating a more
'vocalic' allophone, Cul, (§2.1.6.5) which in turn
suggests a weakening of the morphological boundary.

30. Note that according to the criteria outlined in
(3.2.73), forms such as
antefata: forewyrde 'a deed done before' 162
ambages: ymbsuaepe 'a digression' 147
(compare fore 'before'; ymb 'around, about')
are to be analysed as compounds consisting of a
prepositional adverb and a noun. The morphemes
Cfo:r B > and fymb) have the same phonological shape
as their corresponding 'free' forms, and retain
their semantic force. Such a conclusion differs
from that implied by Quirk and Wrenn (1958: §§170-
172), who include both fore- amd ymb in their list
of 'affixes'.

31. In oem- the vowel spelling need not reflect
reduction in quality: there is only one front
rounded vowel phoneme in the phonological system of
the Cp. dialect (§2.2.1) and thus the graphs oe_
and y_ are interchangeable. However, the loss of the
consonant Cb] at the morpheme boundary does
indicate that some sort of phonological reduction
has taken place.



32. For a detailed discussion of the ways in which
phonological reduction is manifested in these
forms, see §2.1.2.6.7 and §2.1.5.4.4.

33. The unetymological f_ here is further evidence of
semantic obscuration.
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Notes to Chapter 4

1. Anderson and Euen (1987) has not been seen.

2. As the notion of 'prominence' is defined
differently in relation to morphological,
suprasegmental and inf rasegmenta1 structure
respectively, more comprehensive definitions will
be given in the appropriate sections in §4.2.

3. For a discussion of the constraints that apply to
the formation of dependency graphs, see Anderson
and Durand (1986: 13).

4. See Anderson (1985); Colman (to appear a) for
recent treatments of this subject.

5. For a discussion of methods of expression other
than affixation, see 2.4 below and (3.2.10) (e).

6. Compare the association of prominence in
phonological structure with directly measurable
phonetic properties in §4.2.2 and §4.2.3 below.

7. See § 1.3. 1.2.3.2(i) and the references therein on

the problems of distinguishing between words and
compounds.

8. This is, of course, supported by the fact that in
the representation of suprasegmental structure a
dependency relationship operates between the most
prominent syllabics in the groups that represent
each root (i.e. both belong to the same F 2.
construct ion).

9. Anderson (1986a: 73). I refer, of course, to the
representation of forms such as cleppettende
(2.3.22).

10. For example, the segments represented by j a, j o,
j_u, j_£_ in ON (Gordon, 1957:§46) and by i_a in 9th.
century texts in the Kentish dialect of OE
(Campbell, 1959:§297).

11. Occasionally three-consonant codas are attested in
OE: cf. first 'a piece of time'.

12. This conveys the same information as a
consideration of the number of brackets that

uniquely enclose the unit concerned (§2.3.1.5).

1.3. This would, of course, be expected in a glossary.

14. There is considerable variation within the
literature as far as the suggested inventory of
components is concerned, particularly in the case
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of the articulatory gesture. Those listed in
(4.2.43) are common to most accounts.

15. A third 'initiatory' gesture can be posited
(Anderson and Euen, 1980:34 ; Anderson and Durand,
1986: §3 and references therein) which charaterises
'the parameter of glottal stricture, and the
different airstream mechanisms used in speech.'
(Anderson and Ewen, 1980: 34). As these are

presumably uniform in OE (compare Abercrombie's
claim (1967: 24) that 'an egressive pumonic air-
stream is the normal way of talking or singing'),
and do not serve to make phonemic distinctions in
the language, a discussion of this gesture is
redundant as far as the present analysis is
concerned.

16. On phenomena where the articulatory gesture does
not appear to be associated with a categorial
gesture, see the discussion of prosodies in
Anderson, Ewen and Staun (1985: 214); Anderson and
Durand (1986: §4.2). On the absence of the

articuiatory gesture see Anderson (1986 b). That
either gesture can appear independently of the
other seems to support their equal status.

17. The forms of notation used in (4.2.44) (a) and (b)

respectively are equivalent (Anderson and Ewen,
1980: 25-27; Anderson and Durand, 1986: 43-35). For
an explanation of the bracketing conventions used,
see Anderson and Ewen (1980: 27); Anderson and
Durand ( 1986: 26).

18. See Anderson and Durand (1986: 36); Anderson and
Ewen ( 1980:27-28).

19. The precise nature of the contact is, of course,
conveyed in the representation of the categorial
gesture.

20. For a discussion of some of these problems and the
means by which the dependency model of
representation can be seen to ovecome them, see
§5.1.1.

21. Anderson and Ewen (1980: 29-31) give a detailed
description of how the vowel systems of various
languages may be represented.

22. As defined by Abercrombie (1967: 60-65).



Notes to Chapter 5

1. Note that there is very little evidence that the
entries in Cp. have any kind of syntactic
structure, see §1.3,1.1.2.1.

2. Note, however, that in the feature specification
system outlined by Ladefoged (1982:254-266)
there is a great deal of similarity in the
description of the approximants and vowels
respectively. Compare, for example, the
specifications of Ljl and [i] in Table 11.6
(ibid:265).

3. An alternative view is that there is in fact a

difference in articulation to be observed
between the segments represented by g_ and
w on the one hand, and i_ and u on the other, those
that appear at syllable margins being more
constricted in their articulation.

Dependency notation can, however, convey
any distinction between the articulation of vowel
and approximant by allowing the segments to have
different specifications of their respective
categorial gestures: i.e. CV] for Cu] and Cil,
and [V;V:C1 for Cj] and Cwl.

4. Note that the fact that the difference is

essentially attested between the 'phonemic' and the
'allophonic' levels is not immediately obvious
from the representation of a form such as that
considered in (5.1.2). In this case the resulting
diphthong is synchronically an allo-
hyperphone, [[Ceo]]], of a hyperphoneme,
///EO///, that is in fact specified as a
diphthong (2.2.35). Thus, unfortunately, there
is no difference in the representation of
the segment at the phonemic and allophonic
levels respectively.

5. Note again, however, Ladefoged's (1982:263) use of
the label 'back' to specify consonants.

6. Given the principles of stress assignment outlined
in §2.3.2 (i.e. every derivational affix
constitutes a separate foot), this can frequently
be seen to be the case.

7. A similar explanation may be given for the a_
spelling for the long vowel in W-S sawon
(Campbe11, 1959:§ 15 1). Even although [wl is not
tautosy11abic with the stressed vowel it can cause
the 'loss' of the component IiI from its
articulatory gesture (the reflex of the original PG
[$:] in W-S is, of course, Cae:]). The loss of a

component that already exists in a gesture is
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presumably a less radical process than the addition
of a new one and such a development is evidently
possible over a syllable boundary.

8. It is assumed for the sake of argument that the
most extreme stage in the trends of development
discussed in §3.2.7.3.2;§3.2.2.3.2 have been
reached, and the forms in (5.2.4) (b) and (d)
respectively are synchronically derivationa11y
simple.

9. conjectura: resung 'supposition, conjecture' 504
(cf. raes 'counsel, deliberation').
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